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Foreword
In 2001, long before the shops were filled with large flat screen digital TVs, developments at Philips
Semiconductors (now NXP Semiconductors) were advancing well. Architects and managers were
planning high performance products that would hit the market 3~7 years in the future. Part of that
dream has, of course, come true with advanced TVs now commonplace and at modest prices.
Beneath the covers of today‟s elegant TVs lies a dramatic increase in technical complexity. This
continuous growth in complexity has been driven by customer demand for more channels, extended
connectivity, higher picture quality and larger screen sizes. This has, in turn, created a major
challenge for the global providers of TV technologies.
One of the important factors for the architects at Philips was to avoid these new generation TVs
behaving like PCs. Typical customers would not accept strange messages on the screen from some
embedded operating system or worst still a blue screen followed by a reboot, many customers would
not even know what a reboot was! Maintaining robust product behavior was of paramount
importance to Philips even under this sharp increase in complexity.
In today‟s competitive climate it is essential to deliver new and enhanced products almost every 6
months. This puts an incredible pressure on the development staff. Evolutionary improvements to
design methods and tools will, at a certain stage, impose boundaries on the ability to deal with this
increasing design complexity and need for shorter time-to-market. At a certain point in time
revolutionary new techniques need to be introduced to keep up with this ever rising complexity at
affordable costs.
With this is mind chief architects from Philips knew that the then current “Best in Class” practices
being used would cope for products being planned for some years to come, but for how long? The
increasing complexity not only was driving the need for more and more highly skilled design staff, it
also was leading to a significant increase in product test and verification effort. To help limit this
growth in resource demand Philips, together with ESI, defined the Trader project (Television Related
Architecture and Design to Enhance Reliability). Trader was conceived to provide techniques to
ensure that, in spite of reducing product design cycles and increasing design complexity, customers
would continue to receive the highest quality of service.
The concept was to add improvements to all stages of the product creation process. To achieve this,
research groups from Philips, the Technical University Delft, Technical University Eindhoven, the
University of Twente, the University in Leiden and IMEC from Belgium came together to explore
ways to enhance the reliability of future television and consumer products. Studies were carried out
on how customers perceived the behavior, both good and bad, of state-of-the-art technology related
consumer products such as digital TV. This knowledge helped to prioritize the wide range of
possible features in products and understand what customers find most important. Architectures were
designed which allowed system „glitches‟ to be caught, handled and hidden from customers.
Rigorous test and diagnostic techniques were developed to shorten the product test and verification
phases. Used together, these techniques could help create advanced products that, to a certain degree,
would be aware of their own behavior. Armed with a built-in strategy to correct themselves they
could then ensure that the customer experience would not be compromised.
This book marks the end of the Trader project. It describes the various directions explored and
results obtained. Whilst the overall vision was to combine the set of research results to create system
awareness, each individual piece of work has the potential to be used standalone and still yield
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beneficial gains for companies such as NXP Semiconductors. Looking back we can ask ourselves
what key lessons have we learnt? The main lesson is that, within an organization, it is not possible to
be expert in all fields and working with external partners can bring added advantages. Trader used
the domain of digital television as its focus and this is a field in which NXP Semiconductors is a
world leader. Outside of our core competencies, the external research groups within the Trader
project brought us significant benefits by exploring new architectures, development methodologies
and furthering our understanding of customer behavior in their use of consumer electronics. These
factors will help shape the way future consumer products are conceived and brought effectively to
market.
NXP Semiconductors is happy with the results of this project. Trader has demonstrated how
collaborative research can be used to bring innovative ways of thinking into our organization and
achieve breakthrough results. We expect, where appropriate, to continue this way of working as an
excellent way of bringing benefits to our organization and the technology ecosystem of which we are
part.

René Penning de Vries
Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer
NXP Semiconductors
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
September 2009
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Preface
It has now become the tradition that every four-year project led by the Embedded Systems Institute
is concluded with a book that contains an overview of the obtained results. This book is the fourth
volume in a series that started in November 2006. It is also the first book describing a project in the
series of six Bsik projects (Besluit Subsidies Investeringen Kennis-infrastructuur) that ESI started in
2004.
This book describing the Trader project addresses the challenges of maintaining or even further
improving the reliability of high-volume consumer products in the face of increasing complexity.
The Trader project was carried out by the Embedded Systems Institute, NXP Home, NXP Research,
Delft University of Technology, Eindhoven University of Technology, University of Twente, Leiden
University, IMEC and TASS. The project started in 2004 and finished mid 2009.
Concerns about system reliability are present both in society and in industry. The omnipresence of
embedded systems will be accepted by society only if a wide belief develops that embedded systems
can genuinely be relied upon. Manufacturers and users of embedded systems realize that they can
only survive if the products are inherently reliable. It is a shame to see that in many market segments
products become less reliable when the level of embedded software increases. This is why reliability
is one of the central themes of the ESI Research Agenda. Following the ESI approach to applied
research, the Trader project was organized as an industry-as-laboratory project, where industry
provides the experimental platform to develop and validate new methods, techniques and tools. ESI
is unique in the application of this research format to the problems of embedded systems
engineering. It has proven to be most successful in producing substantial results leading both to
industrial innovation and high-quality academic output.
Trader is the first project for which we have been fortunate enough to have NXP as the carrying
industrial partner. Investigating new reliability methods and testing them in the fast changing world
of digital television, has put an extra challenge on consolidation and transfer of results. It also gave
the project participants a valuable challenge to constantly validate whether the new concepts and
methods were applicable to this dynamic marketplace. All participants have shown great
commitment and their contributions have led to the success of the Trader project, for which I would
like to thank them. NXP and the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs provided the financial basis for
carrying out the project, and their support is gratefully acknowledged. We hope that with this book
we can share the most important results and insights with a wider industrial and scientific
community.

Prof. dr. ir. Boudewijn Haverkort
Scientific Director & Chair
Embedded Systems Institute
the Netherlands
September 2009
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Author: Jozef Hooman

Abstract: The reliability of high-volume products, such as consumer electronic devices, is
threatened by the combination of increasing complexity, decreasing time-to-market, and
strong cost constraints. The Trader project addresses these issues by developing methods
and techniques to optimize reliability. These include improvements at development time,
but also techniques to maintain a high level of reliability after product release. We present
a runtime awareness concept, which aims to minimize any user exposure to productinternal technical errors, thereby improving user-perceived reliability. This chapter
provides an overview of the main concepts and the project results.

1.1

Context

In the Trader project, academic and industrial partners collaborated to optimize the dependability of
high-volume products, such as consumer electronic devices. The project partners involved were: NXP
Semiconductors, NXP Research, Embedded Systems Institute (ESI), TASS, IMEC (Belgium), University
of Twente, Delft University of Technology, University of Leiden, and Design Technology Institute (DTI)
at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The project started in September 2004, with a duration of

five years, and included seven PhD students and two postdocs. The so-called Carrying Industrial
Partner (CIP) of this project was NXP Semiconductors, providing the project with a focus on
multimedia products. NXP provided the problem statement and proposed relevant case studies,
which in the case of Trader were mainly taken from the TV domain.
The problem statement of Trader is based on the observation that the combination of increasing
complexity of consumer electronic products and decreasing time-to-market pressures will make it
extremely difficult to produce totally reliable devices that meet the dependability expectations of
customers.
A current high-end TV is already a very complex device which can receive analog and digital input
from many possible sources, using many different coding standards. It can be connected to various
types of recording devices and includes many features such as picture-in-picture, Teletext, sleep
timer, child lock, TV ratings, emergency alerts, TV guide, and advanced image processing.
Moreover, there is a growing demand for features that are shared with other domains, such as photo
browsing, MP3 playing, USB, games, databases, and networking. As a consequence, the amount of
software in TVs has seen an exponential increase from 1 KB in 1980 to more than 20 MB in current
high-end TVs. The hardware complexity is also increasing rapidly, for instance, to support real-time
decoding and processing of high-definition images for large screens and multiple tuners. To meet the
hard real-time requirements, a TV is designed as a system-on-chip with multiple processor cores,
various types of memory, and dedicated hardware accelerators.
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At the same time, there is a strong pressure to decrease time-to-market. To be able to realize products
with many new features quickly, components developed by others have to be incorporated quickly
into an existing architecture. This includes so-called third-party components, e.g., for audio and
video decoding. Moreover, there is a clear trend towards the use of downloadable components to
increase product flexibility and to allow new business opportunities (selling new features, games,
etc.). Given the large number of possible user settings and types of input, exhaustive testing is
impossible. Also, the product must be able to tolerate certain faults in the input stream. Customers
expect, for instance, that products can cope gracefully with deviations from coding standards or bad
input quality.
Although companies invest a lot of attention and effort to avoid faults in released products, it is
expected that without additional measures both internal and external faults are serious threats to
product dependability. The cost of non-quality, however, is high; it leads to many returned products,
damaged brand image, and reduced market share.

1.1.1

Trader goal

The main goal of the Trader project is to improve the user-perceived dependability of high-volume
products. The aim is to develop techniques that can compensate and mask faults in released products,
such that they satisfy user expectations. The main challenge is to realize this without increasing
development time and, given the domain of high-volume products, with minimal additional hardware
costs and without degrading performance. Hence, classical fault-tolerance techniques that rely
heavily on redundancy (e.g., duplication or even triplication of hardware and software) and require
many additional resources are not suitable for this domain.

1.1.2

Terminology

In this book, the terminology of [Avizienis, 2004] is adopted. A failure of a system with respect to an
external specification is an event that occurs when a state change leads to a run that no longer
satisfies the external specification. An error is the part of the system state that may lead to a failure.
For instance, an error can be a wrong memory value or a wrong message in a queue. A fault is the
adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error which is not part of the system state. Examples of faults
are programming mistakes (e.g., divide by zero) or unexpected input. Reliability is the probability
that a system satisfies an external specification, i.e. does not lead to any failure, during a certain time
period under certain operating conditions.

1.2

Approach

In this section we describe our approach, starting with a short explanation of the industry-aslaboratory approach and the main case studies in Section 1.2.1. Research on the user perception of
reliability is described in Section 1.2.2. An overview of work on reliability improvements during the
development process can be found in Section 1.2.3. The Trader vision on runtime awareness is
explained in Section 1.2.4. Related work can be found in Section 1.3.
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Industry-as-lab & Trader case studies

Similar to other ESI projects1, we have followed in Trader an industry-as-laboratory approach
[Potts, 1993]. This means that there is a frequent interaction between industrial problem owners and
solution providers to avoid that researchers are solving problems that have already evolved in
industry. Research results are studied in the intended industrial context as soon as possible to
investigate the applicability and the scalability of solution strategies under the relevant practical
constraints. Successful solutions immediately get industrial credibility which makes a transfer into
industry easier. Moreover, the industry-as-lab approach enables academic researchers to collect
realistic experimental data on their approach. Industrial application of their research usually leads to
new insights, e.g., on unrealistic assumptions, scalability, or exceptional cases, and this often
stimulates new research.
In the Trader project, most of the case studies were taken from the TV domain as provided by NXP
Semiconductors. To become familiar with this domain and to analyze the possibilities of dealing
with failures, we started with an existing analog TV in which a few systematically reproducible
faults were injected. A number of input scenarios, i.e., sequences of key presses on a remote control,
led to lock-up failures in Teletext. The project team investigated a number of solutions to detect and
to correct these failures. During later phases of the project, techniques have been applied to more
complex digital TVs that were under development at NXP. To experiment with long-term recovery
techniques that would require architectural changes and code modifications, we also used the open
source media player MPlayer [MPlayer, 2007]. This allows code adaptations, fault-injections and
runtime experiments without the need of dedicated development environments and special hardware.

1.2.2

User perception

The aim of the work on user perception of reliability is to capture user perceived failure severity, to
get an indication of the level of user-irritation caused by a product failure. The research has
investigated the influence of failure and user characteristics using consumer experiments in a TV
laboratory and a web-based experiment. During the laboratory experiments on function importance,
it turned out that also failure attribution has a significant impact. That is, in case of a failure it makes
a difference whether a user blames the TV or assumes there are external causes for the failure. For
instance, in an experiment users ranked image quality as important and a motorized swivel, which
can be used to turn the TV, as much less important. When injecting failures in these functions,
however, users often turn out to be very tolerant concerning bad image quality (which is attributed to
external sources), but they get very irritated if the swivel does not work correctly. An overview of
this research can be found in Chapter 2.

1.2.3

Design-time improvements

We give an overview of Trader research that aims at reliability improvements during the
development of the system, starting with the work described in this book:
Chapter 3 discusses robustness strategies to deal with variations in the interpretation of the
Teletext standard by broadcasters and TV set manufacturers. These different interpretations
are caused by omissions in the Teletext standard, especially concerning the dynamic
behavior, i.e., dealing with changes in the content of pages.
Chapter 4 presents results on the use of a tool like QA-C which checks whether a piece of C
code conforms to a certain coding standard such as MISRA. Since these code analysis tools
1

See http://www.esi.nl/projects/
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often produce a large number of non-conformance warnings, it is important to identify the
most important violations and the most relevant coding rules. To this end, historical data at
NXP has been analyzed to determine the correlation between faults in the code and rule
violations.
Chapter 5 describes the application of stress testing in the TV domain. The main idea is to
take away shared resources (such as CPU cycles or bus bandwidth) artificially, to simulate
the occurrence of errors or the addition of an additional resource user. The study of the effect
of such overload situations on the system behavior and its fault-tolerant mechanisms has
shown to be very useful in the TV domain. In addition, this chapter also presents
visualizations of CPU usage and bus bandwidth that provide useful insight in system
behavior.
Chapter 6 discusses reliability improvements by the use of aspect orientation to prevent
scattering and tangling of concerns, such as exception handling, initialization, and thread
usage, in the software. To deal with aspect-orientation in a resource-constrained environment
and to conform to the Koala component model of NXP, a new language called AspectKoala
has been defined.
Chapter 7 presents a method for the early detection and removal of requirements errors,
which are an important source of unreliability and project failures. The approach is based on
executable models of dynamic system behavior and can also be used include the high-level
system architecture, which makes it possible to check consistency and conformance to the
requirements.
Chapter 9 describes the spectrum-based fault localization technique which can be used to
improve the efficiency of the debugging process. This technique indicates for a particular
problem which part of the code most likely contains the error. This technique has been
applied successfully to a number of case studies, including a number of problem reports at
NXP.
Finally, we mention two other Trader activities that are not represented in this book, but have been
published elsewhere:
An approach for early reliability analysis of software architectures has been defined [Sözer,
2007-a].
An introduction to software fault tolerance has been written, describing the main concepts
and a large number of design patterns for error detection and error recovery [Deckers, 2005].

1.2.4

Runtime awareness

Looking at a number of failures of consumer electronic devices, it is often the case that a user can
immediately observe that something is wrong, whereas the system itself is completely unaware of the
problem. Systems are often realized in a way that corresponds to the open-loop approach in control
theory; for a certain input, the required actions are executed, but it is never checked whether these
actions have the desired effect on the system and whether the system is still in a healthy state.
The long term vision of the Trader project is to “close the loop” and to add a kind of feedback
control to products. By monitoring the system and comparing system observations with a model of
the desired behavior at runtime, the system gets a form of runtime awareness which makes it possible
to detect that its customer-perceived behavior is (or is likely to become) erroneous. In addition, the
aim is to provide the system with a strategy to correct itself. The main ingredients of such a runtime
awareness and correction approach are depicted in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Adding awareness at runtime
The four main parts of this approach are:
Observation: observe relevant inputs, outputs and internal system states. For instance, for a
TV we may want to observe keys presses from the remote control, internal modes of
components (dual/single screen, menu, mute/unmute, etc), load of processors and busses,
buffers, function calls to audio/video output, sound level, etc.
Error detection: detect errors, based on observations of the system.
Diagnosis: in case of an error, find the most likely cause of the error.
Recovery: correct erroneous behavior, based on the diagnosis results and information about
the expected impact on the user.
Note that for complex systems it will not be feasible to include a complete model of the desired
system behavior, but the approach allows the use of partial models, concentrating on what is most
relevant for the user. Moreover, we can apply this approach hierarchically and incrementally to parts
of the system, e.g., to third-party components. Typically, there will be several awareness monitors in
a complex system, for different components, different aspects, and different kinds of faults.
In the next sections, we give an overview of the Trader research on the main parts of the runtime
awareness concept.
Observation
A number of techniques to observe relevant aspects of the system have been investigated. This
includes:
Monitoring and visualization of CPU usage and bus bandwidth, as described in Chapter 5.
Instrumentation of software with observation code, for instance, by means of aspect-oriented
techniques as presented in Chapter 6 or based on the cfront parser for ANSI C as mentioned
in Chapter 10.
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Error Detection
Within Trader, a number of techniques for runtime error detection have been developed:
A method to detect runtime errors using models of desired behavior is described in Chapter 8.
An experimental Linux-based framework has been developed in which a software application
and a (partial) specification of its desired behavior can be inserted.
Fault screeners, which are generic invariants that are checked at runtime, are presented in
Chapter 9 as a simple error detection method with a low overhead.
An approach which checks the consistency of internal modes of components turned out to be
effective in detecting a number of injected faults in the Teletext part of an analog TV [Sözer,
2007-b].
Diagnosis
A technique for runtime diagnoses based on program spectra is explained in Chapter 9. This
technique can be implemented with a low overhead in terms of time and space. Chapter 9 also
compares spectra-based diagnosis with model-based techniques.
Recovery
Two recovery techniques have been studied in Trader:
Chapter 11 presents a method for resource management which allows runtime decisions
between resource usage and user-perceived quality. For instance, it has been demonstrated
that in case of overload situations (e.g., due to intensive error correction on a bad input
signal), an image processing task can be migrated from one processor to another, leading to
improved image quality.
Chapter 12 defines a framework for local recovery which makes it possible to recover
separate units of a system in isolation. Moreover, a systematic approach for the
decomposition into recoverable units is proposed. The framework has been applied
successfully to the MPlayer.

1.3

Related work

Traditional fault-tolerance techniques such as Triple Modular Redundancy and N-version
programming are not applicable in our application domain of high-volume products, because of the
cost of the required redundancy. Related work that also takes cost limitations into account can be
found in the research on fault-tolerance of large-scale embedded systems [Neema, 2004]. They apply
the autonomic computing paradigm to systems with many processors to obtain a healing network.
Similar to our approach is the use of a kind of controller-plant feedback loop. Related work on
adding a control loop to an existing system is described in the middleware approach of [Parekh,
2006] where components are coupled via a publish-subscribe mechanism. A method to wrap COTS
components and monitor them using specifications expressed as a UML state diagrams is presented
in [Shin, 2006]. The analogy between self-controlling software and control theory has already been
observed in [Kokar, 1999]. Garlan et al. have developed an adaptation framework where system
monitoring might invoke architectural changes [Garlan, 2003]. Using performance monitoring, this
framework has been applied to the self-repair of web-based client-server systems. Our approach is
also inspired by other application domains, such as the success of helicopter health and usage
monitoring [Cronkhite, 1993].
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Chapter 2

User Perception of Product
Failures
Authors: Jeroen Keijzers, Ilse Luyk

Abstract: Currently, the field of consumer electronics is one of the most challenging
environments with respect to product design. Due to the combination of the continuous
influx of new technology and the economic effects of globalization, it is now possible to
create products with a functionality that was unimaginable even one product generation
ago against a price level that opens huge markets on a global level in a very short time.
However, the combination of technically sophisticated products and global markets is no
guarantee for customer satisfaction.
The complexity of current software-based consumer electronics and increasing customer
expectations result in increasing numbers of consumer complaints on new products in the
consumer electronics industry [Den Ouden, 2006]. Analysis of these complaints indicates
that to an increasing degree the root-cause of the complaint cannot be retrieved by the
consumer electronics companies [Brombacher, 2005]. Current product defects do not only
represent violations of the product specifications, but also unconsidered customer
requirements and unexpected product behavior. Consequently, software-based consumer
electronics nowadays require a design oriented New Product Development (NPD) process
which focuses on the user of the product.
This chapter deals with the research on the possibilities to incorporate the user perspective
into the development process of consumer electronics. The first Section (2.1) describes the
need for this user focus in the development process in more detail. In Section 2.2, the
overall research model is presented. Subsequently, in the third and fourth section the
approaches and results of two different research focus areas are presented. Lastly, in
Section 2.5 the implications of this research for the consumer electronics industry are
presented together with some directions for further research.

2.1

The user perspective in consumer electronics

2.1.1

Trends in consumer electronics industry

Not too long ago, the field of consumer electronics was far more predictable. The development
process of the simple and analog hardware-based consumer electronics products of the 1980's/1990's
was mainly driven by static product roadmaps that were cost oriented and had a strong focus on
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product manufacturing optimization. The main goal was to make products that complied with
technical specifications.
Therefore, in this period, product defects were mainly specification violations and the customer
dissatisfaction level could be defined in terms of the required number of product repairs in the aftermarket. However, the complexity of current software-based consumer electronics and the increasing
customer expectations result in increasing numbers of consumer complaints on new products in the
consumer electronics industry [Den Ouden, 2006]. Analysis of these complaints indicates that to an
increasing degree the cause of these complaints cannot be retrieved (also referred to as „No-FailureFound‟ (NFF) [Brombacher, 2005], see Figure 2.1.
Percentage No Failure Found
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Figure 2.1 Percentage NFF of total product failures in modern high-volume consumer electronics
[Brombacher, 2005]
Current product defects do not only represent violations of the product specifications, but also
unconsidered customer requirements and unexpected product behavior. Consequently, consumer
electronics nowadays require a design oriented development process focusing on the user of the
product. The focus in the product development process has shifted from a specification focused
manufacturing approach to a user focused design approach.
This shift in focus of the product development process has, as a logic consequence, resulted in a
simultaneous increase in the level of market uncertainty over the nature and extent of customer's
need for new products. This higher market uncertainty results in increased information requirements
of the current product development processes. Literature review has been conducted to investigate
the potential contribution of existing quality methods on market uncertainty reduction in the
development process of consumer electronics products [De Visser, 2008]. It was revealed these
methods are incapable of dealing with market uncertainty due to the combination of lacking userorientation and confined completeness and specificity. Particularly, the unknown impact of quality
problems on user dissatisfaction limits the potential contribution of these methods to the quality
improvement decision making process. For a more elaborate discussion on the limitations of existing
quality methods in consumer electronics, please refer to [De Visser, 2008].
Consequently, in order to deal with the increased market uncertainty for consumer electronics,
existing quality methods from literature and practice should be complemented with a user-oriented
impact assessment of the identified quality problems (and the accompanying quality improvement
decisions). The combination of the existing quality methods with an accompanying user-oriented
impact assessment would lower the market uncertainty in the design process [De Visser, 2008].
Eventually, this approach contributes to a decreasing number of consumer complaints in consumer
electronics.
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This analysis combined with the general aim of this research, results in the formulation of the
following research question:
How to predict the impact of (potential) product quality problems on customer
dissatisfaction in consumer electronics industry?

2.1.2

User perceived failure severity

Based on insights presented in consumer behavior literature, the following concept is defined that
captures the user impact of quality problems in consumer electronics [De Visser, 2008]:
User Perceived Failure Severity (UPFS) is the level of irritation experienced by the user
caused by a product failure
The UPFS concept expresses the impact of product quality problems on customer dissatisfaction in
consumer electronics. Insight into the expected/predicted UPFS resulting from a certain design
decision would reduce uncertainty in the product development decision making process and decrease
the number of product complaints. UPFS is an emotion measurement and therefore depends on a
certain stimulus (product failure) and individual- and environmental characteristics. UPFS can be
measured with a combination of existing measurement scales from emotional- and behavioral
research [De Visser, 2008].
The proposed user-oriented approach for impact assessment of the identified quality problems will
be based on the formulation of a theory-based UPFS prediction model. The combination of the
existing quality methods with an accompanying UPFS assessment will lower the market uncertainty
in the design process. Eventually, this approach contributes to a decreasing number of consumer
complaints in consumer electronics. For a more elaborate discussion on these scientific
contributions, please refer to [De Visser, 2008].

2.2

Research model

This section focuses on developing a research model for UPFS prediction in consumer electronics.
This model is based on the results of a first exploratory consumer experiment, literature from
different scientific fields, and an expert validation session with people from academia and consumer
electronics industry [De Visser, 2008]. The starting point for this research model is a high-level
UPFS model based on emotion theory. Subsequently, this high-level model is developed into two
more detailed UPFS prediction models, resulting in the so-called theory-based UPFS prediction
models.

2.2.1

The theory-based UPFS prediction model

This section describes the development of an UPFS prediction model in consumer electronics. As
indicated earlier, the adjusted UPFS model is based on the analysis of the results of a UPFS
consumer experiment, literature from different scientific fields (e.g. quality and reliability, medicine,
marketing and safety) and a validation session with people from academia and industry with a
background in product reliability, usability, product development and testing. The starting point for
this model is the emotional response model from consumer behavior theory, as the original definition
of UPFS is based on this model. This model is shown in Figure 2.2 below.
In the previous section, UPFS is defined as the level of irritation experienced by the user as caused
by a product failure. In this definition, UPFS is characterized as an emotion measurement and
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therefore depends on a certain stimulus (product failure) and individual and environmental
characteristics [Chaudhuri, 2006].
Behavioral
factors

Situational Behavioral
factors
factors

+

User
irritation

+

User
dissatisfaction

Economical
factors

User's
complain
readiness

+
Figure 2.2 Emotional response model from consumer behavior theory [Manrai, 1991].
The direct translation of the emotional response model from consumer behavior theory into a highlevel UPFS model is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this high-level model, a product failure is indicated
as the stimulus of the emotional response (UPFS). Consequently, the characteristics of this failure
directly influence the intensity of this emotional response. Besides the stimulus, several individual
and environmental characteristics influence the emotional response as well. In the context of this
UPFS model, individual characteristics correspond to the personal traits of the product user. In other
words, the characteristics of a user directly influence the level of UPFS. In this high-level UPFS
model, the environmental characteristics correspond to the use conditions in which a user operates
the product. These use conditions also directly influence the level of UPFS.

Emotional Response
User Perceived Failure Severity

Stimulus

Individual
Characteristics

Environmental
Characteristics

Failure
Characteristics

User
Characteristics

Use
Conditions

Figure 2.3 High-level research model for UPFS prediction.
The scope of this high-level UPFS model is rather broad. This research mainly focuses on two areas:
1. The investigation of the influence of the stimulus (failure characteristics) on UPFS.
2. The investigation of the influence of the user characteristics on UPFS.
The environmental characteristics (use conditions) are treated as extraneous variables. An extraneous
variable is a variable that is not of interest in the study, but which might have influence on the
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relationships being studied [Stangor, 1998], [Goodwin, 2005]. In order to restrict the influence of
these extraneous variables on UPFS in this research, these variables should be kept as constant as
possible. This research focus is also represented in Figure 2.3 by the solid arrows from failure
characteristics and user characteristics to UPFS and the dotted arrow from the use conditions to
UPFS.
This high-level model describes the expected influence of the failure characteristics on UPFS in
general. However, in order to predict the UPFS resulting from a certain product failure, the
relationships between the individual failure characteristics and UPFS should be explicated. The
exploration of these relationships is presented in the next section.
The two above mentioned focus areas, failure characteristics (focus area 1) and user characteristics
(focus area 2), are also the key research areas of two different Ph.D. projects. These projects are
conducted partly in parallel. However, the research objectives of both projects contribute to the
overall understanding of UPFS in consumer electronics. The next two sections describe the different
research approaches and findings for both focus areas. Subsequently, in Section 2.5 these findings
are combined into general research implications and suggestions for further research.

2.3

Focus area 1: Failure characteristics

This section describes the research in focus area 1, failure characteristics. In the first section, a more
detailed research model is presented to investigate the influence of failure characteristics on UPFS.
Subsequently, in the second section, the research methodology of this focus area is explicated.
Lastly, in Section 2.3.3, the major findings of the research within this focus area are presented.

2.3.1

Detailed research model focus area 1

In order to develop a more detailed research model for focus area 1, the potentially influential failure
characteristics should be determined. The combination of different information sources (related
literature, an explorative consumer experiment and an expert validation session) resulted in the
identification of eight hypothetical failure characteristics [De Visser, 2008]. Table 2.1 gives an
overview of these failure characteristics together with a description and their expected relation with
UPFS.
A positive influence is expected of Failure Frequency, Failure Impact, Failure Solvability and
Function Importance on UPFS. In other words, a higher level of these failure characteristics is
expected to result in a higher level of UPFS. A negative influence is expected of Failure
Reproducibility and Failure Workaround on UPFS. This means that a higher level of these failure
characteristics is expected to result in a lower level of UPFS. For Failure Moment in Use process, the
hypothetical relation implicates that a failure earlier in the use-life of the product results in a higher
level of UPFS. The direction of the expected relation between Failure Attribution and UPFS is
unknown at this moment. For a more elaborate discussion on the expected influence of the failure
characteristics on UPFS, please refer to [De Visser, 2008].
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Failure
Characteristic

Description

Hypothesized relation
with UPFS

Failure Attribution

The cause to which users attribute the
failure

Positive1

Failure Frequency

Number of failures per time unit under
standardized use conditions

Positive

Failure Impact

The percentage loss of the product use life
in which the failure occurs

Positive

Failure Moment in
Use Process

The degree of repeatability of a failure by
the user

Negative2

Failure
Reproducibility

The degree of repeatability of a failure by
the user

Negative

Failure Solvability

The required effort a user should take after
failure occurrence to normal functioning
of the product (excluding the failed part of
the function)

Positive

Failure Work
Around

The degree in which the failure occurrence
can be prevented by the user by operating
the product differently

Negative

Function
Importance

The relative importance of the function
affected by the failure

Positive

1

In this case a positive relationship implies: A failure that is internally attributed results in a higher level of
UPFS than a externally attributed failure
2

In this case a negative relationship implies: A failure earlier in the use life of a product results in a higher
level of UPFS

Table 2.1 Overview of the identified failure characteristics.
The combination of the high-level research model and the identified failure characteristics results in
the detailed research model shown in Figure 2.4. As mentioned before, given the time and resource
constraints of this research project, the complete validation of the theory-based UPFS model within
this project is unfeasible. Furthermore, the validation of the complete model requires a gradual
approach in which the (combined) added values of all failure characteristics to the model are
evaluated.
However, this research starts small-scale with investigating the influence of two of these failure
characteristics on UPFS. In this research, Function Importance (FUI) and Failure Attribution (FA)
are selected to be evaluated because the influence of these variables on UPFS is expected to be
substantial. In other words, the influence of FUI and FA as independent variables on UPFS as
dependent variables is investigated. For a more elaborate discussion on the selection of these two
failure characteristics, please refer to [De Visser, 2008].
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User Perceived Failure Severity

Failure Characteristics:

Extraneous
Variables:

Failure Attribution

Failure Solvability

Failure Work Around

Failure Frequency

Use Conditions

Function Importance

User
Characteristics

Failure Reproducibility
Failure Moment in Use Process

Failure Impact

Figure 2.4 Detailed research model for research focus area 1.

2.3.2

Research methodology focus area 1

In order to investigate the influence of these failure characteristics on UPFS, two consumer
experiments are executed:
1. Function Importance (FUI) Experiment: concentrates on investigating the influence of FUI
on UPFS.
2. Failure Attribution1 (FA) Experiment: concentrates on investigating the influence of FA and
FUI on UPFS
For both consumer experiments a between-subject design is used to investigate the influence of the
independent variables on UPFS. For the measurement of the experimental variables (FUI, FA and
UPFS) different validated measurement scales are applied [De Visser, 2008]. Both experiments are
performed in a controlled environment according to a strict experimental protocol in which
participants are confronted with different failure scenarios. Between these different experimental
failure scenarios, the levels of the independent variables are varied. Subsequently, the emotional
response (UPFS) of the test participants to these failure scenarios is measured. Based on these
measurements, the influence of FA and FUI on UPFS can be statistically determined [De Visser,
2008].
Only university students are selected as test subjects for both experiments. Students are a relatively
homogenous group, which minimizes variability within the conditions of the experiment.
Participants are selected using convenience samples of students from the Eindhoven University of
Technology. For the FUI experiment, 25 students participated in the experiment. For the FA
experiment, 149 students completed the experiment.
Different professionals from the consumer electronics industry contributed to the definition and
implementation of the failure scenarios within the consumer experiments. The contribution of these
professionals resulted in realistic failure scenarios with different levels of FUI and FA. For more

The name “Failure Attribution Experiment” may be a bit confusing, since both Failure Attribution (FA) and Function
Importance (FUI) are selected as independent variables for this experiment. However, the name of this second
experiment refers to the addition of the FA variable in this experiment.
1
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information about the research methodology and measurement scales that are used in this research,
refer to [De Visser, 2008].

2.3.3

Research findings focus area 1

The FUI consumer experiment resulted in the following research results:
Within the context of this first consumer experiment, the reliability of the UPFS
measurement scale is established. The most common, and the best index for reliability is
known as Cronbach‟s alpha (symbolized as α) [Stangor, 1998]. The Cronbach‟s alpha is a
measure that assesses the consistency of the entire measurement scale and ranges from
α = 0.00 (indicating that the measure is entirely error) to α = 1.00 (indicating that the measure
has no error). A general rule of thumb indicates that α = 0.70 is considered the minimum
required Cronbach‟s alpha value for a measurement scale to be considered reliable [Stangor,
1998]. The UPFS measurement scale has a Cronbach‟s α value of 0.83, which makes it a
valid measurement scale for UPFS research [De Visser, 2008]. The validation of this
measurement scale makes it possible to perform research into the perceived irritation level
that is caused by different product failures. Moreover, the UPFS measurement results of this
experiment can now be used to investigate the relation between FUI and UPFS.
Based on the experimental results, the hypothesis “There is no significant difference in UPFS
between failures with different levels of function importance (FUI)” should be rejected. Thus,
the positive relationship between FUI and UPFS as presented in Table 2.1 is demonstrated.
However, it is important to mention that the difference in UPFS level is not very significant
( > 0.01). Although the FUI of a failure influences the UPFS, the significance of this effect is
rather low.
One remarkable additional result of this experiment relates to the assumed causes of the
failures (FA) by the test participants. The influence of FA on UPFS was not examined in this
consumer experiment. Therefore, in order to limit the influence of FA on UPFS, the failure
attribution was controlled. In the design of the failure scenarios, both failure scenarios were
designed to be internally attributed (cause of the failure was the product not its environment).
Within the debriefing phase of the experiment, test participants were questioned about the
cause of the experienced failure scenario. The results of this debriefing phase indicate that
there is a difference in experienced failure attribution among the failure scenarios. In other
words, the perceived cause by test participants was different for the two failure scenarios.
This difference in perceived FA between the failure scenarios could have contributed to the
relative small effect size of FUI on UPFS. Therefore, the investigation of the influence of
FUI on FUI requires another consumer experiment in which the influence of FA is
distinguished and investigated.
Based on the research findings of this first experiment, the second (FA) experiment is performed.
This FA consumer experiment resulted in the following research results:
The results of this FA experiment demonstrate that the influence of FUI on UPFS is not
significant. Consequently, the hypothesis “There is no significant difference in UPFS
between failures with different levels of function importance (FUI)” cannot be rejected. The
first FUI consumer experiment did identify a significant influence of FUI on UPFS.
However, in this FA experiment this significant influence is not confirmed. A possible
explanation for this absence of this signification relation between FUI and UPFS in this FA
experiment is the difference in experimental approach [De Visser, 2008].
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The results of this FA experiment confirm that the influence of FA on UPFS is significant.
Consequently, the hypothesis “There is no significant difference in UPFS caused by
internally or externally attributed failures” should be rejected.
The experimental results indicate that the interaction effect between FUI and FA is also not
significant. Consequently, this insignificance of the interaction effect between FA and FUI in
this experiment validates the significance of the relation between FUI and UPFS in the first
(FUI) experiment. That is, the absence of this interaction effect implies that the lack of FA
control in the previous experiment did not bias the experimental outcomes and the relation
between FUI and UPFS.
The combination of both experiments contributed to the partial validation of the detailed research
model for research focus area 1 (Figure 2.4). Moreover, based on the results of the two consumer
experiments a validated UPFS research approach has been developed. For a more elaborate
discussion on this research approach, please refer to [De Visser, 2008].

2.4

Focus area 2: User characteristics

This section describes the research in focus area 2, user characteristics. In the first section, a more
detailed research model is presented to investigate the influence of user characteristics on UPFS.
Subsequently, in the second section, the research methodology of this focus area is explicated.
Lastly, in Section 2.4.3, the major findings of the research within this focus area are presented.

2.4.1

Detailed research model focus area 2

The research conducted in focus area 2, focuses on the investigation of the relation between user
characteristics and UPFS. Because a fault in the product development process does not automatically
lead to a consumer complaint for each individual user or user group, this research considers different
stages between (potential) product development faults and UPFS, as shown in the detailed research
model in Figure 2.5 below (derived from [Oliver, 1996], [Kanis, 2005] and [Verbeek, 2006]). In
other words, product failures only have a meaning when they occur and are perceived by a user
during user-product interaction in a product usage context. It should be noted that the extraneous
variables shown in this model include both the failure characteristics and use conditions as shown in
Figure 2.3 in Section 2.2.1. Due to time constraints this Ph.D. project mainly focused on the
investigation of the relation between certain user characteristics and the occurrence of user-product
interaction problems and user-perceived failures.
Research has shown that because of the growing diversity of user groups the most common
differentiation of users and users groups on demographic and market segmentation profiles is no
longer sufficient for product design evaluation [Kujala, 2006] [Shih, 2004]. Consequently, as
discussed by Dillon et al. [Dillon, 1996], this research uses a differentiation of users on a deeper
level of user characteristics which is taken from the research field of consumer behavior. Such
characteristics are more universal across user groups and could therefore enable a more reliable
prediction of user perception of product failures. Although also on this level many different potential
differentiators can be found [Kujala, 2006], an explicit choice was made for this research project to
mainly focus on consumer knowledge. In this context consumer knowledge is a concept which refers
to both the number of product related experiences which are stored by a user and subsequently the
ability to perform product-related tasks successfully [Alba, 1987]. This differentiation is interesting
for analyzing user-perceived failures because research shows that a differentiation on consumer
knowledge accounts for differences in product usage and cognitive structure and analysis [Alba,
1987] [Brucks, 1985] [Shih, 2004].
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Figure 2.5 Detailed research model for research focus area 2

2.4.2

Research methodology focus area 2

To investigate the effect of consumer knowledge on the propagation of product development faults
to user-perceived failures, two experiments are conducted:
A laboratory experiment to investigate the effect of consumer knowledge on the occurrence
of user-product interaction problems.
A web-based experiment to investigate the effect of consumer knowledge on FA (which is a
manifestation of a user-perceived failure).
For both experiments a between-subject design approach is used. In the laboratory experiment the
effect of consumer knowledge on the occurrence of user-product interaction problems is investigated
by asking users to perform three different tasks with varying levels of complexity on an innovative
LCD television. Subsequently, usability measurements, usage patterns and user-perceived failures
were recorded. In the web-based experiment, the effect of consumer knowledge on FA is
investigated by confronting users with simulated product failures of an innovative LCD television in
a video-based scenario. Subsequently, several measurements of FA and control variables were
recorded. It is important to note that, similar to the research performed in focus area 1, all the
product-related tasks and failure scenarios were carefully selected and designed based on input and
reviews from industry experts. More information on the design and use of failure scenarios for
evaluating user perception of product failures and the design and use of failure attribution
measurements can be found in [Keijzers, 2009-a] and [Keijzers, 2009-b].
Since the goal of this research focus area is to account for diversity in different levels of consumer
knowledge on complex consumer electronics, for both experiments a very diverse group of
participants was selected (e.g. differences in age, educational background, experience with using
technology etc.) (see also [Keijzers, 2009-c]). In the laboratory experiment, 29 participants took part
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in the experiment. Subsequently, in the web-based experiment, out of the 407 completed
questionnaires 363 were usable for further analysis 2.

2.4.3

Research findings focus area 2

The main findings of the laboratory experiment used for analyzing the effect of consumer knowledge
on the occurrence of user-product interaction problems are (based on a multivariate analysis of
variance):
Overall, for two out of the three tasks, a main effect of consumer knowledge on effectiveness
and efficiency (i.e. time, number of steps and number of returns to a higher level of the menu
for each task) is observed (p < 0.05) [Keijzers, 2009-c]. In other words, users with a higher
level of knowledge were able to complete more tasks and completed the tasks faster with
fewer problems.
In-depth analysis of the usage patterns revealed that consumers with a lower level of
knowledge use more irrelevant steps, use more loops and show a larger diversity of usage
patterns, which does not contribute to completing a certain task. Consequently, they
encountered more as well as different user-product interaction problems than consumers with
a higher level of knowledge [Keijzers, 2009-c]. These results indicate that consumer
knowledge can be a relevant additional contrast factor for selecting of participants in
consumer tests.
The main findings of the web-based experiment used for analyzing the effect of consumer
knowledge on FA are (based on a multivariate analysis of variance):
First of all, the results show that there is a significant effect of consumer knowledge on how
users attribute the product failures shown in the failure scenarios (p < 0.001). Although users
with a higher level of knowledge are not necessarily more correct in terms of attributing the
product failure to the correct physical cause, they are more extreme in their attributional
response and are less satisfied with product quality than users with a lower level of
knowledge.
Secondly, the results also confirmed a significant effect of age on FA on (p < 0.05), but this
effect is considerably less strong than the effect of consumer knowledge and only present for
perceived picture quality (i.e. consumers with a higher age are more satisfied with the picture
quality than consumers with a lower age).
Finally, the results show that users attributed the failures shown in the scenarios differently
than designers did. Since most television users are not familiar with the presence and
properties of software in modern TVs, they attribute product failures to causes which are in
accordance with their expectations and mental model of the product [Keijzers, 2009-b]. In
other words, this validates the use of an experimental approach using failure attribution to
investigate how users perceive product failures and to help designers better understand and
diagnose user-perceived failures and complaints from a user point of view.
The combination of both experiments helps to gain more insight into the effect of consumer
knowledge on the propagation of product development faults to user-perceived failures as shown in
Figure 2.5. More information on the measurement and in-depth analysis of the effect of consumer
knowledge and information on follow-up experiments can be found in [Keijzers, 2009-c].

2

44 questionnaires were excluded from further analysis due to either missing answers or not meeting the defined
review criteria such as not having watched the failure scenarios completely.
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2.5

Research implications and further research

Based on the results presented in the previous sections, this section is concerned with general
research contributions and recommendations for further research. This section is organized as
follows. Section 2.5.1 gives an overview of the major research contributions and implications.
Subsequently, recommendations for further research are given in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1

Research contributions and implications

In the beginning of this chapter it was explained that in order to deal with the increased market
uncertainty for consumer electronics, existing quality methods from literature and practice should be
complemented with a user-oriented impact assessment of the identified quality problems (and the
accompanying quality improvement decisions). The first step into predicting the user-oriented
impact of product quality problems was the definition of the UPFS concepts. Subsequently, a highlevel research model was formulated that was the starting point for two research focus areas: failure
characteristics and user characteristics. The research in both areas has resulted in some overall
research contributions and implications about the prediction of UPFS for consumer electronics.
The UPFS prediction model
The UPFS prediction model is introduced to gain insight into the impact of quality problems on user
dissatisfaction in order to reduce the number of consumer complaints after product introduction.
Literature review related to consumer behavior and emotion provided the basis for the UPFS model.
In this model, user dissatisfaction (UPFS) is modeled as a function of not only product related
characteristics (failure characteristics) but also of user related characteristics (use conditions and user
characteristics). This model was partially validated by conducting four consumer experiments. The
application of these parts of the model in the NPD process of consumer electronics can potentially
reduce market uncertainty in the design decision making process.
UPFS research methodology
First of all, the results of both experiments conducted in focus area 1 indicate that it is possible to
measure the level of user perceived irritation that is caused by a product failure in consumer
electronics in a reliable way.
Moreover, based on the results of the experiments in both focus areas, a UPFS experimental
approach has been developed. By the application of this approach, future UPFS research can be
performed reliably. The building blocks of this approach are:
The UPFS measurement approach; experimental results confirmed the reliability and validity
of UPFS measurement scale as a tool to measure the dependent UPFS variable in future
UPFS experiments.
The FUI and FA measurement approaches; experimental results demonstrated the ability of
the FUI and FA measurement scales to measure these variables in a reliable and valid way.
Measurement and differentiation of users with respect to their level of knowledge
of consumer electronics; experimental results demonstrated the reliability and validity of
consumer knowledge measurement scales to give more insight beyond differentiation
of consumers on demographics.
The scenario-based approach to analyze user perception of product failures; experimental
results demonstrate both the effectiveness and efficiency of analyzing consumer perception of
product failures with the use of specifically designed failure scenarios together with industry
experts. These scenarios can be used in both laboratory and web-based experiments and
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complement existing consumer tests which mostly do not cover user perception of product
failures.
The control for extraneous variables; based on literature and analysis of the different
experimental results, this research identified different (groups of) extraneous variables in
UPFS research and approaches to control them.
Valorization
Both the UPFS prediction model and the UPFS experimental approach can add value to the product
development process of companies within the consumer electronics industry. Although valorization
of the research results is not the primary goal of this research, the business context provided by the
Trader project required constant consideration for both the business and practical perspective in this
research. In the near future, the implementation of parts of this research into consumer electronics
practice is therefore considered to be attainable.

2.5.2

Recommendations for further research

The previous section summarized the main results of this user perception research. Notwithstanding
the important contributions of this work, the research results also trigger the formulation of new
research directions. Therefore, in the following, recommendations for future research are discussed.
Further validation of the UPFS model variables
The validation of the complete UPFS model requires a gradual approach in which the (combined)
added values of all failure and user characteristics to the model are evaluated. This research has
investigated the influence of two of these failure characteristics (function importance and failure
attribution) on UPFS. Furthermore, this research investigated the influence of user characteristics
(i.e. consumer knowledge and age) on different stages of the propagation of product development
faults to (potential) consumer complaints. However, in future research the influence of other user and
failure characteristics on UPFS should be investigated together with the interaction effects between
these user and failure characteristics. This validated UPFS model can then be used to predict the
UPFS for different user groups that is caused by specific product failures. In other words, product
design decisions can then be taken by predicting its influence on the UPFS levels combined for all
target customer groups.
Formalization of the UPFS experimental protocol
Based on the results of these consumer experiments a UPFS research approach has been developed.
This research approach consists of validated tools to measure UPFS, function importance, failure
attribution, relevant user characteristics and extraneous variables. Currently, the formalization of this
research approach is improved by generating a ready-for-use experimental protocol. Such a protocol
should consist of a practical experimental handbook complemented with the required variable
measurement tools and (straightforward) variable analysis tools.
This ongoing further formalization of the UPFS approach into a full experimental protocol makes it
easier to implement in actual product development processes. Moreover, this ready-to-use protocol
should lower the threshold for product designers to evaluate the influence of certain design decisions
on the occurrence of user-perceived failures and subsequently on the user dissatisfaction level.
Eventually, the application of this protocol in different consumer electronics companies should result
in a large knowledge base on the impact of different failure- and user characteristics on UPFS.
Implementation of the UPFS model in the NPD process
The above mentioned results illustrate that market uncertainty can be potentially reduced with the
application of the UPFS prediction model in the NPD process of consumer electronics products.
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However, the actual implementation of the UPFS model and the accompanying experimental
approach into the NPD process of consumer electronics requires some additional research.
The first version of this UPFS prediction model is mainly theory based. The previous section
suggested the improvement of the practical applicability of the model and the experimental
approach: the UPFS experimental protocol. But the actual implementation of the UPFS model in the
NPD process requires several additional research steps. Therefore, in future UPFS research, the
following questions should be answered:
In what phase of the NPD process of consumer electronics products is the application of
UPFS model most useful?
Which people involved in the NPD process of consumer electronics products should adopt
the UPFS model in their daily practice?
Who should be hold responsible for the incorporation of the user perspective into the
development process?
How can the UPFS knowledge base be made accessible for all these involved people?
These theoretical and organizational issues should be dealt with in future UPFS research.

2.6
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Chapter 3

End-to-end reliability of
Teletext
Authors: Piërre van de Laar, Teun Hendriks, Koen van Langen, Mathijs Opdam

Abstract: Teletext was developed in the UK in the early 1970‟s to communicate textual
information from TV broadcasters to their viewers, for display on demand. As a low-cost
technology, with the information carried inside a TV signal, it has seen tremendous
adoption throughout Europe and Asia. The vast majority of TV sets sold in these areas by
various suppliers can display Teletext information by virtue of a built-in Teletext decoder.
In this chapter, we examine the Teletext standard, and the impact on end-to-end reliability
of a major technology evolution halfway through the life of this standard, namely the
introduction of local storage memories in the TV sets. This evolution changed the Teletext
information access paradigm from „view when transmitted‟, to „view cached information‟.
We review a specific aspect of the Teletext standard which became more relevant due to
this paradigm shift, and compare a number of local robustness strategies to safeguard the
end-to-end reliability as perceived by the viewer.

3.1

Introduction

The radio and television broadcast industry is one of the longest running example of a system of
systems. Millions of television sets of various set makers can receive TV signals from numerous
broadcasters serving almost all countries throughout the world. The Teletext standard [BBC, 1976]
[ETSI, 2003] was an interesting development: its definition meant a significant step in the
information flexibility of connecting systems. Whereas the analog TV broadcast format standard
definition (be it PAL, SECAM, or NTSC) is purely a matter of a fixed sequence of image lines on a
display, the Teletext standard defines a structure in which information is partitioned in content
magazines, pages and sub-pages, i.e. a logical data model. In Teletext, broadcasters have
considerable freedom to choose which pages to transmit, in which order, and with which repetition
rate.
This chapter presents a brief overview of the Teletext standard. Taking the perspective of a TV
viewer, we report on our experimental verification of error occurrence in real-life Teletext broadcasts
and their impact on various, commercially available TV sets. Based on the observed failures in endto-end communication, we compare different TV-local robustness strategies and analyze them to
show their impact on the end-to-end reliability as perceived by the TV user. This chapter ends with
conclusions.
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Teletext

Teletext was developed in the UK in the early 1970‟s to broadcast any sort of information to its
audience. It has seen tremendous adoption throughout Europe and Asia. In those parts of the world, a
large majority of TV broadcasters provide a Teletext service: e.g., news, weather, sports, and TV
guide information. Currently all but the utmost low-end televisions sold in Europe and Asia can
display Teletext pages. Teletext has proven to be a reliable text news service during events such as
the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, during which the web pages of major news sites became
inaccessible due to unexpected demand [Wikipedia, 2008].

Figure 3.1 A Teletext page according to the original standard (a.k.a. level 1)
The original Teletext standard (a.k.a. level 1) [BBC, 1976] supported Teletext pages consisting of 24
rows of 40 characters, chosen from a limited set of characters, in a fixed color palette. Figure 3.1
shows such a Teletext page. Since then, Teletext has evolved considerably. Later versions of the
standard, amongst others, extended the character repertoire (level 1.5), increased the color palette,
provided side panels for additional text and graphics (level 2.5), and introduced different font styles
and proportional spacing (level 3.5) [ETSI, 2003].

3.2.1

The Teletext conceptual information model

Magazines and pages
Teletext partitions information into eight magazines. Examples of magazines are TV Guide, news,
sporting news, economic news, and weather forecasts. A magazine contains a number of pages. For
example, a sporting news magazine typically contains pages for basketball, soccer, baseball, and
hockey. A Teletext page is identified by a number consisting out of three digits of which the most
significant digit specifies the magazine number. A page number is typically fixed to a subtopic
within a magazine. For example, page 201 typically gives the TV schedule of today, and page 888
provides subtitles.
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Pages and sub-pages
When the information of a subtopic doesn‟t fit on a single screen, the information is distributed over
a number of sub-pages. A page with sub-pages is also called a rotating page. The viewer is typically
notified by the broadcaster of the available information by using the notation x/y, meaning xth subpage of y sub-pages in total. And, the television often presents a sub-page navigation bar when
multiple sub-pages are available. The amount of available information on a news item is generally
not fixed but may change over time. For example, the traffic information report may contain no
reports at all during the night. At the onset of the morning rush hour the first reports start to fill a first
page, to grow to multiple sub-page as the morning rush hour reaches its peak, finally to reduce again
to a single page with a few or even no reports during midday. A traffic information report page can
thus change from a single page to a page with sub-pages, and again back to a single page.

3.2.2

Teletext performance

Pages in a magazine are broadcasted after one another. The order of the pages is not specified by the
Teletext standard, but left open to the broadcaster. Since the broadcaster is aware of the content,
performance can be optimized [Ammar, 1987-a] [Ammar, 1987-b] [Vaidya, 1999]. For this reason,
the Teletext standard provides a number of features to support a broadcaster in achieving the desired
performance [ETSI, 2003]. A broadcaster must organize its transmission such that TV‟s can provide
an optimal performance to their viewers given their capabilities, e.g. with and without local storage
memory. One aspect of the performance is the access time of the different Teletext pages. To control
the access time, both objective and subjective, Teletext provides, amongst others, the following
concepts:
Rolling headers inform the users about the pages being received, and positively influence the
subjective access time. Rolling headers require a sequence in the numbers of the broadcasted
pages.
Out of sequence broadcasts enable that popular pages, like the start page, can be broadcasted
more frequently than the other pages without interfering with the rolling headers. Out of
sequence broadcasts reduce the objective access time for the popular pages.
Other aspects of the performance include the time available to read the information and robustness
for bad reception. These aspects are, for example, addressed by the Teletext standard, by allowing a
sub-page of a rotating page to be repeated. In other words, three sub-pages can be broadcasted as
either 1,2,3, or 1,1,2,2,3,3, or 1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3, etc.

3.2.3

Teletext navigation and presentation

The amount of information that can fit on one Teletext screen is limited. When the amount of
information cannot be presented on one screen, some form of navigation is necessary. On the
Internet, we see two approaches. On the one hand, web browsers provide sliders for large web pages
that enable the users to change the part of the information that is visible. On the other hand, most
website builders divide the information of their website in sufficiently small parts, which do nicely
fit onto a single screen, while providing additional navigational pages and links.
The lay-out of a Teletext page is fixed. The first line contains the header information: typically the
name of the broadcaster, the current page number, the date, and the clock-time. Lines 2 till 24
contain plain text. When present, line 25 contains four differently colored, human-readable keywords
representing hyperlinks. The hyperlinks can be followed by pressing the associated colored button on
the remote control. Like hyperlinks on the internet, Teletext does not guarantee that the target exists,
and that the content is reflected by the keyword used.
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Figure 3.2 Screen showing a combination of information
The information presented on one screen typically is a mixture of different kinds of information, see
Figure 3.2. A part of the screen is used for navigational purposes. Another part of the screen might
be reserved for commercial advertisements. A third part of the screen contains the information the
user is interested in. Note that this part is sometimes even built up out of different parts.

3.2.4

A major technology evolution: impact on Teletext decoders

Since the introduction of Teletext in the early 1970‟s, the price of memory has considerably dropped.
This has enabled a new kind of Teletext decoders that stores broadcasted pages. These so-called
page-collecting decoders were already envisioned early on [Chew, 1977] [Tanton, 1979], and
provide the Teletext viewer a requested page directly from memory instead of having to wait for the
page to be transmitted. This improvement in access time to Teletext pages has a negative side effect:
the possibility that obsolete information is presented to the Teletext viewer. Hence, such decoders
must maintain consistency between broadcasted and stored information, i.e. a decoder needs to
implement a page obsolescence policy. Note that the change in the information access paradigm
from „view when transmitted‟ to „view cached information‟ made the dynamics of Teletext content
more relevant. Whereas originally the Teletext receiver had to keep only the Teletext page being
watched up-to-date, now all Teletext pages in the cache must be kept up-to-date.
In the context of a standards process, typically one observes that the possibilities of such a
technology change are exploited as a competitive product advantage first. Companies do not wait for
an evolution of the standard. Net consequence often is that such a change is never standardized
anymore. After various products with proprietary technology have hit the market, each exhibiting a
slightly different behavior, a common standards extension often is not feasible anymore.
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Experimental study of Teletext decoders

This section reports on a study we did to chart the variety of interpretations of the standard by
broadcasters and TV set manufacturers. Our focus is the variety of realizations of Teletext pages
local storage in TV sets, and their information obsolescence handling policies. Here we report our
findings concerning the handling of Teletext pages with and without subpages. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate the differences in handling policies, to study broadcaster practices (including
potential standards interpretation issues), and to get the requirements for a robust local strategy that
has best empirical quality with respect to information availability and obsolescence.

3.3.1

Experimental setup

For this experimental study, we used a number of televisions from various brands. On the one hand,
we looked for inconsistencies caused by different interpretations of the Teletext standard. On the
other hand, we looked for failures in keeping the broadcasted and stored information identical. For
the latter case, we looked at the Teletext pages available to the TV viewer when the television was
tuned to the same channel for several hours. This amount of time is sufficiently large for the
broadcasted information to have undergone changes. And this amount of time is still realistic in a
user context, since watching Teletext after a movie (including commercial breaks) would give
similar experiences. We compared the Teletext pages available to the TV viewer with the pages
present in the actual broadcast. To determine the currently broadcasted pages, we either used a TV
without memory to store Teletext pages, or we erased the stored Teletext pages from the television‟s
memory either by zapping to another channel and back; or by turning the TV off and on again
(power cycling).
We took pictures of the screens of those TVs when we observed a problem. Note that we highlighted
areas of interest in those pictures using a simple drawing tool.

3.3.2

States of a Teletext page
5: Single page

Single Page

3: Not in transmission

8: Page with y number of sub-pages

1: Single page

7: Single page

2: Page with x number of sub-pages

Page with
Sub-pages

No Page

4: Not in transmission

6: Page with z number of sub-pages

Figure 3.3 Transitions and states of a Teletext page.
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According to the Teletext standard [ETSI, 2003], a Teletext page can be in one of the three following
states:
1. Page not in transmission
2. Page with no sub-pages associated (coded 00)
3. Page with sub-pages (coded 01 till maximally 79)
In Figure 3.3, we have captured the dynamics of a Teletext page using these three states. Note that
neither such a picture, nor the explanation of dynamics, is contained in any of the Teletext standard
documents. Clearly in terms of ease of comprehension of this concept, the standard is poor on this
aspect.
As already described earlier, the viewer expects sub-page navigation only in the case of a page with
sub-pages, and especially, on a page-collecting decoder.

3.3.3

Difference between pages with and without sub-pages

Observations
We observed in our tests that on most TVs sub-page navigation was present on some pages with no
sub-pages associated. See Figure 3.4. The sub-page navigation bar (topmost line is this figure) is
under the control of the TV and indicates presence of subpages. The page content as transmitted by
the broadcaster signals a single page through the indication „1/1‟. We also observed pages with subpages whose code started at 00 instead of 01. See Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4 Broadcaster which uses 01 for pages with no sub-pages. This results in a useless subpage navigation bar.
Explanation
According to the Teletext standard [ETSI, 2003], a Teletext page can be associated either with no
sub-pages (coded 00) or with sub-pages (coded 01 till maximally 79). The syntactic difference
[Lindland, 1994] between pages with and without sub-pages is thus small: it only depends on the
actual value of the sub-code. We hypothesize that this small syntactic difference is the cause of the
violations of the Teletext standard as shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The violations of the
standard as depicted in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 are understandable, since multiple models of
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counting exist. For example, for many computer scientists counting always starts at zero [Kaldewaij,
2003], not only for array indices but also for chapters, exercises, and proofs.
Proposed solution
The Teletext standard would have benefited from a more explicit distinction between pages with and
without sub-pages. One possibility is the inclusion of the number of sub-pages in the meta-data of a
Teletext page in the standard. This would not really have increased the bandwidth usage, since
currently this information is typically encoded in the Teletext page content, e.g. as the last part of 1/1
and 1/3 in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, respectively.

Figure 3.5 Broadcaster which uses 00 for page with sub-pages.

3.3.4

Transitions of a page

Observations
We observed that obsolete and current information was mixed after particular kinds of transitions.
More precisely, after a transition from a single page to a page with sub-pages and vice versa; and
after a transition of a page with sub-pages to a page with fewer sub-pages, the consistency between
cached and broadcasted information is lost.
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the results of an incorrectly handled transition from a single page to a
page with sub-pages (or vice versa). Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the results of an incorrectly
handled transition when the number of sub-pages of a page decreases.
Explanation
Both Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 are instances of the previously described traffic information report
that grows over time. Initially, the traffic information report fits on a single page, and thus is coded
with 00. When the report grows beyond a single page it changes into a page with sub-pages which
are encoded with 01 and 02. However, the television did not remove the obsolete page with sub-code
00 from the cache on the transition to a page with sub-pages.
Both Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 contain the traffic information at the end of rush hour. At the end of
rush hour, the number of sub-pages needed to report the traffic jams decreases. The televisions
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however did not maintain consistency of broadcasted and stored information, since besides the
currently broadcasted sub-pages also earlier broadcasted sub-pages with higher sub-codes are still
available.

Figure 3.6 Samsung television that has combined a page with sub-pages (codes 01 and 02) and
without sub-pages (code 00) broadcasted after each other.

Figure 3.7 Philips television that has combined a page with sub-pages (codes 01, 02, 03) and one
without sub-pages (code 00) broadcasted after each other.
Despite the fact that the original standard [BBC, 1976] contains a control bit to signal that a page
should be not be confused with an earlier broadcasted page, we observed on a number of brands that
changes in the content of a Teletext page results into inconsistencies between the currently
broadcasted and stored information. We hypothesize that either the control bit is lost, it is ignored, or
not applied to the page as a whole but only the currently associated sub-code. To clarify the latter
case, take the example of the traffic information report, when sub-page 01 is broadcasted for the first
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time, its control bit flags a change, but the page collecting decoder might only remove the sub-page
with code 01 from the cache instead of all codes associated with that page.

Figure 3.8 Samsung television displaying sub-page 2 out of 2, whereas storing out-of-date subpages 03 and 04.

Figure 3.9 Sony television displaying sub-page 4 out of 4, whereas storing out-of-date sub-pages
with higher sub-pages numbers (indicated at top left of page by the two arrows signaling the
possibility to navigate to sub-pages with lower and higher numbers).
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Proposed solution
The original standard [BBC, 1976] did not introduce the concepts of states. It only introduced the
concept of transition: the erase1 page control bit signals that the currently transmitted page “is
significantly different from that in the previous transmission [...], such that the two should not be
confused”. The transmission of an instantaneous event over a noisy communication channel without
reception acknowledgements is error-prone. Losing this single event means losing the request to
erase a page from memory forever. For robustness and consistency, it would have been better if the
current state was encoded into the Teletext page 2, and whenever a new state is observed the obsolete
page is erased from memory. Note that due to standard violations, as shown in Figure 3.5, state
change detections based on Figure 3.3 might give undesirable results for these non-adhering
broadcasters. In this particular example, the out-of-specification broadcast of a rotating page triggers
two state changes in every cycle: A state change from page with sub-pages to a single page on
reception of 00, and a state change from a single page to a page with sub-pages on reception of 01.
The usage of time-stamps is another alternative to erase obsolete pages from memory. Although
obsolete pages are eventually erased from memory, they are not instantly erased when new pages
arrive.

3.4

Designing a local strategy to offset the standards gap

Given the current Teletext standard and the observed violations of the standard, we wondered what
kind of algorithm for storing Teletext pages would handle best the Teletext standard as-is in
combination with observed broadcasting practices. To understand the scope of this issue, we asked
experts of Philips Consumer Electronics and NXP to characterize Teletext transmissions through the
following questions:
1. What are the probabilities of broadcasting single pages and pages with a given number of
sub-pages?
2. What are the probabilities of a Teletext broadcast to be within and out of specification?
3. What is the probability of sub-pages to be repeated?
4. What are the probabilities of a perfect transmission and transmissions with a given loss rate?
5. What are the probabilities of a Teletext page to be in a steady state and in a transition
between states? Furthermore we asked the experts of Philips Consumer Electronics and NXP
to give a value judgment on the relative importance of the obsolescence handling policy:
6. How important is the prevention of obsolete (sub-) pages compared to the unavailability of
(sub-) pages?
The characterization and value judgment as given by the experts was used to compare the following
algorithms for Teletext page obsolescence handling:

1

The goal of the erase page control bit is to prevent confusing the content of two successively broadcasted pages.
Although the name erase page bit suggests that the Teletext conceptual information model assumes the content to be
news, i.e., old content must be erased when new content becomes available, its goal is valid for both news and series
content.
2

We think that a few bits are sufficient to encode the state of a Teletext page, since pages are typically repeated a large
number of times before being changed.
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No sub-page aging. All information is stored to ensure that any sub-page is always available.
Obsolete sub-pages are just accepted; no removal is attempted at all. Viewers always are able
to view stored sub-pages even though their content may be severely outdated.
Last sub-page only. Only the last broadcasted sub-page is stored to ensure that no obsolete
pages are in the Teletext store. The unavailability of all other sub-pages than the last
broadcasted one is just accepted. A viewer must wait until a sub-page is broadcast to view
that particular sub-page.
Upper-bound sub-page aging. The highest sub-code of all sub-pages is remembered. After
each cycle3, sub-pages in store with a higher number than the highest sub-code observed in
that cycle are erased.
State change detection and upper-bound sub-page aging. State changes between single pages
and pages with sub-pages are detected based on the value of the sub-codes (00 versus non00). State changes between pages with different number of sub-pages are detected by the
previously described upper-bound sub-page aging algorithm.
Upper- and lower-bound sub-page aging. The lowest and highest sub-codes of all sub-pages
are remembered. After each cycle3, sub-pages in store outside the range defined by the lowest
and highest sub-code observed in that cycle are erased.
We have depicted the performance of these algorithms using the average values as given by the
experts on the Teletext transmission characterization and valuation questions in Figure 3.10 and
Figure 3.11. The lower the score of the algorithm (value on the vertical axis), the better it performs in
response to transmissions according to the characterization and valuation of the experts.
Figure 3.10 shows a sensitivity analysis of these algorithms as function of the answer on question 5.
On the vertical axis, the weighted number of „wrong‟ pages (either obsolete pages or unavailable
pages) is depicted against the ratio of steady state transmissions versus transitions. This figure shows
that the upper- and lower-bound sub-page aging is the preferred algorithm independent of the
probabilities of a Teletext page to be in a steady state and in a transition between states (see also
Figure 3.3). This algorithm does retain by far the minimum obsolete sub-pages for display when the
transmission for a page is mostly transitional (i.e. number of sub-pages rapidly changing in the
broadcast). This algorithm also keeps the most sub-pages available for view, when the transmission
for the page is mostly steady-state (i.e. only infrequent changes in the number of sub-pages do occur
in the broadcast).

3

A cycle is detected when the number of sub-pages exceeds a threshold. The value of the threshold depends on the
highest (and lowest) sub-code observed since the beginning of the cycle. Furthermore, the threshold contains a
multiplication factor that reflects that sub-pages can be repeated or be missed due to bad reception.
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Figure 3.10 Score of various algorithms based on the expert judgment on the likelihood of Teletext
broadcasts except for the ratio between steady state and transitions.
Figure 3.11 shows the performance as function of the answer on question 6. Again, we have depicted
the performance of the previously described algorithms using the average values as given by the
experts on the Teletext transmission characterization questions. The lower the score of the algorithm
(value on the vertical axis), the better it performs in response to transmissions according to the
characterization of the experts. In this figure, we see that „last sub-page only‟ is preferable when
preventing obsolete sub-pages is far more important than unavailability of sub-pages. In all other
cases, upper- and lower-bound sub-page aging is the preferred algorithm.
Interesting to note is that the best performing algorithm is also the algorithm that used the least
number of assumptions on the use of the standard as possible (sub-pages are broadcasted in order).
This observation is in line with the claim of defensive programming: using as few assumptions as
possible yields the most secure and reliable code.
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Figure 3.11 Score of various algorithms based on the expert judgment on the likelihood of Teletext
broadcasts except for the ratio between obsolete and unavailable pages.
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Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reported on a study to improve the end-to-end reliability of Teletext by
building robustness strategies into Teletext enabled consumer electronics products. For this study,
we have described part of the Teletext standard, and given empirical evidence of problems in terms
of quality issues and gaps in the Teletext specification. These problems were exacerbated by a major
technology evolution halfway through the life of the Teletext standard: the introduction of local
storage memories in the TV sets. For these so-called page collecting decoders, a balanced local
strategy was presented to compensate for the lack of definition of Teletext dynamic behavior.
Overall, the Teletext standard has seen tremendous success. Its operational use spans already thirty
years with almost universal adoption rate for TVs sold in Europe and Asia. The standards definition
was sufficiently flexible to support several evolutions. In retrospect however, the omission of
specification of dynamic behavior, i.e., the change in content on a page, did cause significant
problems for Teletext decoders. This study has shown that such specification gaps can be largely
overcome by local robustness strategies. Thus, even in the presence of external errors, products
based on the Teletext standard will appear reliable to TV viewers.
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Chapter 4

Using software history to
guide deployment of coding
standards
Authors: Cathal Boogerd, Leon Moonen

Abstract: In spite of the widespread use of coding standards and tools enforcing their
rules, there is little empirical evidence supporting the intuition that they prevent the
introduction of faults in software. Therefore, we propose to use information from software
and issue archives to link standard violations to known bugs. In this chapter we introduce
such an approach and apply it to three industrial case studies. Furthermore, we discuss how
to use the historical data to address two practical issues in using a coding standard: which
rules to adhere to, and how to rank violations of those rules.

4.1

Introduction

Coding standards have become increasingly popular as a means to ensure software quality
throughout the development process. They typically ensure a common style of programming, which
increases maintainability, and prevent the use of potentially problematic constructs, thereby
increasing reliability. The rules in such standards are usually based on expert opinion, gained by
years of experience with a certain language in various contexts. Over the years various tools have
become available that automate the checking of rules in a standard, helping developers to locate
potentially difficult or problematic areas in the code. These include commercial offerings (e.g., QAC1, K72, CodeSonar3) as well as academic solutions (e.g., [Johnson, 1978] [Engler, 2000] [ Flanagan,

2002]). Such tools generally come with their own sets of rules, but can often be adapted such
that also custom standards can be checked automatically. In a recent investigation of bug
characteristics, Li et al. argued that early automated checking has contributed to the sharp
decline in memory errors present in software [Li, 2006]. However, in spite of the availability of
appropriate standards and tools, there are several issues hindering adoption.

1

www.programmingresearch.com

2

www.klocwork.com

3

www.grammatech.com
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Automated inspection tools are notorious for producing an overload of non-conformance warnings
(referred to as violations in this chapter). For instance, 30% of the lines of one of the projects used in
this study contained such a violation. Violations may be by-products of the underlying static
analysis, which cannot always determine whether code violates a certain check or not. Kremenek et
al. observed that all tools suffer from such false positives, with rates ranging from 30-100%
[Kremenek, 2004]. Furthermore, rules may not always be appropriate for all contexts, and many of
their violations can be considered false positives. For instance, we find that one single rule is
responsible for 83% of all violations in one of the analyzed projects, which is unlikely to only point
out true problems. As a result, manual inspection of all violating locations adds a significant
overhead without clear benefit.
Although coding standards can be used for a variety of reasons, such as maintainability or
portability, in this chapter we will focus on their use for fault prevention. From this viewpoint, there
is an even more ironic aspect to enforcing ineffective rules. Any modification of the software has a
non-zero probability of introducing a new fault, and if this probability exceeds the reduction
achieved by fixing the violation, the net result is an increased probability of faults in the software
[Adams, 1984].
Therefore, in previous work [Boogerd, 2008-a], [Boogerd, 2009] we investigated the link between
violations and known faults in two software archives using the MISRA standard [MISRA, 2004], a
widely adopted industrial standard for C. We found that a small subset of the rules can be linked to
known faults, but that this set differs between the two cases investigated. In this chapter, we expand
the previous case studies and show how to use the same approach to address a number of practical
challenges.

4.1.1

Challenges

Given the fact that interaction of code and coding standard can vary so dramatically, and that it has a
great impact on the coding habits of developers, managing a coding standard for a software project is
not a trivial task. Specifically, we identify two challenges:
1. Which rules to use from a standard? A standard may be widely adopted, but still contain rules
that, at first sight, do not look appropriate for a certain project. In addition, when comparing
several different coding standards an explicit evaluation of individual rules can help in
selecting the right standard.
2. How to prioritize a list of violations? Although a standard may be carefully crafted and
customized for a project, developers may still be faced with too many violations too fix given
the limited time. To handle this problem most efficiently, we need to prioritize the list of
violations, and define a threshold to determine which ones have to be addressed, and which
ones may be skipped.
In other words, we define a rule selection criterion and a violation ranking strategy. We discuss our
approach in Section 4.2, introduce our cases in Section 4.3 and discuss results of the approach in
Section 4.4. We evaluate the results and describe how to meet the challenges in Section 4.5. Finally,
we compare with related work in Section 4.6 and summarize our findings in Section 4.7.
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Figure 4.1 Measurement process overview

4.2

Approach

The approach uses a Software Configuration Management (SCM) system and its accompanying
issue database to link violations to faults. Such an issue database contains entries describing
observed problems or change requests, and these issues can be linked to the source code
modifications made to solve it. Using this system impacts the definition of our measures: we define a
violation to be a signal of non-conformance of a source code location to any of the rules in a coding
standard; a bug to be an issue in the database for which corrective modifications have been made to
the source code (the fix); those original faulty lines constitute the fault.
Measuring violations Figure 4.1 illustrates the steps involved in the measurement process. First we
select the range of releases relevant to the study, i.e., the ones part of the selected project. We iterate
over all the releases, retrieved from the source repository (1), performing a number of operations for
each. From a release, we extract the configuration information (2) necessary to run the automatic
code inspection (3), which in turn measures the number of violations. This configuration information
includes the set of files that are to be part of the measurements, determined by the project‟s build
target. We record this set of files and take some additional measurements (4), including the number
of lines of code in the release.

4.2.1

Matching faults and violations

Matching requires information on the precise location(s) of a fault. We start gathering this
information by checking which file versions are associated with bugs present in the issue database
(5). We proceed to compute a difference with previous revisions, indicating which changes were
made in order to solve the issue, and marking the modified lines. When all issues have been
processed, and all lines are marked accordingly, the complete file history of the project is traversed
to propagate violations and determine which ones were involved in a fix. All this takes place in the
Line Tagger (6), described below.
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Figure 4.2 File-version and annotation graphs
Using the set of files recorded in (2) the Line Tagger constructs a file version graph, retrieving
missing intermediate file versions where necessary. For every file-version node in the graph, we
record the difference with its neighbors as annotation graphs. An example is displayed in Figure 4.2.
The round nodes denote file versions, each edge in that graph contains an annotation graph,
representing the difference between the two adjoining nodes. Lines in the annotation graph can be
either new (light grey), deleted (black) or modified (dark grey, pair of deleted and new line).
Using the file-version graph, matching faulty and violating lines becomes straightforward. To
compute the true positive ratio, we also need the total number of lines, defined as the number of
unique lines over the whole project history. What we understand by unique lines is also illustrated in
Figure 4.2: if a line is modified, the modified version is considered a new unique line. This makes
sense, as it can be considered a new candidate for the code inspection. In addition, it means that
violations on a line present in multiple versions of a file are only counted once. Our line tagging is
similar to the tracking of fix lines in [Kim, 2007-b], although we track violations instead.

4.2.2

Determining significance of matchings

Dividing the number of hits for a certain rule (violations on faulty lines) by the total number of its
violations results in the desired true positive rate. But it does not give us a means to assess its
significance. After all, if the code inspection flags a violation on every line of the project, it would
certainly result in a true positive rate greater than zero, but would not be very precise or efficient. In
fact, any random predictor, marking random lines as faulty, will, with a sufficient number of
attempts, end up around the ratio of faulty lines in the project. Therefore, assessing significance of
the true positive rate means determining whether this rate is significantly higher than the faulty line
ratio. This will give us an intuition as to whether the matchings are simply chance or not.
We model this by viewing the project as a large repository of lines, with a certain percentage p of
those lines being fault-related. A rule analysis marks n lines as violating, or in other words, selects
these lines from the repository. A certain number of these (r) is a successful fault-prediction. This is
compared with a random predictor, which selects n lines randomly from the repository. Since the
number of lines in the history is sufficiently large and the number of violations comparably small, p
remains constant after selection, and we can model the random predictor as a Bernoulli process (with
p = p and n trials). The number of correctly predicted lines r has a binomial distribution; using the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) we can compute the significance of a true positive rate (r/n).
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Because we know that only files that were actually changed contain faults, we only consider lines
from these files for the analysis. This is a stricter requirement for significance than including also
non-changed files.

4.2.3

Requirements

There are two important requirements for the approach that should be considered when replicating
this study. The first is that of the strict definition of which files are part of the analysis as well as
what build parameters are used, as both may influence the lines included in the subsequent analysis,
and thus the number of faults and violations measured. The second requirement is a linked software
version repository and issue database. The link may be (partially) reconstructed by looking at the
content of commit log messages, or be supported by the database systems themselves, as in our case.
Many studies have successfully used such a link before [Li, 2006] [Sliwerski, 2005] [Kim, 2006-b]
[Weiß, 2007] [Kim, 2007-c] [Williams, 2005] [Kim, 2006-a].

4.3

Three case studies

4.3.1

Projects

For this study we selected three projects from NXP 4, denoted TVoM, TVC1 and TVC2. The first
project was a part of our pilot study [Boogerd, 2008-b], the second was previously studied in

[Boogerd, 2009], the third one has been added in this chapter. We shortly describe each of them
below.
TVoM is a typical embedded software project, consisting of the driver software for a small SD-cardlike device. When inserted into the memory slot of a phone or PDA, this device enables one to
receive and play video streams broadcasted using the Digital Video Broadcast standard. The
complete source tree of the latest release contains 148KLoC of C code, 93KLoC C++, and
approximately 23KLoC of configuration items in Perl and shell script (all reported numbers are noncommented lines of code). The real area of interest is the C code of the actual driver, which totals
approximately 91KLoC.
TVC1 and TVC2 are software components of the NXP TV platform (referred to as TVC, for TV
component). Both are part of a larger archive, structured as a product line, primarily containing
embedded C code. This product line has been under development for five years and most of the code
to be reused in new projects is quite mature. We selected from this archive the development for two
different TV platforms: TVC1 comprises 40 releases from June 2006 until April 2007; TVC2 has 50
releases between August 2007 and November 2008.
In all these projects, no coding standard or inspection tool was actively used. This allows us to
actually relate rule violations to fault-fixing changes; if the developers would have conformed to the
standard we are trying to assess, they would have been forced to immediately remove all these
violations. The issues we selected for these projects fulfilled the following conditions: (1) classified
as „problem‟ (thus excluding feature implementation); (2) involved with C code; and (3) had status
„concluded‟ by the end date of the project.

4

www.nxp.com
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Coding standard
The standard we chose for this study is the MISRA standard, first defined by a consortium of
automotive companies (The Motor Industry Software Reliability Association) in 1998.
Acknowledging the widespread use of C in safety-related systems, the intent was to promote the use
of a safe subset of C, given the unsafe nature of some of its constructs [Hatton, 1995]. The standard
became quite popular, and was also widely adopted outside the automotive industry. In 2004 a
revised version was published, attempting to prune unnecessary rules and to strengthen existing ones.
Implementation
The study was implemented using Qmore and CMSynergy. Qmore is NXPs own front-end to QA-C
version 7, using the latter to detect MISRA rule violations. Configuration information required by
Qmore (e.g., preprocessor directives, include directories) is extracted from the configuration files
(Makefiles driving the daily build) that also reside in the source tree. For the measurements, all C
and header files that were part of the daily build were taken into account. The SCM system in use at
NXP is CMSynergy, featuring a built-in issue database. All modifications in the SCM are grouped
using tasks, which in turn are linked to issues. This mechanism enables precise extraction of the
source lines involved in a fix.

4.4

Results

Three tables list the results for each of the three cases: TVoM in Table 4.1, TVC1 in Table 4.2, and
TVC2 in Table 4.3. In these tables we display detailed results for all the significant rules, that is, the
ones that outperformed a random predictor with significance level α = 0.05. Also, we include three
categories of aggregated results: all rules, non-significant rules, and significant rules. For each of
these, the second and third columns hold the total number of violations and the number of those that
could be linked to fixes (i.e., true positives). The fourth and fifth hold the true positive ratio and its
significance. The last column displays the number of issues for which at least one involved line
contained a violation of the rule in question.

4.4.1

Case comparison

Noticeable are the differences in the set of significant rules between the three cases. All cases agree
on only one rule, 8.1, which states:
“Functions shall have prototype declarations and the prototype shall be visible at both
the function definition and call.”
A possible explanation of this is that some functionality may be implemented at first without too
much attention for quality, so a function prototype is forgotten. Since it is new code, it will likely be
changed a number of times before it is mature, and as a result is easily linked to a bug fix.
The agreement is (as expected) higher between the two cases from the TVC archive, which have
eight rules in common: 1.1, 5.1, 8.1, 10.1, 10.2, 12.5, 14.10, and 19.5. Especially interesting is the
concentration of rules in chapter 10 of the standard concerning arithmetic type conversions. For
instance, rule 10.1 states that the value of an integer expression should not be implicitly converted to
another underlying type (under some conditions). The reason for these rules to show up so
prominently in our results is that the core code of TCV projects consists of data stream handling and
manipulation, which is also the most complex (and fault-prone) part of the code. This leads to a
concentration of fixes and these particular violations in that part of the code. Also in an informal
discussion with an architect of the TVC project, the chapter 10 rules were identified as potentially
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Issues covered

Significance

(ratio)

True positives

(abs)

True positives

MISRA rule

Total violations

related to known faults. In fact, the development team was making an effort to study and correct
these violations for the current release.

5.3

2

1

0,50

0,97

1

8.1

56

15

0.27

0.99

2

8.5

2

1

0.50

0.97

1

9.2

2

1

0.50

0.97

1

11.1

38

10

0.26

0.97

4

12.7

91

22

0.24

0.98

5

12.13

36

10

0.28

0.98

1

14.2

258

68

0.26

1.00

9

16.9

2

1

0.50

0.97

1

All rules

9898

572

0.06

n/a

25

Non-significant rules

9411

443

0.05

n/a

25

487

129

0.26

n/a

16

Significant rules

Table 4.1 Summary of rules for TVoM
These results suggest the importance of tailoring a coding standard to a specific domain, as the
observed violation severity differs between projects. These differences are clearly smaller within a
single archive, showing that it is feasible to employ this approach in longer-running projects, with
regular updates to assess whether rules should be included or excluded from the set of adhered rules.

4.4.2

Limitations

This section points out some limitations of the approach, how we deal with them, and to what extent
they influence the results of the approach.
Measurement correctness
Some residual faults may be present in the software at the end of development that remain invisible
to the approach. However, Fenton et al. found in their case study that the number of faults found in
prerelease testing was an order of magnitude greater than during 12 months of operational use
[Fenton, 2000]. Furthermore, the development only ends after the product has been integrated into
the clients‟ products, and therefore all major issues will have been removed. Also, it is possible that
some violations, removed in non-fix modifications, pointed to latent faults. However, this category is
typically small. For instance, in TVC1 this accounts for only 3% of the total number of violations,
and is therefore unlikely to change the existing results significantly.

Issues covered

Significance

(ratio)

True positives

(abs)

True positives

Total violations
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1.1

7

2

0.29

0.99

2

3.4

22

4

0.18

0.98

1

5.1

65

25

0.38

1.00

1

8.1

35

5

0.14

0.97

3

10.1

1081

179

0.17

1.00

35

10.2

15

6

0.40

1.00

2

11.3

532

58

0.11

1.00

13

12.5

148

21

0.14

1.00

8

12.13

15

4

0.27

1.00

1

14.8

88

10

0.11

0.96

4

14.10

63

10

0.16

1.00

5

19.5

25

4

0.16

0.97

1

All rules

51529

1743

0.03

n/a

121

Non-significant rules

49433

1415

0.03

n/a

118

2096

328

0.16

n/a

52

Significant rules
Table 4.2 Summary of rules for TVC1

Finally, the matching between violations and faults may be an underestimation. Some fault-fixes
only introduce new code, such as the addition of a previously forgotten check on parameter values.
Overestimation is less likely, although not all lines that are part of a fix may be directly related to the
fault (for instance, moving a piece of code). Even so, violations on such lines still point out the area
in which the fault occurred. In addition, by computing significance rates we eliminated rules with
coincidental matchings.
Generalizing results
Since results differ significantly between projects, it is difficult to generalize them. They are
consistent in the sense that there is a small subset of rules performing well, while no relation can be
found for the other (non-significant) rules.
However, the rules themselves differ. There are a number of important factors that play a role in this
difference. In discussing this, we must separate the cases by archive rather than project.
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Significance

(ratio)

True positives

(abs)

True positives

MISRA rule

Total violations
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1.1

116

8

0.07

0.96

8

1.2

73

6

0.08

0.97

7

5.1

169

11

0.07

0.96

4

5.2

27

3
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0.98

2

6.1
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0.20

0.99

1

6.2

8
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0.38

1.00

2

8.1
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1.00

8

9.2
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8

0.53

1.00

1

10.1

4006

204

0.05

1.00

44

10.2

40

10

0.25

1.00

5

10.6

190

13

0.07

0.98

7

12.1

2698

210

0.08

1.00

45

12.4

91

9

0.10

1.00

8

12.5

584

116

0.20

1.00

28

12.6

302

27

0.09

1.00

9

12.7

1653

108

0.07

1.00

19

13.1

4

2

0.50

1.00

1

13.2

1256

119

0.09

1.00

34

13.3

265

43

0.16

1.00

11

14.6

4

1

0.25

0.99

2

135

22

0.16

1.00

14

4

2

0.50

1.00

1

16.10

1620

133

0.08

1.00

30

17.4

935

72

0.08

1.00

8

19.5

27

4

0.15

1.00

2

20.10

4

1

0.25

0.99

1

All rules

77158

3143

0.04

n/a

96

Non-significant rules

62767

1992

0.03

n/a

86

Significant rules

14391

1151

0.08

n/a

77

14.10
15.2

Table 4.3 Summary of rules for TVC2
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Since results differ significantly between projects, it is difficult to generalize them. They are
consistent in the sense that there is a small subset of rules performing well, while no relation can be
found for the other (non-significant) rules. However, the rules themselves differ. There are a number
of important factors that play a role in this difference. In discussing this, we must first separate the
cases by archive rather than project, since these factors differ more between archives than within
archives.
One difference between the TVoM archive and the TVC archive is that the former is a single, new
project, whereas the latter is an archive containing five years of development. To counter influences
of maturity of code, we only analyzed the new and edited code in TVC. There are two further major
factors that were not under our control: (1) the application domain; and (2) the development team.
TVC contains a significant number of domain-specific algorithms and procedures, affecting the type
of code written and violations introduced, and requiring specialized developers.
When comparing projects within the TVC archive, these two factors also play a role. Although the
team is mostly the same, developers join and leave over the course of the two projects, that together
span almost 2.5 years. The type of TV component developed is the same in both projects, but the
hardware platform for which the software is written is different, also impacting the type of violations
introduced.
Finally, note that the set of rules analyzed for these cases is always a subset of all the rules in the
MISRA standard (typically 50-60%), as in none of the cases violations were found for all rules.
However, the analyzed rules cover almost all of the topics (i.e., chapters) of the standard. Only rules
from chapters 4 (two rules on character sets) and 7 (one rule on constants) were not present.

4.5

Discussion

In this section, we will discuss how to use the results of our approach to meet the two challenges as
identified in Section 4.1: rule selection and ranking.

4.5.1

Rule selection

There are three criteria involved in rule selection: the true positive rate, its significance, and the
number of issues covered. The first tells us how likely a violation is to point to a faulty location, the
second indicates whether this number is due to chance, and the third expresses the effectiveness of
the rule. In this chapter, we have used the significance as a cutoff measure to eliminate rules that
have a relatively high true positive rate simply because they occur so often. Using only the
significant rules reduces the number of violations to inspect by 95% in TVoM, while still covering
64% of the issues covered by all the rules. For TVC1 and TVC2 reduction is 96% and 81%, with
43% and 80% of the total issues covered, respectively. The number of rules can be further reduced
by setting a threshold for the true positive rate until the desired balance between number of
violations and issues covered has been reached. For instance, setting a threshold of 0.10 for the true
positive rate in TVC2 induces a reduction of 98% with a coverage of 41%. This explicit tradeoff
between number of violations and number of covered issues makes the approach especially useful
when introducing a coding standard in a legacy project with many violations.

4.5.2

Rule ranking

While rule selection is performed when choosing a coding standard, rule ranking is the problem of
presenting the most relevant violations to a developer at compile time. From a fault prevention point
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of view, the most logical ranking criterion is the true positive rate. However, there is the added
problem of the number of violations to inspect. Even with a customized standard, an inspection run
may result in too many violations to inspect in a single sitting. In this case, one may define a
maximum number of violations to present, but it is also possible to set a maximum on the number of
issues to inspect. Using the true positive ratio attached to each violation we can compute the
expected number of issues covered in a ranking. A contrived example would be finding two
violations of rule 13.1 (TP = 0.50) and four of 20.10 (TP = 0.25) in TVC2: in this case we expect to
find two issues (2 * 0.5 + 4 * 0.25). Since we may expect solving real issues to require significantly
more time than inspecting violations, limiting inspection effort based on this number can be useful.

4.6

Related work

In recent years, many approaches have been proposed that benefit from the combination of data
present in SCM systems and issue databases. Applications range from an examination of bug
characteristics [Li, 2006], techniques for automatic identification of bug-introducing changes
[Sliwerski, 2005] [Kim, 2006-b], bug-solving effort estimation [Weiß, 2007], prioritizing software
inspection warnings [Kim, 2007-a] [Kim, 2007-b], prediction of fault-prone locations in the source
[Kim, 2007-c], and identification of project-specific bug-patterns, to be used in static bug detection
tools [Williams, 2005] [Kim, 2006-a].
Software inspection (or defect detection) tools have also been studied widely. Rutar et al. studied the
correlation and overlap between warnings generated by the ESC/Java, FindBugs, JLint, and PMD
static analysis tools [Rutar, 2004]. They did not evaluate individual warnings nor did they try to
relate them to actual faults. Zitser et al. evaluated several open source static analyzers with respect to
their ability to find known exploitable buffer overflows in open source code [Zitser, 2004]. Engler et
al. evaluate the warnings of their defect detection technique in [Engler, 2001]. Heckman et al.
proposed a benchmark and procedures for the evaluation of software inspection prioritization and
classification techniques [Heckman, 2008]. Unfortunately, the benchmark is focused at Java
programs.
Wagner et al. compared results of defect detection tools with those of code reviews and software
testing [Wagner, 2005]. Their main finding was that bug detection tools mostly find different types
of defects than testing, but find a subset of the types found by code reviews. Warning types detected
by a tool are analyzed more thoroughly than in code reviews. Li et al. analyze and classify fault
characteristics in two large, representative open-source projects based on the data in their SCM
systems [Li, 2006]. Rather than using software inspection results they interpret log messages in the
SCM.
More similar to the work presented in this paper is the study of Basalaj [Basalaj, 2006]. While our
study focuses on a sequence of releases from a single project, Basalaj takes an alternative viewpoint
and studies single versions from 18 different projects.
These are used to compute two rankings, one based on warnings generated by QA C++, and one
based on known fault data. For 12 warning types, a positive rank correlation between the two can be
observed (reportedly, nearly 900 warning types were involved in the study). Wagner et al. evaluated
two Java defect detection tools on two different software projects [Wagner, 2008]. Similar to our
study, they investigated whether inspection tools were able to detect defects occurring in the field.
Their study could not confirm this possibility for their two projects. Apart from these two studies, we
are not aware of any other work that reports on measured relations between coding rules and actual
faults. There is little work published that evaluates the validity of defects identified by automated
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software inspection tools, especially for commercial tools. One reason is that some license
agreements explicitly forbid such evaluations, another may be the high costs associated with those
tools.
The idea of a safer subset of a language, the precept on which the MISRA coding standard is based,
was promoted by Hatton [Hatton, 1995]. In [Hatton, 2004] he assesses a number of coding standards,
introducing the signal to noise ratio for coding standards, based on the difference between measured
violation rates and known average fault rates. He assessed MISRA C 2004 in [Hatton, 2007], arguing
that the update was no real improvement over the original standard, and “both versions of the
MISRA C standard are too noisy to be of any real use”. This study complements these assessments
by providing new empirical data and by investigating opportunities for selecting an effective nonnoisy subset of the standard.

4.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed an approach that uses historical software data to customize a
coding standard. The results from our three case studies indicate that rule performance in fault
prevention differs significantly between projects, stressing that such customization is not a luxury
but a must. After all, adhering to rules that are not related to faults may increase, rather than
decrease, the probability of faults in the software.
We return to the challenges as stated in the introduction and summarize how our approach can assist
in meeting them:
Which rules to use from a standard? In a customization step, rules can be selected based on
the measured true positive rate and the number of issues covered by each rule. The true
positive rate expresses the likelihood of pointing to actual faults, and includes a mechanism
to exclude accidental matches.
How to prioritize a list of violations? Violations can be ranked using the measured true
positive rate. In addition, this measure can be used to compute the expected number of issues
covered, which is useful in defining a threshold in the number of violations that need to be
inspected.
Of course, fault prevention is only one of the reasons for choosing a coding standard, so also other
criteria (such as maintainability and portability) should be considered in rule selection and ranking.
Nevertheless, the historical approach allows us to quantify the fault prevention performance of rules
and makes the tradeoff of rule adherence with regard to this aspect explicit.

Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank the people of NXP for their support in this
investigation.
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Stress testing and observing
its effects using real-time
monitoring
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Mathijssen

Abstract: This chapter describes the design and usage of SW-based stress testing
techniques for dependability and design evaluation and the added value of visualization of
the usage of resources. The concepts and ideas of stress testing a system beyond its normal
limits are quite common in the mechanical and hardware field but are less common in
software development. Here, methods applied in hardware and mechanics are transferred
to, and applied in, the field of software testing. Applying stress on software and observing
its behavior helps in showing potential weak points. Also stress testing indicates where
resource usage is close to critical values. This is especially important for systems not
designed for worst-case inputs, such as many consumer products. Moreover, adding
artificial resource usage through stressing can help in early integration. By creating more
realistic behavior of software components which are still under construction, the final
system load is more realistically approximated. Being able to monitor in real-time the
usage of, possibly stressed, resources can also help in finding the cause of potential
problems.

5.1

Introduction

Modern systems use shared resources to maximize the performance while minimizing the overall
system costs. In this context we define shared resources to be any type of resource that can be used
concurrently by different tasks or devices. Typical shared resources are: input and output peripherals,
CPU cycles, memory, buses and other OS or system resources (such as the file system handlers,
semaphores, etc). What happens though if these shared resources are not available at the right
moment in the right quantity? Is the system robust against these types of overload situations? Due to
cost constraints consumer products can use only a limited set of shared resources. This often implies
that true worst-case situations –as far as they can be defined– cannot be properly handled. In these
cases the system is specified as “best effort”, i.e. “do not crash” or “reduced quality”.
Another aspect is if one can add features that use these shared resources without affecting the
existing functionality? Especially when designing a component or subsystem that is further applied
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by an OEM customer, one needs to be able to reliably specify how many resources are still available
for customer applications. At the same time one must be able to show that the own software is still
behaving correctly or as specified in the presence of the added software.
In the next sections we first look at the concept of dependability (Section 5.1.1). Next software stress
testing is related to traditional stress testing methods (Section 5.1.2). In the next sections of this
chapter we will look at a TV architecture of a TV52x system (Section 5.2) that is used for
implementing the CPU stressor (Section 5.3) and the Memory stressor (Section 5.4). The TV
architecture of the TV52x is used as example throughout this chapter. Section 5.5 discusses an
example of using the stressor. Monitoring in real-time is further discussed in Section 5.6.

5.1.1

Dependability evaluation

For embedded software applications, especially consumer products, the user has an expectation that
the system is reliable or robust (see also Chapter 2 on User Perception). Robustness can be defined
as “capable of performing without failure under a wide range of conditions <robust software>”
[Merriam-Webster, 2009-a]. Depending on the application and the user perception, it is allowable for
the system to behave in a degraded fashion (e.g. slowing down, dropping commands or missing input
data) while under stress. The degradation must be graceful however and, once the stress is gone, the
system must be recoverable (recover automatically). Of course, missed input cannot be recovered
and even if it could, often it should not be recovered to prevent unexpected behavior afterwards. A
lack of robustness would lead to unacceptable behavior both from the specified functionality and
user perception perspective (e.g. missing deadlines and unexpectedly resetting the processor creating
loss of data or displaying distorted data).
The embedded software should also demonstrate elasticity, defined as the “capability of a strained
body to recover its size and shape after deformation; the quality of being adaptable” [MerriamWebster, 2009-b]. In a software context this means that, after the stress has been relieved, the system
should leave the degraded mode and return to its normal operating state, with full functionality
restored (without side effects).
The combination of these two properties means that the system should be able to “bend” gracefully
while under stress and return to normal after the stress is removed. Testing a system in order to
validate its robustness (can it bend) and elasticity (can it recover) has the potential to expose design
flaws and implementation defects which are difficult or even impossible to discover using traditional
testing approaches. As with humans, stress brings out the best or the worst in software systems.
Problems which are dormant in a normal operation mode become visible during or immediately after
a stressed operation mode. In such cases, it may take hours or even days or weeks before the fault
becomes a failure (waiting for a “natural” occurrence of the stressed operation mode). The stress test
magnifies these inherent problems allowing them to be detected earlier and more easily, to be root
caused, and to be corrected before the software is deployed. Another big issue in testing is the
reproducibility of failures; when the fault is related to lack of resources in the system, stress testing
can help in making a problem reproducible in a much shorter time than waiting for the system to
reach that critical state.
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 illustrate how stress testing may speed up finding faults. The first figure
shows the (simulated) CPU usage, where only after about 183 hours (more than one week) a high
load is observed during which a fault can become an observed failure. Increasing CPU usage can
bring this flaw to the surface much earlier. Here, stress testing has its analogy in accelerated lifetime
testing where e.g. the environmental temperature or the supply voltage are increased to observe
potential system flaws earlier.
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Figure 5.1 Simulated CPU usage. Resource problem after 183 hours

Figure 5.2 Simulated CPU usage with stressor. Resource problem occurs after only 15 hours and is
reproducible roughly every 15 hours subsequently

5.1.2

Load testing / stress testing vs. traditional testing methods

Traditional software testing is a standard phase in nearly every software development methodology.
During this phase test engineers develop and execute test cases that are meant to validate the
software requirements as defined during earlier stages of the development process. These test cases
have specific initial conditions and well-defined expected results for specific inputs. Even though
some test methodologies (e.g. boundary analysis) generate test cases that exercise the software
outside the limits defined in the requirements, the test cases do not cover the situations where the
resources of the system are exercised outside the design bounds of the software [Graham, 2008].
Other forms of testing are used to investigate the behavior of the system outside the comfort zone as
defined by the requirements. These forms of testing are usually deployed to probe the behavior of the
system in case more resources are used; either due to extra internal or external load (see Table 5.1)
In the testing literature, the term “load testing” is usually defined as the process of exercising the
system under test by feeding it with different tasks it needs to handle, but still within the design
requirements. Load testing assesses how a system performs under a certain load and deals with
subjecting a system to a statistically representative load. The two main reasons for using such loads
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are in support of software reliability testing and in performance testing. Load testing is sometimes
called volume testing, or longevity/endurance testing. The load is generated internally by exposing
the system to inputs close to design limits. In the case of a TV system, load testing is performed by
providing input streams with different properties (such as video resolution, encoding method, etc).
Stress testing requires subjecting a system to an exceptionally high load with the intention of
breaking it. The system is not expected to process the overload without adequate resources, but to
behave (e.g., fail) in a decent manner (e.g., not corrupting or losing data). The software is
intentionally exercised “outside the box”. Known weaknesses, vulnerabilities or limitations in the
software design may be specifically exploited. Degraded performance of a system under stress may
be deemed perfectly acceptable, thus, the interpretation of test results and the definition of pass / fail
criteria can be more subjective, though criteria such as “may not crash”, “no distortion in sound” and
“max. 40 milliseconds extra latency on commands” are still objective and measurable. Furthermore,
a test that stresses one aspect or component of the system may lead to undesirable side effects in
another area of the system (e.g. multiprocessor systems). This implies that the entire system behavior
as a whole must be evaluated to properly analyze the results.
Contrary to the usual load testing in acceptance or performance tests where inputs that generate high
loads are used, stress testing induces load either by exposing the system to distorted inputs or by
internal methods that generated this extra load. The advantages of the internal methods over the
distorted inputs are twofold. Firstly, internal load is easier to quantify and control and secondly, it
can generate the extra load in more parts of the system. In this chapter we investigate systems that
have to deal with extra load, regardless of the origin of this load.
Traditional Acceptance Testing

Software Stress Testing

Black Box Testing. Software internals are
not taken into consideration

White Box Testing. Known vulnerabilities or
limitations of the software are taken into
consideration

Test cases are mainly designed to verify that
the software meets requirements

Test cases specifically designed to “break”
the software

Test cases exercise software within the limits
defined by the requirements

Test cases intentionally violate constraints to
stress software

Pass / Fail criteria are clearly
defined

Pass / Fail criteria are more subjective

Table 5.1 Acceptance testing vs. stress testing
Both load and stress testing are important for validating the robustness and elasticity of the system
under test. For example, the TV system has requirements about the maximum CPU cycles and the
bus bandwidth that can be used by the TV platform. The work described in this chapter can be used
for both purposes, because the internal load generating method is scalable: both loads within and
outside the requirements can be generated.
We used two different methods to stress resources: diminish the available CPU cycles and diminish
the available bus bandwidth. By being able to stress test CPU cycles and memory bandwidth one
gets a good overview about how many of these resources can be safely used by OEM customers; a
figure often very hard to simulate or compute upfront. Of course, the stress testing concept can be
extended to stress other resources as well, such as available memory.
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TV system overview

In these sections, we briefly describe the TV system used for the implementation of the stressors,
firstly as a general architecture (Section 5.2.1) and then from the point of view of the two resources
that are to be stressed (Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3).

5.2.1

TV system general architecture

NXP‟s TV52x television platform consists of a MIPS processor, a TriMedia processor (TM) and
several hardware units for data capturing and display of pixels (see Figure 5.3). All these
components use a shared, off chip, memory to pass data between them.

Figure 5.3 Schematic view of the TV 52x television platform

5.2.2

CPU architecture

The TV52x software uses the two processors in the core for different purposes:
1. The MIPS is mainly used for control processing (e.g. UI). Application SW runs on top of
the Linux operating system. The processes running on the MIPS have soft real-time
deadlines;
2. The TriMedia is mainly used for streaming processing such as audio/video decoding and
rendering. Application SW runs on top of the pSoS real time kernel. The tasks in the
TriMedia software have hard real-time deadlines, missing those results in poor audio &
video quality.
The two software stacks communicate using an inter-processor communication mechanism with hard
real-time deadlines and keep-alive mechanisms. Although the two software stacks are running
independently, unresponsiveness on one side, e.g. due to extra load, influences the other side.
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Memory architecture

Most of the hardware components have typically block-based direct memory access (DMA) to the
off-chip memory (DRAM). Hardware devices typically fail if they have to wait too long for memory
access, hence their traffic characterizes as “hard real-time” (HRT); a response is required within a
certain time limit. Figure 5.3 depicts how this DMA type traffic from the different hardware units is
merged behind a first level arbiter (depicted by IP 1010, an NXP proprietary arbiter). After the
IP1010 this hard real-time traffic is merged with the low-latency (LL) traffic from MIPS and
TriMedia by the IP2032 memory arbiter/controller (NXP proprietary as well). The LL traffic must be
handled faster than the HRT traffic from the hardware devices. The task for the memory
arbiter/controller is to combine all the memory traffic in such a way that the hard real-time
bandwidth for the (hardware) devices is guaranteed, while the access latencies for both the TriMedia
and MIPS are minimized. A detailed analysis of memory access for HRT and LL traffic is given in
[Steffens, 2008].

5.3

CPU stressor

In these sections we will look at an actual stressor that is implemented in a TV system. First the
concept of the stressor that eats away CPU cycles is defined in Section 5.3.1, while the next sections
describe the actual implementation of the stressor and discuss several design choices related to the
stressor (Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3). Finally, a CPU load visualization method implemented to
validate the stressor is described in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1

CPU stressor concepts

Increasing the CPU load is an obvious way to place the software under stress. This is especially
effective when stress testing pre-emptive multitasking systems. Software designers spend
considerable effort assigning task priorities in a pre-emptive system to ensure that all real-time
deadlines are met. Techniques such as rate-monotonic scheduling always guarantee a feasible
scheduling when the CPU load is kept just under 70% of real-time tasks [Liu, 1973]. Experience,
however, shows that even when tasks schedules are poorly designed, task deadlines will usually be
met when the overall CPU load is less than about 88%. In other words, having 12% overall free CPU
load often provides enough margin to mask flaws regarding task priority assignments [Lehoczky,
1989]. So to expose flaws by stress testing one must at least be able to set a total target CPU load of
90% or more.

5.3.2

CPU stressor implementation

To actually apply and test the concept of stressing a CPU cycle budget of a system, a so-called
“cycle eater” was implemented in the software of a digital TV system. This software simulates a task
using more cycles than envisaged. A cycle eater is created as a system task on MIPS or TriMedia or
both (see Figure 5.3). Such a task can be started and stopped from outside the system at will. A cycle
eater task runs in a periodic fashion, with a certain priority for a number of times. Apart from
consuming CPU cycles, it also logs its activity (average CPU load taken, etc).
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To control the task of consuming CPU cycles, a number of parameters can be set as follows:
Processor: consume cycles on the MIPS, the TriMedia or both
Priority of the task
Period of the task (see below)
Budget (see below)
Number of runs
The task is given a period and a budget. This means that one can set how much time is consumed in
a given period. E.g. one can choose to consume 5 milliseconds (budget) in a period of 10
milliseconds (period), or consume 50 milliseconds in a period of 100 milliseconds. Even though both
settings consume 50% of CPU load, the first presents a more strict constraint than the second, which
leaves the system more flexibility when to spend the CPU cycles.
The following information is logged:
Average generated load
Missed periods
Currently this cycle eater is part of the SysLog 1 component of the TV software. This eater –when
started– periodically eats CPU cycles. The settings of the eater can be controlled via a Perl script
running on a test PC. To enable even more flexible control over the CPU stressor, for every CPU
more than one stress task can be started in parallel, with different priorities, periods, and budgets.
The eaters communicate via the EJTAG probe with the SysLog component. In Figure 5.4, the
message sequence chart is shown while in the next sections the calls are briefly described.

5.3.3

Realization

To create a CPU eater task, the function islctrl_create_cpu_eater must be called. This function
creates an eater thread on the specified processor with the parameters given in the function call. The
main thread locks a pthread mutex that doesn‟t allow the eater thread to start until an explicit call
to islctrl_start_cpu_eater is performed. The eater thread will run the eater_task internal
function after its creation.
The parameters related to an eater are stored in a structure in the main thread (for later settings
changes and control) and the eater thread is using them directly (as a form of inter-thread
communication).
To start the CPU eater, the function islctrl_start_cpu_eater must be called. An eater can be
specified using the eaterid returned by create_cpu_eater. The mutex that blocks the execution of
the eater thread is released and the eater thread can start executing.
To stop the CPU eater, the function islctrl_stop_cpu_eater must be called. This function calls
pthread_cancel on the eater thread in order to stop it. The eater thread tests if a cancel signal was
sent at the beginning of each eating loop.

1

SysLog is a component in the TV52x architecture for diagnostic purposes during SW development. The component
polls a register twice a second for new (parameterized) commands and executes them. It has no return channel.
Commands are typically given by a PC writing the command register via EJTAG probe (in a running system).
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Figure 5.4 Message sequence chart of the CPU stressor
The eating of cycles happens in the function do_eat(). This function runs two while loops, the
exterior one to check if there are any more runs required, and an internal one that checks the
consumed budget and the arrival of the next period. Within the internal loop, the thread reads the
cycles from the Time-Stamp Unit (TSU) clock and every time a change in the number of ticks is
detected, the consumed budget is updated. If the consumed budget reaches the allocated budget, the
eater is stopped for the current period and the eater thread is set to sleep until the next period. Since
this loop reads from the TSU, one needs to be aware that higher priority tasks and interrupts can
interfere with this eater task. The results from the TSU must therefore be handled with some care in
order to get a reliable eater.
Furthermore a tick of the TSU is assigned entirely to either the eater or the running program. Since
normal task switches and interrupts have a low frequency compared to the TSU frequency the
measurement error they create can be neglected and will typically cancel out. Note that reading the
TSU also increases bus load; CPU eating is not completely orthogonal to other resource usage. Using
interrupts to indicate the end of a period is not feasible since periods are typically in the order of
magnitude of the interrupt latency and interrupt handling adds a significant amount of additional
CPU cycles. Furthermore the impact of interrupts differs per CPU and per OS. The OS (in this case
Linux) of the TV platform did not provide a timer with sufficient granularity or a known fixed
amount of CPU cycles spent by the OS for handling the end of period notification.

5.3.4

CPU cycle visualization

Together with implementing the cycle eater in the television, reading out CPU usage and visualizing
it in real-time was implemented which was needed for verification. The actual eater has time
information which reflects CPU usage. This kind of visualization was already being developed for
real time monitoring of memory bandwidth usage described later in the chapter. To this visualization
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tool, the plotting of CPU cycle consumption was added. Some results of displaying the CPU usage
are plotted in Figure 5.5, where the CPU usage of both the MIPS and the TriMedia (TM) are shown
without additional SW stress added. It can be seen that on some moments the TriMedia uses its
entire CPU budget and that at the same time the MIPS CPU usage diminishes. This indicates an issue
with memory bandwidth or communication between both processors. Observing such events in realtime can help in finding correlations between certain behaviors of the system with resource usage
and input signals and where to locate this behavior in the software.
Visualization is very useful since it also gives a quick condensed overview over a large period of
time. Before visualization was available load measurements were used on an infrequent basis only
(every few releases or on request of customers). These measurements had a 1-second average in a
steady state. It was not possible to measure load reliably during e.g. zapping (changing channels) or
other short actions. The real-time visualization described here can be used whenever desired and
does give reliable information during actions such as zapping (switching TV channels).

Figure 5.5 Some examples of CPU usage monitoring
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5.4

Memory bus stressor

Similar to consuming CPU cycles, one can also consume memory bus cycles or memory bandwidth.
There are three basic techniques to consume memory bandwidth without applying hardware
modifications, as follows:
The first method is to simply use a software loop that reads from or writes to memory.
Though this method is simple, it also influences CPU usage. Since one wants to know what
actually causes potential stress problems one wants to separate using memory from using
CPU time. Therefore this method is usually not recommended for single processor systems.
In a multi-processor system as the TV52x architecture is, one can use this simple method
with some caution.
The second method is to change memory controller settings to limit the possible amount of
memory accesses. Though this method is non-intrusive for other resources, due to the
complex policies and priority schemes and hierarchical configuration of most arbiters it is
hard to determine correct new settings without affecting "normal" behavior.
The third method uses a spare DMA device to generate memory reads/writes; assuming that a
spare DMA device is available. This has the advantage that it creates little overhead for other
resources. A disadvantage can be that this is a use case dependent implementation. The set of
all DMA devices can have a fixed priority with respect to the processors and other devices
priority in accessing memory. Changing these settings will also change the behavior of the
"normal" system. Priority amongst DMA devices can be changed. Care must be taken that
such an implementation does not read from cache, as this heavily influences the actual
memory usage.
Depending on the actual system and the desired measurement one can choose the method that has
least impact. For an optimal bus stressor one may even need to add one or more DMA devices in the
silicon design of the system, merely for creating memory loads. With this set of “dummy” DMAs
one can make an optimal mix to create a memory bandwidth stressor that has least impact on other
system resources.
In the TV52x case a bus stressor was implemented using the first method (a SW loop). In general a
SW method is not considered advisory, especially in single-processor systems. In this case though, it
was acceptable, since the MIPS generated the bus load, while observing the resulting artifacts caused
by limited bus access of the TriMedia. The software of both CPUs is sufficiently independent and the
CPU load of the MIPS even with bus-stressor is sufficiently low to opt for this method. Having
knowledge about the actual architecture and implementation made it possible to achieve a usable bus
stressor with a relatively low implementation effort.

5.5

Example of using a stressor on a television

To test the concepts of the CPU stressor described above, we used a digital television at the maturity
stage of integration tests. First the CPU eater was used to stress the CPU in a highly used scenario
(everyday analog and digital TV viewing). The stressor was started and stopped at regular intervals,
bringing the system up to 100% CPU (TriMedia) utilization and back again to normal utilization. As
one would expect, when the load was increased to 100%, the system became slower. Furthermore, it
no longer responded to inputs from the remote control within an acceptable short time, even though
the user interface runs on the other processor. However the television did not crash and video and
audio kept on streaming, even while video and audio processing was done by the stressed CPU. As
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soon as the eater was stopped, the television worked again as specified and no residual effects could
be found. This is a desired scenario for such a product. If for any reason the CPU cannot temporarily
cope with high loads, the systems keeps operating in a reliable way.
In another experiment the CPU eater was used to stress a so-called sensitive shop scenario (playing
an Mpeg2 video from an USB stick). This mode of displaying a movie is intended to be used in
shops, to continuously show a (commercial) video and show the features of the television (the socalled SuperShopDemo). After the stressor was started, bringing the system to 95% CPU utilization,
one suddenly saw that the television no longer worked as under normal conditions. The video got
hampered and the audio got out of sync and disappeared. In itself this may be allowed behavior; the
system is stretched beyond its limits. When the stressor was stopped again, the video recovered after
a few seconds. The audio however did not come back when the stressor was stopped. Only after a
random time period, usually minutes long, or when the video was restarted (it plays in a loop) the
audio returned. This is a typical case where a temporary CPU overload causes an error that does not
recover properly. Where the temporary disturbances might be acceptable, it is not acceptable that the
system needs some sort of restart to recover from the temporary overload.
This erroneous behavior was not observed during earlier integration tests and hinted to a problem
that was not expected in the execution architecture. Use of the CPU stressor helped discovering this
potential field problem.

5.6

Real-time bandwidth monitoring

As explained earlier in the chapter, resources are shared to maximize the performance and minimize
the system costs. Shared memory is one of the critical resources as the cost of the system increases
substantially with the increase in the number of the pins to interface with memory. Also, as the
embedded software evolves, more use cases need to be supported and the applications are extended.
This may lead to an increase in the memory bandwidth demand in an unpredictable way. Real time
memory bandwidth monitoring tool aids in the integration process showing the consumption of
bandwidths by different ports and an early detection of faulty behavior, and the head room available
for future application modifications.
The implementation of bandwidth stressor could also be verified by this monitoring tool. Since a
visualization of data leads to faster interpretation of data, a real time visualization tool was
developed to display the data being read by the memory monitor.
The goal of bandwidth monitoring is to be able to optimally adjust the memory controller since it is
difficult to accurately estimate the net available bandwidth at design time. An accurate estimate can
only be based on measurements after the application with nearly full functionality in critical use
cases is brought-up.

5.6.1

Controlling bandwidth and real-time monitoring

The IP 2032 is a memory arbiter/controller which intelligently merges (DMA type) hard real-time
traffic from the hardware devices with low-latency traffic from the processors (see Figure 5.3). It
uses a budget-and-accounting scheme on the gross bandwidth per port, combined with (variable)
priority settings. The IP 2032 memory arbiter/controller has four data ports: one for hard real-time
bandwidth traffic, and three for low-latency traffic. As shown in Figure 5.3, only one constant
bandwidth port and two low-latency ports are used by the arbiter in the TV 52x platform.
Furthermore, the arbiter has internal status registers to track various parameters (e.g. memory idle
time, amount of memory control cycles, etc.) as well.
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In the design phase of the system, the schedules for different streams accessing the memory cannot
be made such that the utilization of the memory bandwidth is 100%. The main reasons are the
following:
Consecutive memory accesses from the system are not always on consecutive memory
addresses. This leads to so called “bank-conflicts”, which implies that the memory access
takes additional time and during that time the memory is not available. Especially for the
hard-real time traffic, which is the combined traffic from different hardware devices, there
will be a large fraction of miss-aligned memory accesses, hence large fraction of bankconflicts. This causes the gross bandwidth of a port to be significantly larger than the net
bandwidth.
Memory banks have to be prepared for the read accesses. As reads may follow writes, the
read has to be stalled until the memory bank has been prepared after the write access. This
read-after-write conflict further reduces the maximum memory utilization.
The available memory bandwidth is also lowered due to the time required for the DRAMrefreshes.
These reasons are termed as inefficiencies of the system. In the IP 2032 memory arbiter/controller,
these inefficiencies are contributed to the port accessing the memory before the conflict occurs. As
the gross bandwidth is the bandwidth utilized for the memory accesses including the time for the
inefficiencies, the gross bandwidth of a port is always larger than the net bandwidth, which is the
bandwidth needed for purely the data transport [Agarwal, 2008].
It is difficult to accurately estimate the net available bandwidth at design time, as the amount of
memory conflicts and related memory inefficiencies depend on the actual scheduling of data
transactions between the ports. An accurate estimate can only be based on measurements after the
application is brought-up. Moreover, the IP 2032 arbiter/controller is programmed using the gross
bandwidth rather than the net bandwidth. Because the gross bandwidth can vary largely due to the
interference between the memory traffic of different ports, an additional problem is caused: the gross
bandwidth assigned to a device (or group of devices) may be too low to serve the net bandwidth
requirements under all circumstances!
The net bandwidth utilization may fall short with respect to the required bandwidth due to the
interference and inefficiencies mentioned above. If so, there will be a reliability risk. To properly
analyze the effective usage of the memory bandwidth and deal with these problems, it is essential to
measure the bandwidth utilization and adapt the parameters of the memory arbiter such that the
bandwidth requirements and real-time constraints are met for each stream connected to the
arbiter/controller. Real-time monitoring of bandwidth usage helps in uncovering these reliability
issues.

5.6.2

Implementation of bandwidth monitoring

Real-time bandwidth monitoring requires the access of the internal status registers of each port of the
memory arbiter. These internal registers keep track of the memory cycles used by each port. In case
of the IP2032, these registers can be accessed by several methods: (i) with the help of a flag which is
set whenever a value of the registers is changed and (ii) polling and reading the register values at
regular time intervals. The values obtained can be stored in the on-chip memory-buffer, or printed on
a hyper terminal on the PC screen via UART, or they can be displayed on the TV screen using on
screen display functionality (OSD). Traces can also be stored in the off-chip memory (DRAM).
However, the strong point of real-time feedback to the designer is lost in this case. The core program
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performing the internal read-out of data runs on the programmable device of the architecture, in case
of TV 52x either on MIPS or the TriMedia.

Figure 5.6 Visualization set-up
The data read from the registers needs to be provided as an input to the visualization tool (see Figure
5.6). This is done with a post processor which takes as input the data read from the arbiter registers.
The post processor prepares the data to be used as an input to any visualization tool. Applying this
method lead to the detection of unpredictable behavior of the system: e.g. in TV520, idle port EXT2
consumed considerable higher bandwidth through DMA agents as compared to idle ports EXT1 and
EXT3. This was brought about only through the help of real-time bandwidth monitoring tool.

5.7

Conclusions

CPU stress testing has proven to be a valuable extra testing technique. The CPU stress testing
method described in this chapter is implemented in the TV52x production software and can be used
during the integration phase. The systematic application of stress testing requires a change in the
integration process though, which seems to be a somewhat bigger step to take.
To create the stressor itself one needs to be aware of internal measurement challenges. The process
that eats CPU cycles will also use CPU cycles, and can be influenced by other tasks. Thus it can have
impact not only on the targeted shared resource, but also other resources. Thus, measurements could
be slightly off when higher priority tasks interfere.
Shared resource stressing can be useful for both reliability and design evaluation. It provides the
means for a systematic approach that –once implemented and added to the process and build flow–
can be applied early on to quickly check the system robustness against shared resources problems.
The visualization of the CPU usage and memory bandwidth usage was quickly adopted inside NXP
development and appreciated as a valuable tool to tune software, and to search for potential
problems.
The real-time view on the memory traffic and CPU load is a powerful enhancement for design and
test engineers. It eases the burden of system integration and validation. The overhead on the system
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is only marginal; the small program which runs on the embedded processor, and which captures,
formats and logs the data to the outside world causes only a marginal additional load on the system.
Via an externally connected PC, monitoring settings can be set and modified at runtime, e.g. the
selection of the interval with which the data capturing takes place; which memory arbiter data needs
to be logged. The visualization then will automatically adapt to the selection made. And finally, with
real-time data on memory traffic available, next steps can be taken to automatically detect and
correct memory-overload conditions, potentially even for systems that are deployed in the field.
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Chapter 6

Aspect orientation and
resource constrained
environments
Authors: Piërre van de Laar, Rob Golsteijn

Abstract: Separation of concerns [Dijkstra, 1976] is a well-known principle to deal with
complexity. Unfortunately, the mainstream development languages and tools do not
support separation of concerns in the design and implementation of software. This
negatively influences the reliability of the resulting software and system. Aspect
orientation improves the support for separation of concerns in the design and
implementation. However, aspect orientation needs reflective information for identification
purposes. Yet, the overhead in the current available approaches is too high for resource
constrained environments. In this chapter, we describe AspectKoala, a framework for
aspect orientation in a resource constrained environment. We focus on the impact of aspect
orientation on reliability and on the realization of an efficient design for providing the
necessary reflective information in a resource constrained environment.

6.1

Introduction

Many consumer products contain a significant amount of software. The amount of software in these
products is exponentially growing according to Moore's law. With the increase of software also the
complexity, as measured by the necessary software staff, increases. Figure 6.1 shows this trend for
televisions. Despite the increase in complexity, products should remain reliable. Separation of
concerns, i.e., the ability to deal with the difficulties, the obligations, the desires, and the constraints
one by one [Dijkstra, 1976], is a well known principle to cope with this growing complexity.
Unfortunately, the currently existing design and development languages and tools do not support
separation of concerns. Consequently, we observe scattering and tangling of concerns in the current
software. Figure 6.2 shows the implementation of a concern that handles access before initialization
of software components. Figure 6.2 clearly shows that this concern is not localized in one software
file but is scattered throughout the whole software. The scattering of concerns reduces the reliability.
For example, when making a change, the likelihood of introducing errors is increased, since a part of
the scattered code of the concern might be forgotten. Figure 6.3 shows a software component in
which multiple concerns are tangled: a programmer has manually combined multiple concerns
(handle access before initialization, precondition checking, core functionality, and notifications of
change to observers) in a single function. The tangling of concerns also reduces the reliability. Due
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to tangling, existing code is harder to understand which increases the chances of introducing errors
during maintenance and evolution.

Figure 6.1 The amount of software in a television is exponentially growing according to Moore's
law. With the increase of software also the complexity, as measured by the necessary software staff,
increases.

Figure 6.2 The scattering of a concern over multiple files is visualized using AspectBrowser
[Griswold, 1999]. Each source file is depicted as a block. Each source line dealing with this concern
is grey and horizontal.
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void asf_SetBlackBarDetectedFormat(int aspectratio, int vershift)
{
/* handle access to component before initialization concern */
ASSERT( m_initialized );
/* precondition checking concern */
ASSERT( aspectratio>0 );
ASSERT( (vershift >= asf_MinVerticalShift) &&
(vershift <= asf_MaxVerticalShift) );
/* core functionality concern */
m_bbd_aspect_ratio = aspectratio;
m_bbd_vertical_shift = vershift;
/* notifications of change to observers concern */
sclN_OnBlackBarDetectedFormatChanged(aspectratio, vershift);
}

Figure 6.3 Tangling of multiple concerns in a single function. Function is taken from the Nexperia
Home software. The function is written in the C language. We have annotated the function using
comments to describe the different tangled concerns.
Preventing scattering and tangling of concerns, in general, improves the reliability of the software.
But reliability profits even more, since many reliability concerns are currently not localized in a
single file but are tangled with and scattered over the whole software. Some examples of reliability
concerns are
The handling of access to software components before initialization. This concern has already
been discussed and is visualized in Figure 6.2.
Exception handling.
Ensuring correct usage of software designed for single threaded access only.
Checking specified resource usage during actual execution.
Ensuring correct usage of state-based components.
The Trader project aims to improve the reliability of consumer products, such as televisions, harddisk DVD-recorders, and hi-fis. In this market, producers compete on consumer price. Due to the
high volumes, a low bill of material is crucial. As a result, resources, such as memory (both ROM
and RAM), CPU cycles, and bandwidth, are constrained. Aspect orientation [Kiczales, 1997]
[Laddad, 2003] improves the separation of concerns in the design and implementation, which
positively influences reliability. However, aspect orientation has not yet been applied in a resource
constrained environment. Therefore, in the Trader project, we developed AspectKoala [van de Laar,
2006], a framework for aspect orientation in a resource constrained environment.
In the remainder of this article, we will first give a simplified picture of aspect orientation and
describe a particular challenge to enable aspect orientation in a resource constrained environment.
Second, we describe the architectural decisions we took to address this challenge. Third, we describe
the actual design related to our challenge in AspectKoala. We show that aspect orientation in a
resource constrained environment is possible and highlight the positive impact on reliability we
experienced. We end with conclusions.
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6.2

What is aspect orientation?

Aspect orientation introduces join points: identifiable points in the execution of a program. Aspect
orientation enables interaction between different concerns at these join points. To give an example,
join points around instructions that change items in a database for a user, enable that:
Before the instructions are executed, the access to the database is logged;
The instructions are only executed when the user has the rights to modify the items in the
database;
After execution of the instructions, all observers of the database are notified to ensure
accurate visualizations.
An aspect implements a concern1 and contains pointcuts and advices. A pointcut specifies where an
aspect crosscuts other aspects by selecting join points. Join points can be selected based on program
language constructs, such as methods, variable accesses, and exceptions, and the types, attributes,
and names used therein. An advice specifies in a method-like construct what behavior to exhibit at
the selected join points. For the implementation of an advice, an aspect may require functionality of
other aspects, access meta-data of parts of the software, and introduce variables.
Making a product from aspects is called weaving: joining the aspects at the selected join points.
Weaving can occur at different points in time, for instance, before compile time by code weaving, at
load-time by the class loader, or at runtime by the virtual machine. A single program might even
contain multiple aspects weaved together at different points in time.
For illustration, we will describe how the concern of tracing method calls can be implemented using
aspect orientation. The pieces of code of this example are written in the well-known languages Java
[Arnold, 1996] and AspectJ [AspectJ]. The pieces of code interact only at the join points. The
exposed set of join points is a choice of the aspect language. AspectJ introduces, amongst others, the
following join points: method execution and call, field read and write access, and object
initialization. We want to trace method calls in the following Java class (see Figure 6.4):
public class MyClass
{
public void f() { /* some code */ }
public void g() { f(); /* and some more code */ }
public static void main(String[] args) {
MyClass mc = new MyClass();
mc.f();
mc.g();
}
}

Figure 6.4 An example of a Java class

1

Functionality is just one of the concerns.
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For tracing, we write the following AspectJ aspect (see Figure 6.5):
1 public aspect MyAspect {
2
pointcut MyClassMethodCall(): call (* MyClass.* (..));
3
before(): MyClassMethodCall() {
4
System.out.println(thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart
5
+ " calls " + thisJoinPoint);
6
}
7}

Figure 6.5 An aspect that traces the Java class MyClass.
We limit our explanation to this example. For more details on AspectJ, we refer to [AspectJ]. On line
1 of Figure 6.5, an aspect called MyAspect is declared. It contains two elements called pointcut and
before advice. Line 2 defines the pointcut, i.e., a selection of join points. This pointcut, named
MyClassMethodCall, selects all method calls to any method in MyClass. Lines 3 to 6 define the
before advice. This before advice specifies that before any of the join points selected by the pointcut
MyClassMethodCall, we want to execute the code at lines 4 and 5. The before advice accesses
reflective information via the two predefined objects thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart and
thisJoinPoint. This reflective information serves two purposes. First, a single method can be
called from multiple locations. The object thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart gives information
about the current calling context. Second, a pointcut can use wildcards and hence match multiple join
points. The object thisJoinPoint contains the information about the currently matched join point.
Compiling and running the class and aspect produces the following output:
execution(void MyClass.main(String[])) calls call(void MyClass.f())
execution(void MyClass.main(String[])) calls call(void MyClass.g())
execution(void MyClass.g()) calls call(void MyClass.f())

Figure 6.6 The output of running the Java class MyClass with the tracing aspect MyAspect.
The aspect consists of only seven lines and is independent of the number of methods in the traced
class. Its output is comprehensible and effective thanks to the reflective information. As this example
demonstrates, reflective information is crucial for tracing using aspect orientation. In fact, when
aspect orientation is used, reflective information is always needed for identification, e.g., for error
isolation, caller localization, or debugging purposes.
Reflection adds an amount of overhead in performance and resources. The overhead in performance,
such as CPU consumption, has received considerable attention (see e.g., [Cazzola, 2004] and [Chiba,
1997]). The overhead in resources, such as the consumption of ROM and RAM memory, has so far
not received much attention. For consumer products, both kinds of overhead are important.
All approaches [Lämmel, 2005] [Rajan, 2005] [AspectJ] [JBoss] currently used in aspect orientation
to handle reflective information consume more resources than available in a resource constrained
environment, such as consumer products. Therefore, in this chapter we address the challenge of
developing a resource effective methodology for reflection on join points to enable aspect orientation
in consumer products.
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6.3

Architectural decisions

In this section, we answer three questions necessary to add reflective information on join points in
the context of consumer products. The answers are mainly driven by reliability and overhead
requirements for this context.

6.3.1

How to pass reflective information?

How should we pass reflective information on a join point to the advice? Two alternatives exist:
explicit and implicit reflection parameters. In case of explicit reflection parameters, an advice can
only access reflective information when its signature contains a specific reflection parameter. In case
of implicit reflection parameters, an advice can always access reflective information. Advices don‟t
have to request the reflective information: the aspect-oriented framework just always provides this
information2. Eos [Rajan, 2005] and JBoss AOP [JBoss] are examples of aspect-oriented frameworks
with explicit reflection parameters, and AspectJ [AspectJ] is an example of implicit reflection
parameters. See also Figure 6.7. The two alternatives behave different with respect to overhead,
reliability, and conceptual consistency.
Explicit

Implicit

abstract aspect MyAspectX
{
abstract pointcut MyPointCut();

abstract aspect MyAspectX
{
abstract pointcut MyPointCut();

[before MyPointCut]
void f (JoinPoint thisJoinPoint){
…
}

[before MyPointCut]
void f (){
…
}

}

}

aspect MyAspectY:MyAspectX
{
…
[before MyPointCut]
void f (JoinPoint thisJoinPoint){
Debug.WriteLine (thisJoinPoint);
}
}

aspect MyAspectY:MyAspectX
{
…
[before MyPointCut]
void f (){
Debug.WriteLine(thisJoinPoint);
}
}

aspect MyAspectZ:MyAspectX
{
…
[before MyPointCut]
void f (JoinPoint thisJoinPoint){
…
}
}

aspect MyAspectZ:MyAspectX
{
…
[before MyPointCut]
void f (){
…
}
}

Figure 6.7 Explicit versus implicit reflective parameters.
The overhead of passing a reflection parameter includes stack space, CPU cycles, and ROM
footprint. With explicit reflection parameters, the overhead is only incurred when it is actually used
2

To improve performance and resource usage, the aspect-oriented framework can analyze the advice and exclude
reflective information from the implicit signature when not used by that advice.
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by an aspect in an inheritance hierarchy. For example, in Figure 6.7 MyAspectX, MyAspectY, and
MyAspectZ, must have an explicit reflection parameter, since reflection is used in their inheritance
hierarchy by MyAspectY. With implicit reflection parameters, the overhead will be always incurred
in general. Since, in general, aspects are required to be replaceable (e.g., to enable dynamic weaving
or dynamic linking) and the system can consist out of multiple compilation units, therefore any subaspect, defined in another compilation unit, could use the reflection parameter, and the advice‟s
implicit signature must thus contain the reflection parameter to ensure compatibility at the binary
level. See also Figure 6.7: MyAspectX's implicit signature must include the reflection parameter,
since otherwise subtype MyAspectY, whose implicit signature includes the reflection parameter, will
be incompatible at the binary level. However, by limiting a system to a single compilation unit, a
weaver can analyze all aspects for the actual usage of the reflection parameter and make the
overhead identical to the overhead with explicit reflection parameters. If aspects are also not required
to be replaceable, as in AspectJ [AspectJ], the overhead can be made even smaller than with explicit
reflection parameters. We will illustrate this by using the example aspects of Figure 6.7. Given that
aspects are not required to be replaceable, the aspect MyAspectZ (and its base aspect) can be
analyzed in isolation. The method f of aspect MyAspectZ implements the before advice for all join
points in the pointcut MyPointCut. Since this method f does not use reflection, it will not have a
reflection parameter in the implicit case, yet it will have one in the explicit case. Of course, in all
cases the method f of MyAspectY will have a reflection parameter.
Reliability benefits when the intentions can be verified too. With implicit reflection parameters, the
intention to use reflection cannot be expressed, while the presence of an explicit reflection parameter
in a method's signature specifies the intention to use reflection 3. Verification covers both illegal
usage of a reflection parameter and a reflection parameter not being used 4. These kinds of
verification for parameters are present in all modern compilers. Hence, an explicit reflection
parameter allows for verification of intention to use and thus increases reliability.
For conceptual consistency, no difference between aspects and classes should exist [Rajan, 2005].
Advices and methods become identical when implicit reflection parameters of an advice are made
explicit.
An advantage of explicit over implicit reflection parameters is that only for explicit reflection
parameters their type can be put under the control of the user. Whether this advantage is useful will
be discussed later on in this section.
Based on these differences, we prefer explicit reflection parameters to implicit reflection parameters
for consumer products. In other words, our conclusion is that reflective information on join points
should be passed explicitly. Yet, what information should be passed to an advice via these explicit
reflection parameters?

6.3.2

What reflective information to pass?

The reflective information on the join points can range from general-purpose, i.e. for all aspects
and all join points identical, to dedicated, i.e. specific for a particular set of aspects and join
points. AspectJ [AspectJ], for example, uses instead of one general-purpose reflection type,
three more dedicated reflection types: thisJoinPoint, thisJoinPointStaticPart, and
thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart. AspectJ analyses the advices to determine the necessity of
3
4

The reflection parameter can be used by the aspect itself or by aspects in its inheritance hierarchy.

Reflection parameter not being used is only informative when the complete inheritance hierarchy is taken into
consideration.
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these three reflection parameters. Based on the result of the analysis, AspectJ limits the overhead to
roughly the necessary reflective information. The overhead is still considerable, since reflection
allows extracting information in the verbose human readable form, like in Figure 6.6.
We compare general-purpose and dedicated reflective information with respect to overhead,
reliability, and evolve-ability.
A dedicated reflection parameter needs only to satisfy a single purpose, while a general-purpose
reflection parameter must serve all possible purposes. A dedicated parameter can leave out
information that is not needed for its purpose and apply optimizations that are possible given its
specific purpose. Hence, the overhead of memory, CPU cycles, and ROM footprint for a dedicated
reflection parameter will never be larger than for a general-purpose reflection parameter. In
particular, many consumer products have only the requirement to support off-line or post-mortem
manual analysis. To satisfy this requirement, only a unique identifier per join point, comparable to
IDREF in AspectCobol [Lämmel, 2005], is sufficient at runtime. Off-line, the unique identifier can
be linked via a look-up table to any static reflective information, including information in verbose
human readable form.
A general-purpose reflection parameter specifies the intention to use reflective information. A
dedicated reflection parameter also specifies the particular part of the reflective information that is
intended to be used. Hence, a dedicated reflection parameter compared to a general-purpose
parameter allows for more verification and thus increases reliability.
A dedicated reflection parameter only evolves when the related system requirements change. A
general-purpose reflection parameter also evolves when the environment changes. It evolves, for
example, due to changes in the language and compiler, such as the addition of custom attributes, and
due to changes in the reflection type based on requirements of other systems.
Based on this comparison, we prefer dedicated reflection parameters to general-purpose reflection
parameters in the context of consumer products. Hence, our conclusion can only be that reflective
information on join points should be passed explicitly using dedicated reflection parameters. Yet,
who controls the types of these dedicated reflection parameters?

6.3.3

How to control reflective information?

The type of reflective information is under control of either the user or the aspect-oriented
framework, e.g., via predefined or configurable types. In the first case, the user must not only specify
the type but also the value of the reflection parameter as function of the join point when the advice is
called, since the framework is not knowledgeable of the reflective information. Of course, a library
can support the user herein with for example string compression, bit encoding for collections, and
bits concatenation. In the case that the type of reflective information is under control of a generic
aspect-oriented framework5, domain knowledge cannot be exploited to efficiently encode the
reflective information.
Examples of exploiting domain specific knowledge which is possible when the user is in control but
impossible otherwise are:
A user can tune the size of the reflective type based on global product knowledge, such as the
number of join points.

5

For example, AspectC++ tailors down the reflective information according to the individual requirements of the actual
advice [Spinczyk, 2005] by using a super-type of the generic reflection type.
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A user can let the reflection type contain Boolean fields that indicate:
-

The begin or end of an interval delimited by a method pair, like begin/end critical
section, enter/leave menu, open/close file, and acquire/release semaphore; or
Whether the join point is in the application or platform part of the software.

Since, for consumer products, the reduction of overhead outweighs the additional user effort, we
decided to pass reflective information in our framework explicitly using dedicated reflection
parameters which types are controlled by the user. Yet, how do we design that?

6.4

AspectKoala

In this section, we describe the design of reflection on join points in AspectKoala. To understand the
design, we briefly introduce Koala and the high-level design of AspectKoala. Then, we apply
AspectKoala to measure in a real-world example the overhead of different alternatives for reflection
on join points. We end with our experiences in using AspectKoala to handle a reliability concern.

6.4.1

Koala

The software in some televisions that contain NXP chips is currently modularized using the
component model Koala [van Ommering, 2004]. Koala has many similarities with other component
models, such as OMG‟s CORBA Component Model [Siegel, 2000] and Microsoft‟s COM
[Rogerson, 1997]. In Koala:
Interfaces and components are specified in an architecture description language.
Components can only interact with each other via interfaces.
A component provides functionality for which it may require functionality from its
environment.
A component can provide and require multiple interfaces of the same type, since a
component refers to its interfaces by instance name and not by type.
A third party instantiates components and connects their interfaces
Unfortunately, the separation of concerns cannot always be reflected in the modularization of the
software into components, as can be observed in the current software and was already shown in
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3:
Many (non-functional) concerns are not localized in one component but are scattered
throughout the software; and
Multiple concerns are tangled in one component.
To better support the modularization of the reasoning, NXP and Philips have investigated more
effective modularization techniques for software, such as aspect orientation. For this purpose, an
aspect-oriented framework on top of Koala [van Ommering, 2004] has been developed: AspectKoala
[van de Laar, 2006].

6.4.2

High-level design

AspectKoala is built on top of the abstract syntax tree of Koala, much like SourceWeave.Net
[Jackson, 2004] is built on top of CodeDOM: the abstract syntax tree of .Net. The architectural
description of all components and interfaces is contained in the abstract syntax tree of Koala.
AspectKoala weaves aspects into the product based on these architectural descriptions at compile
time, and it is independent of the programming languages used to implement the components. The
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join points of AspectKoala are the execution of and calls to Koala interface functions. Aspects in
AspectKoala are compiled .Net classes that implement the IComponentAspect interface. This
interface contains methods to specify the pointcuts, to implement the advices in the C programming
language, and to declare dependencies, such as usage interfaces [Lieberherr, 1999]. Hence, unlike
AspectJ that provides regular expressions to specify pointcuts, in AspectKoala methods of the
IComponentAspect interface must be implemented for this purpose. Of course, these methods can use
.Net‟s regular expressions to specify pointcuts.
Currently, adding an aspect to Koala's component-based software consists of the following steps:
1. Write and compile an aspect6, i.e., a class in .Net that implements the IComponentAspect
interface.
2. Run AspectKoala to weave the aspect with a particular Koala configuration. This results in a
new Koala configuration where the aspect is added.
3. Compile this new Koala configuration as usual.

6.4.3

Design of Reflection on Join Points

We describe the part of the IComponentAspect interface relevant for user-controlled reflection on
join points, see also Figure 6.8. The method JoinPointHasKindAdvice specifies that a join point is
part of a pointcut and has a particular Kind of advice, i.e., before, around, or after advice. If a join
point has a particular kind of advice, the method KindAdvice_UsesReflection explicitly specifies
the presence of a reflection parameter at that join point for that kind of advice. When a reflection
parameter is present, KindAdvice_TypeOfReflectionParameter specifies its user-defined
type. Since the user defines the type of the reflection parameter, it also becomes his
responsibility to provide an argument for it. Due to a limitation of the C programming
language, i.e., C does not accept struct literals as arguments, the interface contains three
methods7 to specify the argument to the reflection parameter for a kind of advice: The method
KindAdvice_IsSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter specifies that a setup (for a
struct literal) is needed; the method KindAdvice_SetupOfArgumentToReflectionParameter
specifies that setup when needed; and the method KindAdvice_ArgumentToReflectionParameter
provides the actual reflection argument, which can refer to the elements introduced in the setup when
present. The advice is implemented by the method KindAdvice_Code. The advice can access the
reflective information, since its parameter called reflection contains the instance name of the
reflection parameter in C.
Aspects programmed in AspectKoala usually do not implement interface IComponentAspect
directly, but inherit from the abstract ComponentAspect class. This class returns false on all
Boolean methods of IComponentAspect. As a result, only the features that are used by an aspect
must be implemented by overriding the appropriate methods. This considerably simplifies the
implementation of aspects.

6

Our framework is not limited to one aspect, since an aspect can instantiate multiple other aspects and control their
precedence.
7

Since our framework is targeted at a resource limited environment, the IComponentAspect interface also contains
two methods to factor out the commonalities in the setups of the reflection argument for the before, around, and after
advices: IsCommonSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter and
CommonSetupOfArgumentToReflectionParameter.
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interface IComponentAspect
{
//PreCondition: true
bool JoinPointHasBeforeAdvice(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: JoinPointHasBeforeAdvice(jp)
bool BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)
Type BeforeAdvice_TypeOfReflectionParameter(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)
bool BeforeAdvice_IsSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: BeforeAdvice_IsSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter(jp)
Code BeforeAdvice_SetupOfArgumentToReflectionParameter(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)
Code BeforeAdvice_ArgumentToReflectionParameter(JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: JoinPointHasBeforeAdvice(jp)
Code BeforeAdvice_Code(JoinPoint jp, string reflection);
//similar for Around and After Advice
...
//Factor out commonality of Before, Around, and After advice to save
resources
//PreCondition: BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)||
//
AroundAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)||
//
AfterAdvice_UsesReflection(jp)
bool IsCommonSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter (JoinPoint jp);
//PreCondition: IsCommonSetupNeededForArgumentToReflectionParameter(jp)
Code CommonSetupOfArgumentToReflectionParameter(JoinPoint jp);
}

Figure 6.8 The part of the IComponentAspect interface relevant for reflection.
public class MyAspect : ComponentAspect
{
public override bool JoinPointHasBeforeAdvice(JoinPoint jp)
{ return true; }
public override bool BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection(JoinPoint jp)
{ return true; }
public override Type BeforeAdvice_TypeOfReflectionParameter (JoinPoint jp)
{ return typeof(int); }
public override Code BeforeAdvice_ArgumentToReflectionParameter (JoinPoint jp)
{ return Code.IntValue(LookUpTableJP2UID(jp)); }
public override Code BeforeAdvice_Code (JoinPoint jp, string reflection)
{ return Code.Skip; }
//identical for After Advice
...
}

Figure 6.9 Example aspect in AspectKoala that uses a unique identifier per join point as reflective
information.
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Figure 6.9 contains an example aspect written in AspectKoala. This aspect specifies that all join
points have a before advice in JoinPointHasBeforeAdvice. In BeforeAdvice_UsesReflection
and BeforeAdvice_TypeOfReflectionParameter it specifies that reflection is used in the before
advices of all join points and that the type of the reflection parameter is always integer, respectively.
The implementation of BeforeAdvice_ArgumentToReflectionParameter specifies that the
argument to the reflection parameters depends on the particular join point: The integer value as
generated by the lookup-table method that assigns a unique identifier to each join point.
Note that this lookup table does not end up in the target code. The table is only needed off-line
or post-mortem to translate the integer values used on the target into join point information in
the verbose human readable form needed for manual analysis. Since the implementation of
AfterAdvice_ArgumentToReflectionParameter is identical, the before and after advices
associated with the same join point will be called with the same integer value of the reflection
parameter. Finally, the aspect specifies in BeforeAdvice_Code that the before advice of all join
points is equal to the skip-statement.

6.4.4

Overhead

AspectKoala enables us to experiment not only with the presence of a reflection parameter but also
with the type of this parameter. We wrote four aspects to add tracing 8 before and after the execution
of every join point in an existing configuration. The first aspect adds tracing without reflection and
acts as our baseline. The second aspect adds tracing with a unique identifier per join point and is
(partly) shown in Figure 6.9. The third aspect adds tracing with only the function, interface, and
component name per join point. The fourth aspect adds tracing with a general-purpose reflection type
parameter comparable to AspectJ‟s thisJoinPointStaticPart.
We spent considerable effort to minimize the overhead of these aspects. For example, for the last two
aspects as mentioned in the previous section, we used look-up tables to factor out commonalities and
thus to save resources. However, we only looked at one specific but representative product, a Philips
television, in this experiment. And, we did not include custom attributes in the last aspect. The
numbers we present are thus not hard values, but mere indications.
reflection type

increase
CPU load

ROM footprint

unique identifier

4.7 %

1.8 %

names

5.5 %

10 %

general-purpose

5.5 %

36 %

Table 6.1 The percentages of increase in CPU load and ROM footprint due to different types of
reflection parameters.
With these aspects, we measured the increase in CPU load and ROM footprint (i.e., the size of the
binary code and the constant/static data) due to reflection. The results are presented in Table 6.1.
Note that this increase is on top of the increase already introduced by tracing for a release build as
measured for the baseline, our first aspect. Since we consider an increase above 15% in ROM
footprint as not acceptable for consumer products, we cannot apply a general-purpose reflection
parameter in this resource constrained environment. Furthermore, as shown in Table 6.1, the
8

Only the infrastructure needed to trace is added, no tracing information is collected. I.e., the advice contains no
statements.
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difference between “unique identifier” and “names” is considerable. This justifies that we put the
user in control of the reflective information such that the user can incorporate domain knowledge to
save memory, CPU cycles, and bandwidth for his particular application.

6.4.5

Reliability

How to handle access before initialization is a reliability concern that affects all components.
Although one can easily describe how to handle access before initialization in general, it is currently
handled per component. Even worse, this handling even differs between components. With aspect
orientation, we were able to write three different strategies to handle access before initialization. The
first strategy asserts that a component is not accessed before initialization; the second strategy
ignores accesses when the component is not yet initialized; and the third strategy calls the
initialization code when the component is accessed but not initialized before. With these strategies:
1. We could ensure that all components handle access before initialization identically.
2. We could separate the initialization implementation from the functional implementation. This
not only reduces the lines of code by 2% (the lines in Figure 6.2), but also makes reuse more
likely. Reuse becomes more likely since the reuse environment has only to match either the
initialization requirement (to reuse one of the three initialization aspects) or the functional
requirement (to reuse one of the components), but not both.
3. We could postpone the decision for an initialization strategy from implementation to
integration. In other words, weaving of the initialization strategy and the components‟
functionality is changed from manually work of the programmer to an automatic process
executed by the aspect-oriented framework.

6.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we indicated, for the context of consumer products, that resources are constrained
and that aspect orientation improves the reliability of such products. We also illustrated that
reflection on join points is crucial for aspect orientation. Unfortunately, all approaches [Lämmel,
2005] [Rajan, 2005] [AspectJ] [JBoss] currently used in aspect orientation to handle reflective
information consume more resources than are affordable for consumer products. Since we wanted to
apply aspect orientation in this resource constrained environment, we had the following objective:
develop a resource effective design for reflection on join points. We achieved our objective by
explicitly passing dedicated reflection parameters. Furthermore, we enabled the user to control the
reflective information, such that the user can incorporate domain knowledge to save memory, CPU
cycles, and bandwidth for his particular application. We showed that, with user-controlled reflection
on join points, we are able, for a given application, to reduce resource usage to an affordable level
without sacrificing the necessary expressive power. Putting the user in control of the reflective
information is a fundamental difference between AspectKoala and all other aspect-oriented
frameworks. Our experience with a reliability concern implemented using AspectKoala shows that
reliability indeed profits from aspect orientation.

Note: This chapter contains earlier published parts from Pierre van de Laar, Aspect Orientation
Enables Differentiation with Software, Philips Software Conference, 2006, and Pierre van de Laar
and Rob Golsteijn, User-Controlled Reflection on Join Points, Journal of Software, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp.
1-8, September 2007.
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Chapter 7

Behavior modeling
Author: Jozef Hooman

Abstract: We present a method to capture the desired dynamic behavior of an embedded
system. The method is based on the use of structured state machines to obtain scalable and
executable models. The modeling approach turns out to be useful for the early detection
and removal of requirements errors, which are an important source of unreliability and
project failures. Requirements can be validated easily by means of a visualization of userperceived behavior. Furthermore, models can be refined to include the high-level system
architecture which makes it possible to check consistency and conformance to the
requirements. We show that also performance aspects can be modeled. The method is
illustrated by examples of a TV and a car entertainment system.

7.1

Introduction

This chapter describes an approach to model desired system behavior. Starting point of this work
was the aim to use a model of desired user-perceived behavior for runtime error detection, as
described in Chapter 8. For most industrial systems such a model is not available. Neither it is easy
to derive such a model from existing requirements descriptions which, in common industrial
practice, are often only partially available and distributed over many documents and databases.
Moreover, these documents often focus on technical implementation details and hardly describe the
user-perceived behavior which is central in the Trader awareness concept. Hence, part of Trader
work was aimed at capturing this behavior in a model.
The importance of a proper requirements description for system reliability is well known from the
literature. Studies indicate that requirements errors are the greatest source of defects and quality
problems [Nakajo, 1991] [Standish, 1995]. It is also often observed that errors made in the
requirements phase are extremely expensive to repair. On top of Boehm‟s “Software Defect
Reduction Top 10 List” is the observation that repairing software problems after product release is
often 100 times more expensive than finding and fixing them during the requirements and design
phase [Boehm, 2001]. The conclusion of the field study reported in [Hofmann, 2001] states that
getting requirements right might be the single most important and difficult part of a software project.
Hence, our work on requirements modeling is not only beneficial for runtime error detection, but
should lead to a reduction of requirements errors, thereby improving both reliability and project
effectiveness.
Since the TV domain is our source of inspiration and the focus is on user-perceived reliability, the
first aim was to make a model that captures the user view of a particular type of TV in development.
The model should capture the relation between user input, via the remote control and buttons on the
TV, and output, via images on the screen and sound.
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A few first experiments with the specification of the control behavior of a TV indicated that the use
of state machines is quite intuitive and close to informal descriptions. Since flat state machines
would quickly lead to scalability problems, structuring mechanisms such as hierarchy and
parallelism are indispensable. Our experiments also revealed that it was very easy to make modeling
errors. Constructing a correct model was more difficult than expected. Getting all the information
was not easy, and many interactions were possible between features. Examples are relations between
dual screen, Teletext and various types of on-screen displays that remove or suppress each other.
Hence, our approach is based on executable models to allow quick feedback on the user-perceived
behavior and to increase the confidence in the fidelity of the model. Model execution allows early
experiments with the system being designed, as already observed in [Selic, 2003].
Besides the control behavior, a TV also has a complex streaming part with a lot of audio and video
processing. Typically, this gets most attention in the requirements documentation. We would like to
model this on a more abstract level, with emphasis on the relation with the control part. These
considerations led to the use of Matlab/Simulink [Mathworks, 2009]. The Stateflow toolbox of
Simulink is used for the control part and the Image and Video Processing toolbox for the streaming
part.
The Stateflow language contains the required structuring mechanisms to allow the specification of
complex systems. In addition, it provides convenient possibilities to view state transitions during
simulation. During simulation the external input-output behavior can be visualized in parallel with an
animation of the state transitions of the specification, which is very convenient when validating and
debugging the requirements. In this way, requirements can be improved early in the development
process and at the appropriate level of abstraction, instead of doing this late at the code level. A
related approach can be found in the Statemate system which allows the animation of externally
visible behavior of specifications expressed in Statecharts [Harel, 1990]. A similar method based on
the formal notation of Labeled Transition Systems has been described in [Magee, 2000].
In general, our models consist of the following ingredients:
A visualization of the system input which can be used to insert events and data during model
simulation. This input is coded into numbers and stored in a buffer to decouple real-time user
input and the execution of the model using simulation time.
A Stateflow diagram which periodically reads the input buffer and generates appropriate
events and data for the main specification.
A main Stateflow diagram which specifies the control of the system and generates data for
other parts of the model.
A Simulink block which models physical aspects of the system, based on control data. It may
also send (sensor) data to the control diagram.
A visualization of the system output.
Note that the requirements model is intended to describe the desired relation between external input
and output of the system only. The internal structure of the model does not reflect the architecture of
the system, it is just one possible way to describe the input-output relation. It is, however, possible to
make a refined model which includes the main components of the system and their behavior. Then
the conformance of the architectural design with the system requirements can be tested.
The main benefits of our modeling approach are:
1. Early detection of incomplete, ambiguous, unnecessary, and inconsistent requirements.
2. Quick feedback on new functionality and feature interaction.
3. Localization of requirements in a single model.
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Moreover, systems tests can be derived from the model. In the remainder of this chapter we present
our requirements modeling approach in the TV domain in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes the
application to a car entertainment system, including a model of the architecture and a more detailed
performance model. Note that the models presented here are slightly adapted and sometimes
simplified for confidentiality reasons. Concluding remarks can be found in Section 7.4.

7.2

Modeling user-perceived TV behavior

When applying our approach in the TV domain, we concentrated on the global control of a TV and
the user-perceived behavior, that is, the relation between input via a remote control (and/or TV
buttons) and output via a TV screen and speakers. We ignored many aspects such as the installation
procedure, image and sound quality, view modes, and external devices, but still observed that it was
far from easy to obtain a correct model. To illustrate this, we show an intermediate model which
might seem reasonable at first sight, but contains several errors.
A screenshot of the model during simulation is shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 TV model during simulation
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The Simulink model, depicted in the upper part of Figure 7.1, contains a Stateflow block Get Input
Events which controls model input. It starts by calling a Matlab function which displays the
photograph of the remote control shown on the left-hand side of Figure 7.1. For convenience, we
have inserted a picture of a TV button on the lower part of this photograph. Next, this Matlab
function reads the position of the cursor when a mouse click occurs. This position is translated into a
number which codes the key on the remote control. Key codes are put into a buffer which is read by
the Get Input Events block. On each pulse generated by the Pulse Generator block (which is part of
the Simulink library), block Get Input Events tries to read a key code from the buffer. If the buffer is
not empty, an event corresponding to the code is generated and Stateflow block TV Behavior checks
whether it can execute transitions. For instance, code 12 leads to event VolumeUp, code 13 to
VolumeDown, and code 100 to MainsOnOff.
Based on the received events, block TV Behavior sets a number of variables, such as the volume
level, the channel number, the TV mode (menu, Teletext or TV) and the screen mode (off, standby,
single screen or dual screen). These variables are used by block Video which displays a TV screen
with the resulting video output, as shown in the lower right corner of Figure 7.1. The volume level is
also fed into a so-called scope block which graphically shows this level (see the bottom left part of
Figure 7.1). Block Video is constructed by means of the Video and Image Processing Blockset. The
top-level decomposition of this block is shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 Video part of TV model
Next we describe Stateflow block TV Behavior in more detail. The top-level state diagram is shown
in Figure 7.3. Note that state On consists of two parallel states called InputTransform and TVModes,
as indicated by the dashed lines around these states. In state InputTransform certain internal events
are generated based on external input events. For instance, external events that indicate a volume or
channel change lead to an internal WakeUp event.
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Figure 7.3 Top-level state diagram of TV behavior
State TVModes has a substate Active which is decomposed into three parallel states, as shown in
Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Parallel decomposition of state Active
Figure 7.5 shows the details of substate Video of state Active. This diagram is a translation of a large
table in a TV requirements document. Our diagram is more concise than the table, but the main
advantage is the possibility to execute the state machine, to experiment with different sequences of
input events, and to obtain immediate feedback from our visualization of the output. For instance,
only during model simulation it became clear that if the TV is in dual screen mode with TV on both
screens, it is not easy to obtain Teletext in one of the screens. The user first has to go to single screen
mode, switch there to Teletext, and then go back to dual screen mode. This interaction between dual
screen mode and Teletext is difficult to detect when looking at the table in the requirements
document.
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Figure 7.5 Detailed view of state Video

Figure 7.6 State diagram of audio part
Since the documentation of the audio part of the TV was not available, we used own knowledge to
model substate Audio of state Active, as depicted in Figure 7.6.
The audio part is decomposed into two parallel states that deal with mute behavior and volume
changes, respectively. Simulation revealed that this leads to undesirable behavior; if volume is
muted, the user might press the volume up button, assuming this also unmutes the volume.
According to the model shown here, there is no implicit unmute but the volume up button increases
some internal volume value. This might lead to the behavior depicted in the volume scope in the
lower-left part of Figure 7.1, where we mute with a low volume level, try to unmute by pressing the
volume up button many times, and then unmute, leading to a very large volume level. Clearly, such
errors are easy to repair in the model, whereas a correction in the final implementation would be
much more costly.
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The state diagram for the OnScreenDisplay state is not shown here. It is rather large because there
are many parallel possibilities for displaying text and icons on the screen, such as mute/unmute
icons, volume and channel status, and preset information. The rules for the on screen display were
specified in much detail, but when making the model a number of conflicting sentences in the
requirements document were detected. This concerned, e.g., the priority of displays, expressing when
one display should suppress another. To resolve such conflicts, designers and testers may make
different choices, leading to problems in the test phase.

7.3

Modeling a car entertainment system

In this section, we apply our modeling approach to the domain of car entertainment systems where
multiple media devices (CD player, iPod, MP3 player, SD card, radio), navigation system,
microphone, telephone, and car-specific chimes (e.g., given warnings such as “door open”) are
connected to car speakers and headphones. A straightforward adaptation of our TV models to the
requirements modeling of such systems is described in Section 7.3.1. In Section 7.3.2 we show how
this requirements model can be refined to include the system architecture. Finally, Section 7.3.3
describes a further refinement to analyze performance aspects.

7.3.1

Requirements model of a car entertainment system

The high-level TV model of the previous section has been adapted to deal with a car entertainment
system. The main differences are:
The user input has been visualized by means of a small GUI which represents media selection
of multiple users (e.g. on front and back seats of the car), the presence of phone calls,
navigation voice, chimes, etc.
The Stateflow model, called Car Entertainment Spec here, especially concentrates on
limitations concerning the concurrency of media streams. For instance, the number of
available tuners leads to constraints on the number of parallel available analog or digital
channels and the availability of traffic information.
The output has been visualized by a picture of a car with textual indications about the output
from speakers and headphones. For the moment, the display is used to show restrictions on
the possible input combinations.
A snapshot of the model during simulation is shown in Figure 7.7.
As already observed in the TV domain, the execution of such a requirements model leads to a
number of questions about missing or unclear requirements. In this case, the requirements that were
captured in DOORS described many requirements on individual media and data streams, but the
interaction of these streams and the constraints on the allowed concurrency were unclear. An
executable model makes this more explicit and improves the communication with stakeholders. For
instance, the executable model of car entertainment triggered discussions about the requirements on
use case switching, e.g., how to switch from one media stream to another; an aspect that was absent
in the requirements captured in DOORS.
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Figure 7.7 Requirements model car entertainment

7.3.2

Design model

Next the requirements model is refined to include the high-level architecture of the system. The input
and output visualization remain unchanged, and the aim is to maintain the input – output relation as
specified by the requirements model. The main difference is that the media sources, such as iPod and
MP3 player are represented explicitly as sources that transmit a characteristic value. This leads to the
top-level view depicted in Figure 7.8.
Depending on the usage scenario selected in the input GUI, the characteristic values of input sources
are selected and routed through the architecture, possibly mixed, and finally forwarded to the output
visualization. Simulink block Car Entertainment contains a high level view of the architecture, as
shown in Figure 7.9; all components depicted there are further refined to the level of data flow
diagrams.
A clear advantage of such an executable model is that it immediately shows inconsistencies between
component interfaces and errors in data flow models. Typically, various architectural aspects are
distributed over several documents and it is very difficult to detect errors by inspection and to keep
all information consistent under a continuous stream of changes. This is much easier when all
aspects are combined in a single executable model that shows the impact of changes on the userperceived behavior.
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Figure 7.8 Top-level view of refined car entertainment model

Figure 7.9 Architecture car entertainment system
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Modeling performance aspects

The next refinement of the model aims at the evaluation of performance aspects. The main goal is to
investigate the bandwidth of the bus to external memory and the schedulability of certain tasks, such
as echo cancellation and a number of MP3 decoders, on a particular processor for different usage
scenarios. To this end, we used the TrueTime package [Lund, 2007] which provides a network block,
which can be used to model a bus to external memory, and a node block which can communicate
with a network block and other Simulink blocks. On the node block a number of tasks can be
programmed and one can specify the scheduling policy, priorities, etc. During simulation, it is easy
to visualize the utilization of the node and the traffic on the memory bus, as depicted in the lower
part of Figure 7.10.
Such a dynamic model, including use case switches and concurrency, improves current practice
which is usually based on Excel sheets for static situations only.

Figure 7.10 Performance model of car entertainment system

7.4

Concluding remarks

We have described an approach to create an executable requirements model of an embedded system
and to visualize the external, user-perceived system behavior. The first application to the TV domain
showed that making such a model was more difficult than expected, not only because of gaps in the
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existing documentation, but also because the large number of decisions that had to be taken on
detailed functionality. Making an executable model raises many questions about details and subtle
interactions between features that did not turn up when reading the documentation.
The approach has also been applied to obtain a high-level model for the MPlayer [MPlayer, 2007].
This model has been used to experiment with model-based error detection, as reported in Chapter 8.
With the increasing use of models, also the quality of these models becomes increasingly important.
Since models change frequently, we have used our MPlayer models to experiment with the tool
Reactis to generate test scripts to check conformance after model changes [Reactis, 2009]. This tool
can also be used to validate model properties. Related functionality is provided by the Simulink
Design Verifier, which also allows the formal proof of properties. Unfortunately, the current version
of this toolbox does allow checking of Stateflow models.
The modeling of the car entertainment system showed that it was easy to apply the approach quickly
to a slightly different domain. The models presented here were developed during six weeks of parttime work and they turned out to be an effective means to capture domain knowledge and to identify
weak spots in requirements and design. Current work includes the application of the modeling
technique to an electron microscope in the context of ESI-project Condor [Condor 2009].
In general, the visualization of the user view on input and output of the model turned out to be very
useful to detect faults in requirements as early as possible. This includes undesired feature
interactions and missing, ambiguous or even contradictory requirements. As we have shown in the
car entertainment case, the approach allows refinements of the model to include the global system
architecture and performance aspects. This makes it possible to check conformance of the design
with respect to the requirements. The requirements model may also be used to generate system tests
for the final implementation.
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Chapter 8

Model-based error detection
Authors: Jozef Hooman, Somayeh Malakuti

Abstract: We present a method to detect runtime errors using models of desired behavior.
An experimental Linux-based framework has been developed in which a software
application and a (partial) specification of its desired behavior can be inserted.
Specifications are expressed as structured state diagrams. The framework allows both timetriggered and event-triggered comparison of actual and desired behavior.

8.1

Introduction

Runtime error detection is part of the runtime awareness concept introduced in Section 1.2.4. The
aim is to check during system execution whether the actual behavior of the system complies with the
specified behavior and to report an error when an undesirable deviation is detected. This is often
called runtime verification. To use a particular runtime verification technique on an industrial
system, an engineer should take the following steps:
Step 1: Identify properties
Decide which important aspects of the system have to be monitored and informally describe the
desired properties that should be checked. For a complex price-sensitive device such as a TV, it is
cost-inhibitive to check the complete system behavior at runtime. Hence, a choice has to be made
based on the likelihood of errors, the impact of errors on the user, and the costs of correcting those
errors at runtime.
Step 2: Specify properties formally
Become familiar with the used specification language (e.g., temporal logic formalisms, process
algebra, regular expressions, Boolean assertions, diagrams) and express the properties in this
language. Specifications should be easy to write and to inspect by industrial engineers. In the context
of embedded systems, desired properties may refer to timing or resource usage, so it should be
possible to express such properties in a convenient way.
Step 3: Validate specification
Validate the correctness of the specification. To avoid false errors, it is important that the
specification is consistent and captures the intended behavior. Note that for runtime verification there
is no need to specify full system behavior; the specification may cover only an essential part of the
system behavior or focus on a particular component.
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Step 4: Add system observations
Investigate which information is needed during system execution to evaluate the specified properties
(e.g., values of variables, occurrence of events, or memory usage). Next, instrument the system such
that this information becomes observable. Typically, the software is instrumented at certain
monitoring points with code that provides observations.
Step 5: Add property evaluation
Add monitoring code that checks whether the specified properties hold at runtime and which reports
an error in case of a deviation from the specification.
Depending on the technique used, some of these steps may be automated. Note that runtime
verification techniques are not limited to software, but the principles can be applied to a complex
system with both hardware and software parts.
The approach described in this chapter starts from specifications expressed in Stateflow of
Matlab/Simulink [Mathworks, 2009], a widely used graphical notation, especially to describe the
discrete control of continuous-time systems. To support scalability, Stateflow includes all structuring
mechanisms of the classical Statecharts language, such as hierarchy, history connectors, and
parallelism with event-based communication. We use the Stateflow notation to obtain executable
specifications of the desired behavior of a certain system.
To get insight in model-based error detection, first this concept itself has been modeled in Simulink,
as will be described in Section 8.2. To allow quick experimentation with model-based error detection
and the awareness concept of Trader, we present in Section 8.3 the design and implementation of a
monitoring framework. The application of this framework to the open source media player MPlayer
is described in Section 8.4. Related work can be found in Section 8.5. Section 8.6 contains
concluding remarks.

8.2

Simulating the main concepts

In our approach of model-based error detection, a particular System Under Observation (SUO) is
monitored and its behavior is compared to a Stateflow model of its desired behavior. Before
implementing this concept, it has been modeled in Matlab/Simulink to investigate the main concepts.
A high-level view is depicted in Figure 8.1, illustrating the comparison of the volume level of a TV.

Figure 8.1 Model of model-based error detection
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The SPEC block contains a Stateflow model of the desired behavior, according to the modeling
approach described in Chapter 7. This model is a hierarchical state machine which describes the
main states of the TV (whether it is on, off, muted, etc.) as far as they affect the volume level.
Relevant system observations, such as input events that affect the volume level, are forwarded from
the SUO to the SPEC. In the TV case this concerns, for instance, a press on remote control buttons
for on, off, mute, volume up or volume down.
To experiment with the comparison strategy, we also made a Stateflow model for the SUO. This is a
more detailed architectural model with timing delays to simulate the execution time of internal
actions. This model also includes user input (e.g., via a remote control) and output to the user (here
via a TV screen and speakers). The SUO sends the actual volume level to the Comparator, whereas
the SPEC sends the desired level. Basically, the Comparator compares the two values periodically,
triggered by a timer – the Compare Pulse in Figure 8.1. Besides this time-triggered comparison, the
SPEC can start and stop the comparison by the compare signal.
Simulations with this model of error detection clarified a number of issues:
Our initial specification models had to be adapted to include best-case and worst-case
execution times in the SPEC block. To capture non-determinism in the SUO behavior (e.g.,
due to timing variations), we extended the SPEC model with intermediate states that
represent situations where the system is in transition from one mode to another. To avoid that
worst case execution times accumulate, these intermediate states in the SPEC, that often
model worst case execution times, can be exited when the SPEC receives new observations
from the SUO that indicate the end of the previous action.
Part of the comparison strategy is included in the specification model, to be able to use
domain knowledge about processing delays and intermediate states. Comparison should only
take place when the system is in a stable state. For instance, comparison is usually stopped
during mode transitions that take time.
The comparator should not be too eager to report errors. For instance, small communication
delays easily lead to differences during a short amount of time. Hence, the comparator should
only report an error if differences persist during a certain amount of time. A trade-off has to
be made between taking more time to avoid false errors and reporting errors fast to allow
quick repair. This also influences the frequency with which comparisons take place (modeled
by the Compare Pulse in Figure 8.1).
The observations that are sent from SUO to SPEC and Comparator need not be restricted to
the external interface of the SUO. It might be very useful to include information about the
internal state of the SUO in these observations and in the SPEC model. This allows early
detection of internal errors and, hence, improves the possibilities to correct these errors
before they lead to failures visible by the user.

8.3

Error detection framework

Since in our project context the control software of a TV is often implemented on top of Linux, we
have developed a Linux-based framework for runtime error detection. A particular SUO can be
inserted in this framework. The SUO has to be adapted to provide certain observations to the socalled awareness monitor. The specification model of the desired system behavior is included in this
monitor by using the possibilities of Simulink to generate code from Stateflow models. Hence, it is
easy to experiment with different specification models. The awareness part also contains a
comparator that can be adapted to include different comparison and detection strategies.
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The design of the error detection framework is shown in Figure 8.2. The Stateflow Coder of
Simulink is used to generate C-code from a Stateflow model of the desired behavior. This code is
included in the Stateflow Model Implementation component and executed by the Model Executor.
The SUO and the awareness monitor are separate processes communicating via Unix domain
sockets. The SUO sends messages with relevant observations to Input and Output Observers.
Information about the identification of observations is stored in the Configuration component.

Figure 8.2 Design of error detection framework in Linux
The Input Observer receives information is that relevant for the execution of the Stateflow
specification model. This information is used by the Model Executor to provide input to the code of
the model. The Model Executor also receives output from the model and makes this available to the
Comparator. The Comparator compares model output, which specifies desired behavior, with the
actual system observations from the SUO as provided by the Output Observer. Note that the
distinction between “Input” and “Output” observations is related to the use of this information in the
Stateflow specification model. It might very well be different from the external input and output of
the SUO and both observers might receive information about internal states of the SUO.
For each observation that has to be compared by the Comparator, the user of the framework can
specify (1) a threshold for the allowed maximal deviation between specified and actual value, and (2)
a limit on the number of consecutive deviations that are allowed before an error will be reported.
Another parameter is the frequency with which time-based comparison takes place. This can be
combined with event-based comparison by specifying in the specification model when comparison
should take place and when not (e.g., when the SUO is expected to be unstable between certain
modes). The Model Executor obtains this information from executing the implementation of the
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model and uses it to start and stop the Comparator. The Controller initiates and controls all
components, except for the Configuration component which is controlled by the Model Executor.

8.4

Application of steps to MPlayer

We describe the application of our framework to the open source media player MPlayer [MPlayer,
2007], following the five steps described in Section 8.1:
Step 1: Identify properties
As an example, we consider the volume of the MPlayer, i.e., we want to verify that the volume level
is consistent with user interactions such as volume changes and mute. Because of space limitations,
the example has been simplified and we do not consider other user actions (such as pause, play and
stop) and on-screen display (e.g., showing the mute/unmute icon).
Step 2: Specify properties formally
The relation between the external events VolumeUp, VolumeDown, and MuteOnOff, and the value
of external variable volume is defined by the Stateflow model of Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3 Stateflow specification model
State Active consists of two parallel states Volume and MuteBehavior (as indicated by the dashed
borders of these two states). Note that state Volume uses an internal variable vlevel. As an example,
we specify that it may take some time before an unmute command (going from state Mute to state
UnMute) becomes effective. The maximal delay is modeled by the start (StartUnmuteTimer) and the
expiration (UnmuteTimerEnd) of a timer. This timer is modeled in a parallel chart (not shown here),
using the simulation time of Simulink. State UnMuteDelay represents this possible delay. In this
state variable noncomp is used to enforce that no comparison with the SUO takes place in this state.
This avoids false errors when the actual delay in the SUO is shorter than the worst case, leading to a
situation where the SUO is already unmuted but the specification still has volume 0. The
Comparator component of the error detection framework (Figure 8.2) does not compare if noncomp
is positive (initially it has value 0). Note that in general there can be several parallel states that might
change noncomp.
Step 3: Validate specification
There are various ways to validate that the specification model indeed captures the intended
behavior. First of all, the Stateflow model can be executed and we have made a basic GUI which
allows the insertion of events (such as mute and volume changes) and the visualization of external
output (e.g., volume level and mute icon).
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This allows extensive simulation of the model. Moreover, there are various tools connected to
Stateflow that allow the generation of test scripts and conformance checks after model
changes. Finally, also formal model-checking techniques can be applied to Stateflow models. See
also Chapter 7.
Step 4: Add system observations
The SUO is instrumented manually to observe relevant system behavior. In our example, the external
input events that correspond to VolumeUp, VolumeDown, and MuteOnOff are sent to the Input
Observer of the error detection framework. Similarly, changes of the volume level are sent to the
Output Observer. In fact, the Output Observer might also be used to observe internal states and
variables, which is often useful to detect errors early. Observed events and variables are
distinguished by means of an identifier and the error detection framework is configured to relate
model elements to these identifiers. Note that it is often far from trivial to insert observation code in
a large piece of software that is maintained by many people and lacks detailed documentation (as in
the case of the MPlayer).
Step 5: Add property evaluation
The Stateflow Coder of Simulink is used to generate C-code from the Stateflow model of the desired
behavior. No code is generated for the parts that model timers; instead, timing events are coupled
manually to Linux timers. The resulting code is included in component Stateflow Model
Implementation (see Figure 8.2). At runtime, the Model Executor provides input to the code of the
model based on event notifications from the Input Observer and it sends the desired volume level, as
given by the specification model, to the Comparator. The Comparator compares this value with the
actual volume level of the SUO, as obtained from the Output Observer. The Model Executor starts
and stops the Comparator based on the value of the noncomp variable.
To monitor the behavior of the Comparator closely, we have implemented a version where it writes
expected (according to the specification) and actual values of the left and the right speaker to the
screen. An example of a screen shot is depicted in Figure 8.4, showing the detection of small
difference of volume values (using a small threshold on the allowed deviation).

Figure 8.4 Screen shot of Comparator output

8.5

Related work

Related work consists of assertion-based approaches such as runtime verification [Colin, 2005]. For
instance, monitor-oriented programming [Chen, 2004] supports runtime monitoring by integrating
specifications in the program via logical annotations. In our approach, we aim at a small adaptation
of the software of the system only, to be able to deal with third-party software and legacy code.
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An overview of a large number of runtime monitoring techniques can be found in [Delgado, 2004].
Many of these methods use a form of logic to specify properties. An exception is the specification
language TLCharts [Drusinsky, 2005] that combines the visual and intuitive appeal of nondeterministic state charts with formal specifications written in temporal logic. In general, hardly any
method uses automata to specify properties, whereas in [Delgado, 2004] it is already observed that
visual automata-based specifications might be better understandable for people with limited training
in formal methods.
Also in more recent runtime verification techniques, the use of automata is very limited. Trace-based
monitors such as Tracematches [Allan, 2005] and Tracechecks [Bodden, 2006] use regular
expression or Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Similar to many recent methods, aspect-oriented
techniques (in this case AspectJ) are used to weave monitoring code into the original program. The
use of these methods requires background in aspect-orientation technology. Related to our use of
state machines is a method to monitor COTS components using specifications expressed by means of
UML state diagrams [Shin, 2006].
Unlike our method, the runtime verification techniques mentioned in the previous sections are not
suitable to detect timing violations. Early work on timing is based on Real-Time Logic (RTL)
[Chodrow, 1991], whereas a timed version of temporal logic is used in the MaC-RT system
[Sammapun, 2005]. Main difference with our approach is the use of a timed version of Linear
Temporal Logic to express requirements specifications, whereas we use executable timed state
machines to promote industrial acceptance and validation. Other work on runtime verification of
real-time systems, such as [Pohlack, 2006], concentrates on observing the system with minimal
intrusiveness and ensuring a predictable disturbance.
Our approach to model-based error detection is also related to on-the-fly testing techniques which
combine test generation and test execution [Larsen, 2005] [van Weelden, 2005]. The main difference
is that these testing techniques generate input to the system based on the model, whereas we consider
normal input during system operation and forward this input to the awareness component. Hence,
our approach is more related to so-called passive testing. An additional difference is that testing
methods concentrate on testing the input/output interface, whereas our focus is on fast error detection
(preferably before output failures occur) which often leads to the monitoring of internal
implementation details such as internal variables or load.

8.6

Concluding remarks

We have designed and implemented an error-detection framework which allows the runtime
comparison of a particular system under observation (SUO) with a model of its desired behavior.
According to the taxonomy presented in [Delgado, 2004], our framework can be characterized an
asynchronous outline runtime verification technique, since the evaluation code is executed as a
separate process and the SUO need not wait for the completion of this evaluation code. This has been
done to have minimal disturbance of the SUO and to allow hardware observations. The approach has
been applied to the MPlayer to check data-oriented properties, such as the volume level. In another,
small-scale, experiment we have used it to check memory usage. Other possibilities are, for instance,
the detection of deadlock situations and timing violations.
Starting point of our research was the aim to use intuitive specifications that are based on state
machines and which allow easy validation. The Stateflow notation is widely used in industry and
own experiments in the multimedia domain showed that it is rather easy and intuitive to specify the
control behavior in Stateflow. More details about the modeling approach can be found in Chapter 7.
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The simulation possibilities of Simulink/Stateflow are very convenient to validate that the model
captures the intended behavior. To deal with large models with many possible input events, leading
to an enormous number of possible executions, tools to automate event generation according to
certain coverage criteria are very useful. Because Stateflow has a well-defined deterministic
semantics, also formal model-checking is possible, although scalability is expected to be limited.
Although the first experiments are encouraging, there are a number of points that need improvement
and are topics of future work:
Instrumentation of SUO. Experiments with the MPlayer showed that manual addition of
observation code is often very difficult because information might be distributed and
adequate documentation is often not available.
Low costs and low overhead. Current experiments with the MPlayer show that the normal
functionality of the application is not affected by adding our techniques for a limited set of
properties. But overhead reduction was not our focus and clearly more work is needed to
quantify the overhead and to investigate the possibilities for optimization.
Correctness of error detection. Besides detecting errors fast, it is also very important to avoid
false errors, i.e., avoid alarms when there is no error. This depends, for instance, on the
correctness of the specification which should also include timing information to avoid that a
slow system response leads to an error because the model is evaluated fast. Also the
correctness of the error detection framework itself is crucial. Hence, more research is needed
to be able to guarantee the absence of false errors.
Integration of awareness techniques. We have done some first experiments with the
integration of the techniques developed within Trader. We injected a fault in the MPlayer
which, when activated, causes a problem with the volume slider in the GUI. This error is
detected by our error detection framework and reported to the local recovery framework
described in Chapter 12 which corrects the problem by restarting the GUI. We have also
made a combination with the diagnoses techniques presented in Chapter 9 to find the
component which most likely contains the error. It became clear that more work is needed to
obtain a complete awareness framework which integrates all techniques. For instance, errors
about values of variables require other recovery techniques. On the other hand, the local
recovery framework also includes some error detection, e.g., concerning missing
communications, making separate detection of these errors unnecessary.

Acknowledgements: Teun Hendriks and Chetan Nair are gratefully acknowledged for their
contribution to the development of the awareness framework.
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Chapter 9

Fault localization of
embedded software
Authors: Rui Abreu, Peter Zoeteweij, Arjan J.C. van Gemund

Abstract: Residual faults in embedded software are a major threat to systems
dependability, and automated diagnosis techniques help to counter this threat in two ways:
as a means to improve the efficiency of the debugging process they reduce the fault
density, and as an integral part of fault detection, isolation, and recovery mechanisms they
help harnessing runtime errors caused by residual faults. In this chapter we introduce
spectrum-based fault localization (SFL), a diagnosis technique based on statistical analysis
of execution profiles. SFL requires no additional modeling effort and has a low CPU and
memory overhead, which makes it well suited for application in existing development
environments and for the embedded systems domain. For deployment-time application, we
complement SFL with light-weight generic error detection mechanisms based on program
invariants, thus giving rise to systems that can autonomously identify potentially erroneous
states, and locate the components that are likely to be involved. Using a probabilistic model
of a software system, we show that the expected diagnostic accuracy of SFL approaches
that of more expensive alternatives based on automated reasoning.

9.1

Introduction

Software reliability can generally be improved through extensive testing and debugging, but this is
often in conflict with market conditions: software cannot be tested exhaustively, and of the bugs that
are found, only those with the highest impact on the user-perceived reliability can be solved before
the release. As a result, products are typically deployed with known and unknown faults that can
manifest themselves as system failures at deployment-time. Automated diagnosis techniques help to
deal with this reliability threat in two ways. First, as debugging aids, they guide developers to the
root cause of failures observed during testing, thus improving the efficiency of the debugging
process and reducing the number of known faults. Second, the impact of residual faults can be
managed via so-called fault-detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) strategies, where automated
diagnosis is applied to identify the system components that are involved in an imminent failure. The
runtime awareness mechanism outlined in Section 1.2.4 is an example of an FDIR strategy.
The subject of this chapter is a particular diagnosis technique called spectrum-based fault
localization (SFL). Program spectra are execution profiles that identify the system components
involved in a given run or transaction, and in SFL this information is used to reveal the components
whose behavior shows statistical similarity to the occurrence of errors and/or failures. We will
demonstrate that SFL can be implemented with low CPU and memory overheads, which makes it
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well-suited for fault diagnosis of embedded software. In addition, we complement SFL with lightweight, generic error detection mechanisms known as fault screeners. This way, we arrive at systems
that can autonomously detect and diagnose potentially erroneous states, thus covering the fault
detection and isolation steps of an FDIR strategy, which can be used to drive recovery mechanisms
such as, for example, microrebooting [Candea, 2004].
Because of its statistical nature, the diagnostic accuracy of SFL is inherently limited, and it can only
diagnose multiple faults in sequence. To gain an understanding of the practical impact of these
limitations, we compare SFL to a number of alternative techniques derived from model-based
diagnosis. While it is computationally more expensive, model-based diagnosis will never yield
invalid explanations for observed behavior, and is inherently suited for diagnosing multiple faults.
An analysis based on synthetic execution data generated for a simple model of a software system
shows that SFL can be expected to have an excellent trade-off between computational overhead and
diagnostic accuracy.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2 we introduce spectrum-based
fault localization. In Section 9.3 we complement it with fault screeners, and in Section 9.4 we
compare the effectiveness of SFL against that of more rigorous approaches derived from modelbased diagnosis. Related work is discussed in Section 9.5. We conclude in Section 9.6. In Chapter 10
we describe our experience with applying the techniques introduced in this chapter in practice.

9.2

Spectrum-based Fault Localization

9.2.1

Terminology

In this chapter we will use the following terminology.
Components are the unit of software composition at whose level of granularity a diagnosis is
made.
A failure is a deviation from the desired behavior of a system, and an error is a system state
that can lead to a failure. Errors and failures are caused by faults.
Runs are the exercised functionality that a diagnosis is based on. If a failure occurs, or an
error is detected, runs are classified as failed, and as passed otherwise.
Software fault diagnosis is typically performed at the lowest possible level of granularity, so here a
component can also be a statement, code block, or function. Runs can be the individual test cases of
a test suite, but also, for example, usage scenarios, or fixed periods of system activity.

9.2.2

Program Spectra

A program spectrum [Reps, 1997] is a collection of data that provides a specific view on the
dynamic behavior of a software system. This data is collected during a run of a system, and typically
consists of a number of counters or flags for the different components. Various forms of program
spectra exist, see [Harrold, 2000] for an overview.
SFL is based on component-hit spectra. These are binary vectors, whose length equals the number of
system components, and whose elements indicate whether the corresponding component was active
in a run, or not. Depending on the level of granularity, specific types of component-hit spectra can be
identified, for example, statement-hit spectra, or block-hit spectra, or program spectra for more
abstract notions of a component, such as data dependencies.
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The component-hit spectra for all runs underlying a diagnosis can be organized as the rows of a
binary matrix, whose columns correspond to the system components. For example, Table 9.1 shows
the program spectra for a system of five components, and four runs. The spectrum in the first row
shows that components c1, and c4 are involved in the first run, and the spectrum in the second row
shows that components c1, c4, and c5 are involved in the second run, etc. The information on whether
a run passed or failed constitutes another column vector, which is usually referred to as the error
vector. In Table 9.1, the error vector indicates that runs 2, 3, and 4 failed. Now spectrum-based fault
localization entails identifying the component whose column vector resembles the error vector most.
c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

error

run 1

1

0

0

1

0

0

run 2

1

0

0

1

1

1

run 3

0

1

1

1

1

1

run 4

1

1

0

1

1

1

sJ

½

⅔

⅓

¾

1

Table 9.1 SFL example
In the field of data clustering, resemblances between vectors of binary, nominally scaled data such as
the columns in our matrix of program spectra, are quantified by means of similarity coefficients (see,
e.g., [Jain, 1988]). As an example, the Jaccard similarity coefficient, sJ, equals the number of
positions in which the vectors share an entry 1, divided by that same number, plus the number of
positions in which they differ:

sJ

a11

a11
a10 a 01

For comparing the column vector of a component to the error vector, the factors of the Jaccard
coefficient have the following meaning:
a11 - the number of failed runs a component was involved in
a10 - the number of passed runs a component was involved in
a01 - the number of failed runs a component was not involved in
Thus calculating the similarity of the component vectors to the error vector yields a ranking of the
system components according to the likelihood that they are involved in the detected errors or
observed failures. Table 9.1 shows the calculated Jaccard coefficients for the five component vectors
below the matrix, which identify c5 as the most likely fault location, c4 as the second most likely fault
location, c2 as the next, etc.
In addition to the Jaccard coefficient, which is used, for example, in the Pinpoint framework [Chen,
2002], several other coefficients are used in practice. For a study on the influence of the similarity
coefficient, which includes sJ, and the coefficient used by the Tarantula system [Harrold, 2002], see
[Abreu, 2007]. The outcome of this study is that the Ochiai coefficient (see Section 10.3.3), which is
know from the biology domain, provides superior diagnostic accuracy when used for software fault
diagnosis.
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9.2.4

Efficiency

SFL can be implemented with low time and space complexity. Recording the program spectra
requires a bit to be set every time a component is activated, which incurs a linear overhead in the
number of system components on the execution time. Calculating the similarity coefficients is linear
in the number of system components, and ranking the components on their calculated similarity
coefficients involves sorting, which is O(n log n). This last step has to be performed only after an
error is detected, or a failure occurs.
Regarding space complexity, in the embedded systems domain, memory is typically a scarce
resource, and storing the spectra for a large number of runs to be post-processed at diagnosis time is
usually not an option. Fortunately, the set of spectra that a diagnosis is based on contains much more
information than needed, and can easily be compacted at runtime. In the end, the only information
that is necessary for generating the ranking are the counters a11, a10, a01 for each of the components,
and the space required to store them is linear in the size of the program. To avoid having to store the
actual spectra, we can update the counters right after a run has finished, and the passed/failed verdict
has become available:
For a passed run, increment the a10 counters of the active components.
For a failed run, increment the a11 counters of the active components. a01 can always be
obtained by subtracting a11 from the number of failed runs.
After thus having processed the program spectrum of a passed or failed run, the spectrum itself can
be discarded, and the diagnosis can be performed any time after processing at least one failed run.

9.3

SFL at Deployment Time

For development-time diagnosis, the passed/failed verdict is usually made by developers or by
comparison to a reference output, for example in regression testing. The latter mode is depicted in
the top half of Figure 9.1. For deployment-time diagnosis, however, error detection is typically
implemented through tests, or invariants that range from application-specific (e.g., assertions) to
generic (e.g., compiler-generated range checks). While application-specific invariants cover many
failures anticipated by the developers, and have low false positive and false negative rates, their
manual integration in the code is typically costly and error-prone. Conversely, despite their
simplicity, generic invariants can be automatically generated and in many cases, their applicationspecific training can also be performed automatically, as an integral part of the testing process during
the development phase.
In view of these attractive properties, generic invariants, often dubbed fault screeners, have long
been a subject of study in both the software and hardware domain. They were first introduced in
[Ernst, 1999], for the purpose of supporting program evolution. They are often used for fault
localization directly (see, e.g., [Hangal, 2002] [Pytlik, 2003]), but here we propose to use them in
combination with SFL to arrive at systems that can autonomously detect potentially erroneous states,
and identify the components that are likely to be involved. This combination is depicted in the
bottom half of Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1 Error detection using a reference program and using fault screeners
As an example of a fault screener, range invariants (see, e.g., [Racunas, 2007]) represent the (integer
or real) bounds of a program variable. Every time a new value v is observed, it is checked against the
currently valid lower bound l and upper bound u according to
violation =

(l < v < u)

If v is outside the bounds, an error is flagged in error detection mode (deployment phase), whereas in
training mode (development phase) the range is extended according to the assignments
l := min(l,v)
u := max(l,v)
The range invariant fault screener is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
Other examples of fault screeners with a low overhead are bitmask invariants [Hangal, 2002]
[Racunas, 2007], representing the bits in which a variable‟s value may differ from its initial value,
and Bloom filters [Bloom, 1970] [Racunas, 2007], which are space-efficient probabilistic data
structures for checking if an element is a member of a set. Important characteristics of fault screeners
are the rate at which they fail to detect errors (false negatives), the rate at which they report errors
when no fault is activated (false positives), and the amount of training needed to attain specific rates.
Chapter 3 reports some empirical results for the fault screeners mentioned above. For more
information, including an analysis of the learning rates, see [Abreu, 2008-a].

Figure 9.2 The range invariant fault screener
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Spectrum-based Versus Model-based Techniques

Although SFL can be applied iteratively until all tests pass, it is inherently a single-fault technique.
This limitation is overcome by software fault diagnosis techniques derived from model-based
diagnosis (MBD), which are able to handle multiple faults directly. In addition, while due to SFL‟s
statistical nature innocent components may rank high, model-based techniques always yield
diagnoses that fully explain the observed behavior in terms of a model of the system. Below we
outline model-based diagnosis and its adaptation to software. Next, using a simple, probabilistic
model of a software system, we compare the accuracy of SFL to that of MBD.

9.4.1

Observation-based Modeling

Model-based diagnosis (MBD, [De Kleer, 1987]) originated in the artificial intelligence domain, and
combines a compositional, behavioral model of a system with real-world observations to infer
diagnoses. Essentially, MBD entails searching for minimal combinations of components whose
failure explains the observed behavior, according to the model. It has successfully been applied to
digital circuits and complex mechanical systems, but in absence of suitable behavioral models, its
application to software has been troublesome (see [Mayer, 2007] for an overview).
To overcome the need for explicit modeling, in [Abreu, 2008-b] an observation-based model is
derived from the program spectra used in SFL. This model states that the components involved in a
failed run cannot all be healthy. For example, for the spectra in Figure 9.2 the model amounts to
( h1

h4

h5)

( h2

h3

h4

h5)

( h1

h2

h4

h5),

where the variables hi reflect the health of the components. In this case, the model states that
components c1, c4, and c5 cannot all be healthy, components c2, c3, c4, and c5 cannot al be healthy,
and components c1, c2, c4, and c5 cannot al be healthy.
Typically, MBD yields several diagnoses. For example, the above model has four minimal solutions:
either c4 is faulty, or c5 is faulty, or c1 and c2 are faulty, or c1 and c3 are faulty. In classical modelbased diagnosis, these alternative diagnoses are ranked by calculating their conditional probabilities
using Bayesian reasoning, possibly extended with an intermittent fault model [de Kleer, 2007]. The
latter option entails that the conditional probabilities are calculated using a goodness parameter,
which captures the probability that faulty components behave correctly.
Generating all minimal diagnoses is an NP-complete search problem, and to counter the
computational complexity of model-based diagnosis we use a heuristic reasoning algorithm called
STACCATO (STAtistiCs-direCted minimAl hiTting set algOrithm), where the SFL similarities
guide the search towards those solutions that have the highest conditional probability. As a result,
STACCATO returns a diagnostic report of limited size (typically 100 explanations), yet capturing all
significant probability mass at dramatically reduced reasoning cost.

9.4.2

Evaluation

In order to compare iterative SFL to model-based diagnosis in the multiple-fault case, we generated
synthetic program spectra for a probabilistic model of a software system whose main parameters are
the number of faults, the probability r that a component is activated in a run, and the intermittency
rate g, which represents the probability that a faulty components behaves correctly. The various
diagnosis techniques are compared on the wasted effort, W, incurred when following the suggested
order in searching for the (seeded) faults [Abreu, 2008-b].
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Figure 9.3 shows the outcome of the comparison for two and five faults with various intermittency
rates in a system of 20 components with r = 0.6 (the trends for other numbers of components and
values of r are the same). Each graph plots the wasted effort for N = 1,..,100 runs underlying the
diagnosis. Every point in the graph is averaged over 1,000 sets of spectra, yielding a coefficient
variance of approximately 0.02.

(a) 2 faults, g=0.1

(b) 5 faults, g=0.1

(c) 2 faults, g=0.5

(d) 5 faults, g=0.5

(e) 2 faults, g=0.9

(f) 5 faults, g=0.9

Figure 9.3 Wasted effort for two and five faults
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The various techniques compared in the graphs are the following:
BAYES_T: traditional MBD applied to the observation-based model.
BAYES_A: MBD extended with the intermittency model, where the goodness parameter of
every component is approximated from the spectrum matrix.
Ochiai: SFL using the Ochiai coefficient, which is similar to the Jaccard coefficient of
Section 9.2.3, but which has been shown to yield superior diagnoses [Abreu, 2007] (see also
Chapter 10).
Tarantula: SFL using the coefficient of the Tarantula system [Harrold, 2002], which is
commonly used as a reference technique.
BARINEL: MBD extended with the intermittency model, where the goodness parameters of
the individual components are determined to maximize the conditional probabilities.
In all MBD variants, the STACCATO heuristic is used, and for the maximization problem inherent
to the BARINEL technique we use a simple gradient ascent procedure.
From these results we conclude that apart from the classical, non-intermittent MBD approach and
SFL using the Tarantula coefficient, SFL applied iteratively to systems with multiple faults can be
expected to yield results that are comparable to that of the more rigorous techniques derived from
model-based diagnosis. As is apparent from Figure 9.3 (b) and (d), the observation-based modeling
approach, and most notably BARINEL can be expected to yield significantly more accurate
diagnoses. However, although through STACCATO, the time complexity of this technique is in the
same complexity class as that of SFL, the technique is computationally more expensive in practice,
and BARINEL has a memory overhead that is exponential in the number of anticipated faults. While
none of these are fundamental limitations, we expect that SFL will be an attractive approximation in
many practical situations.

9.5

Related Work

Two tools that implement spectrum-based fault localization were already mentioned: the Tarantula
tool [Harrold, 2002] provides statement level diagnosis of C programs, and Pinpoint [Chen, 2002] is
a framework for root cause analysis on the J2EE platform, targeted at large, dynamic Internet
services such as web-mail services and search engines. Pinpoint has been developed as a part of the
Recovery Oriented Computing project (ROC, [Patterson, 2002]). For a further discussion on the
relation between SFL and MBD see [Zoeteweij, 2008]. Several other approaches to software fault
diagnosis exist (see [Abreu, 2007] for an overview), and the diagnostic performance of SFL
compares favorably to many of these. For example, [Abreu, 2008-b] presents empirical evidence that
it outperforms Sober [Liu, 2005] and Delta Debugging [Cleve, 2005]. Sober is a statistical debugging
tool which analyses traces fingerprints and produces a ranking of predicates by contrasting the
evaluation bias of each predicate in failing cases against those in passing cases. Delta Debugging
compares the program states of a failing and a passing run, and actively searches for failure-inducing
circumstances in the differences between these states.

9.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we have introduced spectrum-based fault localization, a highly efficient statistical
diagnosis technique that helps to reduce the reliability threat of residual defects in embedded
software in two ways:
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As a debugging aid, it guides developers to the root cause of failing tests, thus reducing the
fault density by shortening the test-diagnose-repair cycle.
As a part of a fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) mechanism, it allows the
isolation, and subsequent recovery of those system components that are involved in detected
errors before these errors propagate to system failures.
Specifically for the latter purpose, we proposed to complement SFL with light-weight, generic error
detection mechanisms called fault screeners that can automatically be adapted to specific products
via training, as an integral part of existing testing procedures. The low CPU and memory overhead of
SFL and fault screeners make this combination well-suited for application in embedded software.
Finally, we have compared the diagnostic performance of SFL to that of a number of more rigorous
techniques based on automated reasoning. While especially the BARINEL combination of heuristics
can be expected to yield more accurate diagnoses, experiments on a high-level, probabilistic model
of a software system indicate that the added accuracy is limited. Given the significant computational
overhead of these techniques, we expect that for many applications SFL will have a better trade-off
between efficiency and diagnostic accuracy.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge the work of MSc. students Alberto González,
Mario Plasencia, and Rafi Vayani.
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Chapter 10

Spectrum-based fault
localization in practice
Authors: Peter Zoeteweij, Rui Abreu, Rob Golsteijn, Arjan J.C. van Gemund

Abstract: In this chapter we give an account of our experience with applying the
spectrum-based fault localization (SFL) technique, introduced in Chapter 9, to actual
software systems. First, using a widely accepted benchmark set of software faults, we
investigate the influence of the number of runs underlying the diagnosis, and of the
accuracy of the error detection mechanism, both of which are key for deployment-time
application in embedded systems. Second, to assess its relevance as a debugging aid in an
industrial development environment, we apply SFL to a number of problems that were
reported and repaired during the development of several related product lines of television
sets, and evaluate how well the diagnosis resembles the one underlying the repairs. Our
results indicate that SFL can successfully be applied in the resource-constrained
environment of embedded software in consumer electronics products.

10.1

Introduction

As a means to improve the efficiency of the debugging process, and as an essential part of fault
detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) mechanisms, such as the runtime awareness and correction
approach of Section 1.2.4, automated diagnosis techniques constitute a significant contribution to
software reliability. In Chapter 9 we introduced spectrum-based fault localization (SFL), a specific
technique for software fault diagnosis based on discovering statistical similarities between the
activity of components and the occurrence of errors or failures. The relatively low CPU and memory
overhead make the technique well-suited for the embedded systems domain, and empirical evidence
on synthetic execution data generated for a probabilistic model of a software system suggests that the
accuracy of SFL diagnoses compares favorably to that of alternative, more expensive techniques
based on automated reasoning. To assess its practical relevance further, in this chapter we describe
our experience with applying SFL to actual software systems.
Our first test subject is a benchmark set of software faults known as the Siemens set, consisting of
over 130 bugs in seven small C programs, for which the correct versions and extensive test suites are
supplied. Using this benchmark set we investigate the diagnostic accuracy as a function of the rate of
false positives/negatives implied by a given error detection mechanism, and the number of program
spectra for passed and failed runs. Since fault screeners are inherently unreliable, and a diagnosis
cannot be postponed until conclusive evidence has been gathered, the practical relevance of the
mechanisms proposed in Chapter 9 will be determined by the influence of these parameters.
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Second, to assess the feasibility of SFL as a debugging aid in an industrial development process, we
applied it to a number of problems that were reported and repaired during the development of the
control software embedded in several closely related product lines of televisions sets. In this case we
evaluate how well the diagnosis resembles the one underlying the repairs made by the developers.
Both sets of experiments firmly confirm our belief that SFL and fault screeners are practicable means
for improving the reliability of systems with embedded software.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 10.2 we recapitulate the SFL
principles, and describe the tooling that we implemented for the software systems under study. In
Section 10.3 we report the results of the benchmark experiments. In Section 10.4 we discuss our
validation experiments on the industrial test cases. We conclude in Section 10.5.

10.2

Spectrum-Based Fault Localization

10.2.1 Principles
Spectrum-based fault localization is based on discovering statistical similarities between the activity
of the components of a software system, and the occurrence of errors and failures. The components
can be any unit of software composition (e.g., statements, blocks of code, functions, etc.), and their
activity is laid down in so-called program spectra, which are binary vectors, indicating the
components that are involved in a certain run (usage scenario, test case, or other piece of
functionality that we may be interested in).
The program spectra for all runs underlying the diagnosis can be organized as the rows of a binary
matrix, whose columns correspond to the system components. In addition, an extra column vector,
which is usually referred to as the error vector, is used to classify the runs as passed or failed.
Spectrum-based fault localization consists in identifying the component whose column vector
resembles the error vector most. For this purpose we use similarity coefficients, as found in data
clustering. Thus quantifying the similarity of all column vectors to the error vector yields a ranking
of components with respect to the likelihood that they are involved in the detected errors and
observed failures.

10.2.2 Tools
In this chapter we will mainly be working at the level of individual statements and blocks of
statements, and the particular kinds of program spectra involved are statement-hit spectra and blockhit spectra. These program spectra are obtained by instrumenting the software that we want to
diagnose to record the activity of the statements or blocks at runtime. In addition, we instrument
programs for learning and the checking fault screeners that we introduced in Chapter 9. The
following technologies are used.
Front
Our primary instrumentation tool is based on the cfront parser for ANSI C, which is distributed as a
part of the Front parser generator [Augusteijn, 2002], and which is also part of the development
environment of NXP Semiconductors, the carrying industrial partner of the Trader project. Using this
tool, we insert a call to a logging function in every block of code. By a block of code we mean a C
language statement, where we do not distinguish between the individual statements of a compound
statement, but where we do distinguish between the cases of a switch statement.
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LLVM
For implementing the fault screeners, we use the Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler
infrastructure [Lattner, 2004]. LLVM consists of a virtual machine, with its own instruction set (the
LLVM intermediate representation), and compilation steps for translating to and from several
languages, including C. Our instrumentation tool is a so-called LLVM pass that inserts code to
monitor all memory load/store instructions and function argument and return values in a program's
intermediate representation. To facilitate experiments on the combination of SFL and fault screeners,
we added the option to record program spectra at the level of basic blocks in the intermediate
representation, which corresponds to a statement-level instrumentation of the C language. See
[González, 2007] for details.
In addition to the instrumentation tools, we wrote complementary software components that
implement the spectrum bookkeeping, invariant learning and checking, and spectrum-based fault
localization.

10.3

Benchmark Experiments

In Chapter 9 we have already seen that SFL can be implemented with fairly low CPU and memory
overhead, which makes it well-suited for runtime application in embedded systems. An important
motivation for runtime application of SFL is application in FDIR strategies for improving system
reliability by harnessing residual faults. However, the effectiveness of SFL for this specific purpose
will not only depend on its efficiency, but also on the influence of the number of runs underlying the
diagnosis: at a single failed run, all active components are equally likely to be at fault, and additional
passed and failed runs are needed to come to a more meaningful diagnosis, but in FDIR applications,
recovery typically cannot be postponed until conclusive evidence on the nature of the fault is
available. In addition, because generic error detection mechanisms, such as the fault screeners that
we proposed, are inherently inaccurate, a second important parameter is the quality of the
passed/failed information.
In this section we investigate the influence of the quantity and quality of the observations on the
diagnostic accuracy of SFL, using a widely accepted benchmark set of software faults. The outcome
of these experiments indicates that SFL can already provide an accurate diagnosis for low numbers
of runs, and with limited accuracy of the error detection information, which confirms its suitability
for FDIR purposes. Finally, we empirically evaluate the proposed combination of SFL and fault
screeners.

10.3.1

Benchmark Set

Our experiments are based on two sets of faults that are available from the Software-artifact
Infrastructure Repository (SIR, [Do, 2005]): (1) the Siemens Set [Hutchins, 1994], which is a
collection of faults in seven small C programs, and (2) a set of faults in a somewhat larger program
called space. Table 10.1 lists details of these programs. For each of them, a correct version, and a
number of faulty versions is available. The faulty versions contain a single fault, but this fault may
span through multiple statements and/or functions. In addition, every program has a set of inputs
(test cases) designed to provide full code coverage. For space, 1,000 test suites are provided, each of
which consist of a selection of approximately 150 test cases that retain full code coverage, but which
are more realistically sized, and easier to handle than the full set of 13,585 available test cases.
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Because some faults in the Siemens Set and space are not bound to C statements (e.g., global
variable initializations), we could not use all of them in our experiments. In total, we used 162 faulty
versions: 128 out of 132 faulty versions provided by the Siemens Set, and 34 out of 38 faulty
versions of space.
Program

versions

LOC

blocks

test cases

description

print_tokens

7

539

110

4,130

lexical analyzer

print_tokens2

10

489

105

4,115

lexical analyzer

replace

32

507

124

5,542

pattern recognition

schedule

9

397

53

2,650

priority scheduler

schedule2

10

229

60

2,710

priority scheduler

tcas

41

174

20

1,608

altitude separation

tot_info

23

398

44

1,052

information measure

space

38

5,763

777

13,585

array definition
language

Table 10.1 Benchmark set
In our evaluation, we use the qd metric for diagnostic quality [Abreu, 2007], which is based on the
position of the known fault location in the SFL ranking. It represents the amount of code that need
not be inspected when SFL is used to locate the fault, averaging if several components have the same
similarity coefficient. For faults that span multiple locations, the q d metric is based on the one
location that is involved in all failed runs (a property of the benchmark set).

10.3.2 Observation Quantity Impact
To investigate the influence of the number of runs on the quality of the diagnosis, we evaluate q d
while varying the number of passed and failed runs (N P and NF, respectively) that are involved in the
diagnosis, across the entire benchmark set. Figure 10.1 shows two examples of such evaluations,
which are representative in the sense that they best show the two main effects that we observed. We
plot qd averaged over 50 randomly sampled combinations of 1 to 100 passed and failed runs, for
faulty version 1 of print_tokens2, and version 2 of schedule. Apart from the apparent monotonic
increase of qd with NF, we observe that for the former faulty version, q d decreases when more passed
runs are added, while for the latter version, it increases.
Figure 10.2 shows the influence of NF and NP averaged over the entire experiment, projected along
the NP axis. Overall, it shows that adding failed runs improves the quality of the diagnosis, but the
effect of having more than around 10 failed runs is marginal on average. Conversely, adding passed
runs has little influence on qd averaged over the entire experiment, but can be significant for
individual faults, as shown in Figure 10.1. Either way, we found that qd stabilizes around 20 passed
runs.
The actual effect of adding passed runs depends on the frequency with which the fault location is
activated in failed runs, and cannot be predicted beforehand. In any case, the relatively high
diagnostic quality at low numbers of failed runs confirms the suitability of SFL for runtime
applications. For more information on these experiments, see [Abreu, 2007].
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Figure 10.1 Observation quantity impact

Figure 10.2 Impact of NF and NP on qd, on average; the vertical bars are marked at the minimum,
average, and maximum observed for 1 NP 100

10.3.3

Observation Quality Impact

As a model of the quality of the passed/failed information, we define q e to be the fraction of all runs
that activate the fault, for which an error is detected. All faults in our benchmark set have an intrinsic
qe value for the provided test suites, and this value can be controlled by modifying the test suite as
follows.
Excluding a passed run that activates the fault increases qe.
Excluding a failed run that activates the fault decreases q e.
By randomly sampling the passed and failed runs to exclude, we were able to control q e within a
99% confidence interval for all faulty versions in our benchmark set. Figure 10.3 shows the resulting
quality of the diagnosis averaged over all versions.
The three graphs in Figure 10.3 are for three different similarity coefficients: in addition to the
Jaccard coefficient, introduced in Section 9.2.3, we also included the coefficient used by a
comparable system, called Tarantula [Harrold, 2002], and the Ochiai coefficient, known from the
biology domain, in our experiments. Using the notation of Section 9.2.3, the latter coefficient is
defined as follows.

sO

(a11

a11
a 01) (a11 a10)
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Figure 10.3 Observation quality impact for the benchmark set
The results indicate that the Ochiai coefficient outperforms the others, especially at low quality error
detection information. See [Abreu, 2009] for an analysis of this effect. All other results reported in
this chapter are for the Ochiai coefficient.
A first conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that SFL already reduces the debugging
effort at low quality passed / failed observations. Even if only one percent of the fault activations
leads to an error or a failure, more than 80% of the benchmark code need not be investigated if the
developers follow the SFL ranking. Second, improving q e improves the quality of the diagnosis, up
to over 90% for perfect error detection. However, because of the high offset, the gain in diagnostic
performance that is to be expected from better error detection mechanisms is limited, which suggests
that cheap, but inherently inaccurate error detection mechanisms such as the fault screeners proposed
in Chapter 9 are a logical choice.
Of course, having to inspect 10 20% of a system with millions of lines of code would still be
infeasible in practice, but the percentage score is used only to normalize results across our
benchmark set. As we shall see in Section 10.4, SFL is quite useful in practice, and the relative
amount of code that needs to be inspected for large systems is much lower.

10.3.4 SFL and Fault Screeners
Having observed that the quality of the diagnosis is largely independent of the accuracy of the error
detection mechanism, the next step is to confirm this for the combination of SFL and fault screeners
proposed in Chapter 9. One discrepancy with the experiments in the previous section is that whereas
we only investigated undetected activation of the fault (false negatives), without exhaustive training
fault screeners will also report errors when no fault is activated (false positives). However, the
corresponding terms, a10 and a01, respectively, contribute in the same way to the Ochiai coefficient,
and for this reason we expect that our results for false negatives also extend to false positives.
Figure 10.4 shows the rate at which the three fault screeners mentioned in Chapter 9 generate false
positives (fp) and false negatives (fn), for different percentages of passing test cases used in training.
The plots are averaged over all Siemens Set programs in our benchmark set, where we verified that
the variance is negligible. From these graphs, we can conclude that the rate of false positives
decreases when more test cases are used to train the screeners. In addition, it can be seen that Bloom
filter screeners (bloom) learn slower than range screeners (rng), which in turn learn slower than
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Figure 10.4 Screeners‟ rate of false negatives and false positives
bitmask screeners (msk). Furthermore, for all screeners, the rate of false negatives rapidly increases,
meaning that even after minimal training, many errors are already tolerated. Finally, due to its
strictness, the Bloom filter screener has on the one hand a lower false negative rate than the range
screener. On the other hand, this strictness increases the false positive rate. For an analysis of these
effects, see [Abreu, 2008].

Figure 10.5 SFL + screeners diagnostic quality
Putting it all together, Figure 10.5 shows the quality of the SFL diagnosis when fault screeners are
used for error detection, for different percentages of passing test cases used in training. From the
figure we conclude that the bitmask screener performs worst. In general, the performance of the
Bloom filter and range screeners is similar: the higher false negative rate of the range screener is
compensated by its lower false positive rate, compared to the Bloom filter. The best diagnostic
quality, 81% for the range screener is obtained around 50% training, whereas the Bloom filter
steadily increases towards 85% accuracy at 100% training (at which point no passed runs are
involved in the actual diagnosis, and the false positive rate is zero). The qd = 85% line shows the
diagnostic accuracy of the development-time scenario, when a reference output is used for error
detection.
From these results we conclude that despite its slower learning curve, the Bloom filter screener can
outperform the range screener if large amounts of data are available for training. If only a few test
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cases are available, it is better to use the range screener. In either case, Figure 10.5 shows that the
diagnostic performance of the SFL + screeners combination approaches that of SFL with a reference
output, meaning that the technique suffers little from the inherent inaccuracy of the screeners, which
confirms the observations made in Section 10.3.3. Together with the low CPU and memory
overheads, this makes the combination of fault screeners and SFL an attractive option for
deployment-time error detection and diagnosis of embedded software.

10.4

Industrial Evaluation

While benchmark problems are well-suited for studying the influence of parameters such as the
quality and quantity of the observations, they give little indication on the accuracy of spectrum-based
fault localization for large-scale codes, and the kind of problems that are encountered in practice.
Therefore, in this section we report our experience with applying SFL as a debugging aid for an
industrial software product, namely the control software of a number of related product lines of
television sets. We diagnose several problems that were encountered during the development of
these sets, and compare the SFL diagnosis against the repairs made by the developers. These
experiments indicate that the integration of SFL in an existing development environment is feasible,
and that the technique can deliver accurate and useful diagnoses for problems that are encountered in
practice.

10.4.1 Experimental Platform
One of the products of the carrying industrial partner in the Trader project, NXP Semiconductors, is
the TV520 platform for building hybrid analog/digital LCD television sets, which in turn serves as
the basis for televisions sets manufactured by NXP's customers. The TV520 platform comprises one
or two proprietary CPUs for audio and video signal processing, plus a MIPS CPU running the
control software (under Linux). More details on TV520 can be found on the NXP website [NXP].
Most of our experiments involve television sets based on TV520, but for some of our experiments
we use an older, CRT-based set which we will refer to as ADOC.
All our experiments were performed on the control software of the television sets, which is
responsible for tasks such as decoding the remote control input, most Teletext functionality,
navigating the on-screen menu, coordinating the hardware (e.g., the tuner), and optimizing
parameters for audio and video processing based on an analysis of the signals. It comprises roughly
one million lines of C code (150,000 blocks) for the TV520 cases, and 450K lines of code (60,000
blocks) for ADOC. In both cases, the control software was configured from a much larger (several
MLOC) code base of Koala software components [van Ommering, 2000].
In addition to instrumenting the C code at block level, as described in Section 10.2.2, we add a small
Koala component which implements the spectrum bookkeeping. In both the TV520 and ADOC
cases, insufficient memory is available for storing block-hit spectra for the full usage scenarios
underlying the diagnoses, and on TV520 we use the mechanism described in Section 9.2.4 for
performing the diagnosis online. On ADOC, the spectra are offloaded via a UART connection, and
the diagnosis is performed on a PC.

10.4.2 Case descriptions
In total, we diagnosed five problems, most of which were reported and repaired during the
development of the various product lines. Four of these are for TV520, and one of them is for
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ADOC, but an artificial version of one of the TV520 cases was reproduced on ADOC, leading to six
experiments in total. The cases are described below.
NVM Corrupted (TV520)
The TV set contains a small amount of non-volatile memory (NVM), whose contents are retained
without the set being powered. In addition to storing information such as the last channel watched,
and the current sound volume, the NVM contains several parameters of a TV set's configuration, for
example to select a geographical region. These parameters can be set via the so-called service menu,
which is not normally accessible to the user. A subset of the parameters stored in NVM is so
important for the correct functioning of the set, that it has been decided to implement them with
triple redundancy and majority voting. This provides a basic protection against memory corruption,
since at least two copies of a value have to be corrupted to take effect. The problem that we analyze
here entails that two of the three copies of redundant NVM parameters are not updated when changes
are made via the service menu.
Scrolling bug (TV520)
The TV set has several viewing modes to watch content with different aspect ratios. In 16:9 viewing
mode, only part of a 4:3 image is displayed on screen, and the “window” through which the image is
watched can be positioned using the directional buttons on the remote control (scrolling). The
problem considered here entails that after scrolling in a vertical direction, switching to dual-picture
mode and back re-centers the screen. Continuing to scroll after this re-centering has occurred makes
the screen jump back to the position that it had before entering dual-picture mode, and scrolling
continues from that position. It should be noted that in dual-picture mode, one of the two screen
halves displays the original picture, and the other half displays Teletext (a standard for broadcasting
information, such as news, weather, TV guide, which is popular in Europe).
Pages Without Visible Content (TV520)
In the particular product line where this problem manifests itself, it is possible to highlight a word on
a Teletext page, and then search the whole database of Teletext pages for the current channel for
other occurrences of that word. However, the Teletext standard provides for pages with invisible
content, through which, for example, certain control messages can be broadcast: the characters are
there, but a special flag marks them invisible to the user. The problem that we investigate here entails
that the word search function also finds occurrences of a word on invisible pages, and that hitting
such an occurrence locks up the search functionality.
Repeated Tuner Settings (TV520)
Some broadcasters' signals contain regional information in a protocol that is recognized by many
television sets, and which specifies, for example, a preferred order for the television channels. The
problem that we investigate here entails that after an installation (finding all channels) is performed
in presence of this regional information, tuning two times in sequence to an analog signal at the same
frequency results in a black screen.
Load Problem (ADOC)
A known problem with the specific version of the ADOC control software that we had access to, is
that after Teletext viewing, the CPU load when watching television is approximately 10% higher
than before Teletext viewing.
State Inconsistency (ADOC)
In an early attempt to evaluate SFL, the symptoms of the TV520 invisible pages case described
above were reproduced on the ADOC platform by introducing a remote-control key sequence to
trigger an inconsistency in two state variables in different components, for which only specific
combinations are allowed.
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10.4.3 Results
To diagnose each of the problems described above, we used simple scenarios, based on the
descriptions in the problem database. In general, in addition to demonstrating the problem, we would
activate related functionality to exonerate as much code as possible. For the NVM corruption and the
load problem, we started a new run once per second, and some extra error detection code was added
to classify the runs as passed or failed automatically. For the state inconsistency, runs were delimited
and classified on every remote-control key press. In the other cases, run delimiters and pass/failed
characterizations were entered manually on a terminal emulator communicating with the diagnosis
component in the TV set. For these cases, our scenarios typically involved around 20 runs. For a
more detailed account of our approach, see [Zoeteweij, 2007] and [Abreu, 2009].
The results of the TV520 and ADOC experiments are shown in Table 10.2. Nearly perfect diagnoses
are generated for the state inconsistency and the scrolling bug: if the SFL ranking is followed,
respectively only two and five blocks of code have to be investigated before the location is found
where the developers decided to repair these problems. For the invisible pages problem, exact
information on the fault location was not available to us, so an accurate evaluation of our results is
not possible. However, several code locations at the top of the SFL ranking involve statements
whose execution depends on whether a page contains invisible content, or not. We expect that this
could well serve as a reminder that pages can have invisible content, and that this information
provides a good suggestion on the nature of a possible fix. In the ranking generated for the load
problem, the logical thread that has been identified by the developers as the cause came second out
of 315. In the first position was a logical thread related to Teletext, whose activation is part of the
problem, so in this case we can conclude that even though the diagnosis is not perfect, the implied
suggestion for investigating the problem is still useful.
platform

inspect 1)

case

out of

TV520

NVM corrupt

96 blocks, 10 files

TV520

scrolling bug

5 blocks

2)

150K, 1.8K
150K

3)

TV520

invisible pages

12 blocks

TV520

tuner problem

2 files

1.8K

ADOC

load problem

2 logical threads

315

2 blocks

60K

ADOC

state inconsistency

4)

150K

1)

for hitting the first fault / repair location
data dependent problem: indirect diagnosis
3)
exact information on the fault location not available
4)
artificial problem, to reproduce the TV520 invisible pages case on ADOC
2)

Table 10.2 Results for the industrial test cases
The repairs for the tuner problem involve modifications in 13 code blocks, all in the same file.
Although none of the exact locations appears at the top of the SFL ranking, depending on the exact
scenario, typically 11 other blocks are found at the highest level of similarity, 10 of which are from
the file where the problem has been repaired, making this the obvious place to start debugging.
Given the fact that over 1,800 C files are involved in the build, with approximately a dozen files
related to low-level tuner functionality, this can be considered a reasonably accurate diagnosis.
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Finally, for the NVM corruption, 96 blocks have the highest similarity to the error vector. These
blocks are in ten files, one of which is part of the NVM stack. The latter files' functions access
modules for normal, and redundant access to NVM, which confirms that the problem is in this area.
The bug, however, resides in a routine that is called at system initialization time to populate a table
describing the NVM layout. Since this routine is executed at initialization, SFL cannot associate it
with the failures that occur later on, so in this case, the diagnosis is indirect at best. In general, SFL
based on block-hit spectra cannot be expected to directly locate data-dependent faults, or faults in
code that is always executed. However, debugging is usually an iterative process, and zooming in on
the code that accesses the NVM layout table is a valuable suggestion for where to look next.

10.5

Conclusions

In this chapter we have discussed our experience with applying spectrum-based fault localization to
actual software systems. First, using a widely accepted benchmark set of software faults we
established that near-optimal diagnostic quality is already reached for low numbers of observations,
and that the influence of the error detection mechanism's accuracy is limited. The latter property
allows the application of inherently inaccurate general-purpose error detection mechanisms.
Together with the low CPU and memory overheads, this makes the combination of fault screeners
and SFL an attractive option for deployment-time error detection and diagnosis of residual faults in
embedded software.
Second, to assess its relevance as a debugging aid in an industrial development environment, we
applied SFL to a number of problems that were reported and repaired during the development of two
particular product lines of television sets, and evaluated how well the diagnosis resembles the one
underlying the repairs. Our results indicate that SFL can provide highly accurate suggestions on the
fault location, and that application in an industrial development environment is feasible, even for
resource-constrained platforms like consumer electronics devices.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge the work of MSc. students Alberto González,
Mario Plasencia, and Rafi Vayani.
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Chapter 11

System-level resource
management for userperceived reliability
Authors: Zhe Ma, Francky Catthoor

Abstract: This chapter presents a system-level resource management methodology that
can make intelligent decisions for resource allocations at runtime. Such decisions can
minimize the user perceived system failures (such as deadline misses) while maximizing
the resource usage efficiency. This methodology performs a comprehensive design/runtime
combined trade-off management for all simultaneously running components. In this
chapter, we show that the users‟ subjective priorities associated with different aspects of a
system can help us derive performance constraints. Such constraints can then be used
during the selection of Pareto-optimal trade-offs between resources usages and system
performance at runtime in order to maximize the user perceived quality. This can be
achieved while keeping the hardware resource cost significantly lower than that required
by the traditional over-dimensioning approaches based on the static worst-case analysis.
Two case studies will be presented to illustrate and demonstrate our concept of userperceived system reliability and how to derive resource versus performance trade-offs.

11.1

Introduction

As advanced semiconductor processing technology has enabled the fabrication of Multi-Processor
System-On-a-Chip (MPSoC), the embedded software running on such MPSoC systems becomes
increasingly sophisticated to provide more and better service. The increased complexity of the
embedded software, together with their intrinsic real-time requirement, has made the whole system
more fault-prone in the parametric sense. Moreover, in the very cost-sensitive domain of consumer
electronics, a system cannot just over-allocate hardware resources to enable the conventional fault
tolerance techniques (e.g. triple-module redundancy). Therefore, a methodology that can minimize
the user-perceived system faults while maximizing the resource efficiency becomes necessary.
In a real-time embedded system, a user-perceived failure can be either a functional failure or a timing
failure. Both failures can create disturbing artifacts even if the system can still manage to avoid a
total crash. Nevertheless, these repetitive or transient artifacts can give users an impression of low
reliability. The idea of user-oriented fault tolerance in an embedded system is to minimize the
disturbed feeling of users due to the artifacts and thereby maximize the user-perceived system
reliability.
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Unfortunately for system designers, it becomes more difficult to fulfill the users‟ requirements on
reliability. This is because today‟s embedded systems in the multimedia and communication domains
encounter more dynamic behaviors from software applications (e.g. adaptive video codec), hardware
architecture (e.g. cache misses) and the external environment (e.g. the users of a system can use
more combinations of functionalities, the Internet-based contents fetching and uploading). Because
of the increasingly dynamic behavior, the resource requirements of a system become very volatile.
Simply over-allocating resources is prohibitively expensive, whereas insufficient resources would
lead to either functional or timing faults. Therefore, it becomes a challenging problem to intelligently
allocate resources to maintain the correct running of a system without the need of an expensive highend hardware platform. In order to enable efficient resource allocations, an essential step is to
identify the user-perceived importance of each individual component and to explore the best
performance-resource trade-off points for each component, while postponing the decision of the
overall user experiences to runtime. This requires both a thorough user-perceived quality analysis per
component at design-time and an effective evaluation of the system-wide combined quality of all
concurrent components at runtime.
Based on a decade of research we have developed a comprehensive design-time/runtime systemlevel trade-off management methodology (presented in [Ma, 2007]). This system-level trade-off
methodology provides the required decision-making mechanism for the user-oriented fault tolerance.
This is essentially a hierarchical decision-making at local and global levels. The local decision
(component-level decision) is made at design time. The decision result is not a single configuration
for a component, but a set of Pareto-optimal configurations. The global decision (system-level
decision) is postponed until runtime when sufficient information is available to choose among the
available Pareto-optimal configurations.
In this chapter, we describe how to use this methodology for the handling of user-perceived
parametric system reliability. Specifically, through two case studies, we show that the priorities
associated with different aspects of a system can help us derive performance versus resource tradeoffs at design-time. Such trade-offs can then be represented by Pareto-optimal system configurations
and can be selected at runtime to guarantee appropriate resource allocations and to maximize the user
experiences. This can be achieved while keeping the hardware cost significantly lower than that
required by the traditional worst-case design approaches.
In the rest of this chapter, we first present the structure of our system-level trade-off management
methodology, together with the algorithm for runtime decision making (Section 11.2). Then we
present two case studies. In the first case study (Section 11.3), we show how to trade performance
with the processor cycles on a video enhancement system (Vproc system on NXP PNX8550 chip). In
the second case study (Section 11.4.3), we show how to trade performance with the memory
bandwidth on a video encoder (MPEG-4 encoder mapped on an MPSoC simulator). Finally, we
summarize this chapter in Section 11.5.

11.2

System-level trade-off management

Our system-level trade-off management methodology has a design-time preparation phase and a
runtime decision making phase. While the design-time phase typically requires component- and
platform-specific information, the runtime phase is similar for all running components. We will first
give an overview of our methodology; then we will use an example table to illustrate what is the
result from the design-time preparation; finally we will show how to formulate the problem of
making runtime decisions and what algorithms can be used to solve this problem.
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Overview of the two-phase trade-off management

In our two-phase approach, first a design-time exploration per component leads to a set of possible
operating points in a multi-dimension search space (Figure 11.1). Only points that are better than the
other ones in at least one dimension are retained. They are called Pareto points. The resulting set of
Pareto points is called the Pareto set. Typical dimensions are costs (e.g. energy consumption),
constraints (e.g. performance) and used platform resources (e.g. memory usage, processors, clocks,
communication bandwidth). In addition to the Pareto sets, we also need to identify the userperceived subjective importance of each component under all scenarios. In order to generate actual
executable code, each Pareto point is annotated with a code version referring to a specific
implementation of the application, with specific task mapping and data transfers schedules between
the shared and processor local memories of the MPSoC platform [Ykman-Couvreur, 2006].
Therefore, identifying different Pareto points actually means that the components developers to
create and configure programs that can run in more than a single mode. This will increase the
designer‟s efforts. However, in the next sections we will see some techniques that can automatically
perform the analysis and pruning of such trade-offs. IMEC has even developed a prototype tool that
can generate multiple versions of code in some cases (see Section 11.4).

Figure 11.1 Two-phase trade-off management: at design time an exploration phase takes place and
results are stored in a multi-dimension set; at runtime, the right operating point is chosen by an
operating point selection algorithm.
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The full exploration is done at design-time, whereas the critical decisions with respect to application
quality are taken during the second phase by a low-complexity runtime manager, created on top of
the basic OS layer (Figure 11.1). Whenever the environment is changing (e.g., when a new
application/use case starts, or when the user requirements change), for each active component, the
runtime manager has to select an operating Pareto point from the multi-dimension search space. The
selection is performed according to the available platform resources, in order to maximize the total
amount of components' performance values, weighted by their importance, while respecting all
constraints. This is illustrated in Figure 11.2, restricted to energy resource allocations. When
application A starts, a first operating Pareto point is selected assigning A to three Processing
Elements (PEs) with a slow clock (ck2). As soon as application B starts, a new operating point is
needed to map A on only two PEs. By speeding up the clock (ck1), the application deadline is still
met. After A stops, B can be spread over three PEs in order to reduce the energy consumption. This
runtime optimization problem can be modeled as a classical Multi-choice Multi-dimension Knapsack
Problem (MMKP), which is NP-hard.
Several different algorithms already exist for solving MMKPs: they provide either exact or nearoptimal solutions. However they are still too slow for the context of multi-processor runtime
management. Indeed the speed of the heuristic must be within acceptable runtime boundaries. As a
reference, the time required to start a new component using the Linux OS is in the order of
magnitude of 1ms to 10ms depending on the platform. This time should include not only the
operating point selection, but also the required platform resource assignment.
The low-complexity runtime manager incorporated on top of the basic OS services maps the
components on the MPSoC platform and performs 2 subtasks: (1) it selects the next operating Pareto
point while globally optimizing costs and resources across all active applications, according to the
valid constraints (e.g. performance, user requirements) and available platform resources. (2) Next to
that, another part of this runtime manager performs at low cost switches between possible
configurations of the component, as required by environment changes, while incorporating the
switch overhead.

Figure 11.2 Our runtime trade-off management
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More in particular, the low-complexity runtime manager (Figure 11.2) provides the following
services:
1. when a new component is activated, our runtime manager parses its Pareto set provided by
the design-time exploration;
2. when the environment is changing (e.g., when a new application/use case starts, or when the
user requirements change), our runtime manager first selects in a predictable way a Pareto
point from its Pareto set for each running component while maximizing the total user
experience without violating constraints. Then it informs each component of the new Pareto
point and assigns the platform resources, it adapts the platform parameters, and it invokes the
switching of the active Pareto point in all running components.

11.2.2

Design-time preparations

Our design-time analysis should provide a weight factor and a table for each component, each row of
this table shows that when a component runs at a certain percentage of its full performance, how
much of each resource will be consumed.
For instance, if we need to consider the system resources trade-offs for a component mapped onto a
dual-DSP hardware architecture, the component designer should provide a table such as below to
characterize all Pareto optimal trade-off options of this component.
DSP1

DSP2

Bus BW

Functionalities

30%

70%

50%

100%

20%

10%

10%

70%

20%

0%

0%

30%

Table 11.1 Pareto-optimal mapping configurations
In Table 11.1, the designer provides 3 Pareto-optimal mappings for his component. For each
mapping, this component needs an allocated resource budget for each resource and provides a certain
amount of value (performance or functionalities). In general, the more constrained resource budgets
a component has, the slower performance or less functionalities it can provide.
Also, we need a weight factor for this component in the final system where this component is
deployed. A higher factor means a more significant user-perceived system slow-down/malfunction
artifact is associated with this component.

11.2.3

Runtime decision-making

The runtime optimization should be the maximization of aggregated performance numbers weighted
by their weight factors. This operating point selection can be formulated as follows. It has to select
exactly one Pareto point from each active set, according to the available platform resources, in order
to minimize the total resources consumption of the platform, while respecting all application
deadlines.
This maximization problem is a classical Multi-choice Multi-dimension Knapsack Problem
(MMKP). The MMKP is generally stated as follows. Suppose p sets of points are present. Each set i
contains Ni points (for complexity analysis, in the following, Ni is assumed constant and = N). Point j
in Set i has value vij (weighted by the weight factor), and it requires resources rijk, 0 <= k < m. The
amount of available resources are given by Rk, 0 <= k < m. The MMKP is to pick exactly one point
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from each set in order to maximize the total value of the pick, subject to the resource constraints.
Formally the MMKP is expressed as follows:

Finding exact solutions for the MMKP is NP-hard [Parra-Hernandez, 2005]. Algorithms such as
[Armstrong, 1983], [Khan, 1997] and [Koleser, 1967] have an execution time that increases
dramatically with the number of sets. They are not applicable for our operating point selection,
where a solution must be provided at runtime on the MPSoC platform within 1ms. A fast and
effective heuristic is required. Existing ones, suitable for real-time systems, are now summarized.
Khan's heuristic [Khan, 2002] applies the concept of aggregate resource consumption as
measurement to select one point in each set. It has a worst-case complexity of O(mp 2 (n 1) 2 ) , and
it finds solutions with a total value on average equal to 94% of the optimum.
Moser's heuristic [Moser, 1997] is based on Lagrange multipliers and on the concept of graceful
degradation. It performs on average better than [Khan, 2002] in terms of optimality. Nevertheless its
rate of failure in finding a feasible solution is higher.
Akbar's heuristic [Akbar, 2006] first reduces the multi-dimension search space into a two-dimension
one, and then constructs the convex hull of each set to reduce the search space. Its worst-case
complexity is only O(mpN pN log( pN ) pN log( p)) , but it finds less optimal solutions than [Khan,
2002].
Hernandez's heuristic [Parra-Hernandez, 2005] relaxes the MMKP to a multi-dimension knapsack
problem. Its rate of failure in finding a feasible solution is lower than in than [Khan, 2002], its
solution quality is also better, but its complexity is higher.
Tabu search [Dammeyer, 1991], simulated annealing [Drexel, 1988] and genetic algorithms [Khuri,
1994] can also be applied. However they are much costlier than [Khan, 2002]: genetic algorithms
have an exponential worst-case complexity, since they can explore all point combinations; tabu
search and simulated annealing are based on looking at all neighboring point combinations of the
current solution.
Fast greedy heuristics solving multi-choice knapsack problems (with several sets, but one resource)
also exist for runtime task scheduling on embedded systems [Yang, 2003] and runtime quality-ofservice management in wireless networks [Mangharam, 2005]. However for MMKPs, an important
issue is first to provide an initial feasible solution. For the multi-choice knapsack problem, a feasible
solution, if existing, can always be obtained by choosing the lowest-cost element of each set. For
MMKPs, this is not the case and these fast greedy heuristics are not applicable.
In conclusion, the most appropriate heuristics for the operating point selection (i.e. generating a good
solution, with little computational runtime effort, and low rate of failure in finding a feasible
solution) are [Akbar, 2006] and [Khan, 2002]. But they are still too slow to be integrated into a
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multi-processor platform. Hence a faster heuristic has been developed for MPSoC runtime
management (see [Ma, 2007] for all the technical details of this heuristic algorithm).

11.3

Handling of DSP overloading

This section presents a case study of the resource management with the Video Processing (vproc)
component of NXP PXN8500 chip in a digital TV. This vproc component includes software running
on two DSP processors as well as other hardware accelerators.
In this case study, we have first created a resource competitor (a DSP cycle eater) on one of the two
DSP processors and then observed that the resource contention without a system-level resource
management can lead to user-perceived faulty behaviors. Then we have tried to incorporate multiple
trade-off options into both the vproc component and the resource competitor such that the runtime
resource manager can dynamically re-configure both components.

11.3.1

Identification and implementations of resource allocation trade-offs

The vproc component uses both of the two DSP processors as well as a number of hardware
accelerators. The vproc component has two principal software tasks: the vproc main control loop and
the Software Nature Motion (SNM). The vproc component uses a master-slave cooperation scheme
among its principle tasks: the vproc main running on DSP1 (TriMedia) is the master. It contains a
sequence of controlling commands for all the hardware IPs as well as the SNM which resides on
DSP2 (TriMedia) for a coordinated way of video processing.. Because the hardware accelerators are
hardware IPs specific for vproc‟s purposes, we cannot use them for other components in the system.
Therefore, we focus on the resource of DSP processors, i.e., their cycle budgets.
For vproc, we have a fixed performance constraint, i.e. it must process one video frame before the
next video frame arrives, and typically 25 frames would come in a second to give users a smooth
video playback. Either we could run the vproc faster for each video frame (by finding a more parallel
schedule for speedup) or we could run less number of tasks (loss of functionalities). Because the
vproc component includes many tasks running on hardware accelerators and thus cannot be easily rescheduled, and also because a large proportion of time is spent during a motion compensation
algorithm of SNM that is hard to run in parallel processors, we chose to go for a smaller number of
tasks in vproc‟s trade-off options. By choosing different levels of functionalities losses, we could
allow the vproc component to work with different DSP resources consumption. In particular, we
have identified two levels of functionalities for vproc: the level of full functionalities and the level
without SNM.
The two levels of functionalities correspond to two control flows in vproc. Once these trade-off
options are identified, we add them in the component by writing additional code to dynamically
switch between two control flows. This additional code provides an interface for runtime resource
manager to control the behaviors of the vproc component. We have used a software profiling tool
(TimeDoctor) to instrument and measure the cycles on each DSP processor for both configuration
levels. This measurement provides the following two Pareto points for our modified vproc
component. Please note that we measured the loss of functionalities by using the ratio between the
number of remaining tasks and the number of the complete set of tasks.
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DSP1

DSP2

Functionality

20%

90%

Full (100%)

20%

1%

No SNM (80%)

Table 11.2 Mapping configurations for vproc
Another implementation decision related to the runtime management is the runtime monitor. The
DSP overload could be detected in software by monitoring the running time of the IDLE task in a
given period. However, more efficient hardware monitor could be implemented for this purpose in
the future.
We have added a new software component into the system as the resource competitor: a counter
based on an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transformation (IDCT) benchmark. This counter runs the IDCT
benchmark repeatedly, and increases its count after each round of IDCT. For this IDCT component,
we have identified two trade-off options, see Table 11.3:
DSP1

DSP2

Functionality

90%

0%

Full (100%)

0%

90%

Full (100%)

Table 11.3 Mapping configurations for IDCT
The two trade-off options for IDCT component are actually corresponding to two ways of mapping it
onto DSP processors. The important thing here is that for an existing instance of IDCT component, it
should keep a consistent component status no matter which option is taken by the system-level
resource manager. That is, when the system-level resource manager asks the IDCT component to
switch from one option to another option, the user of the IDCT component should not observe any
difference. In this simple example, it means the IDCT must resume its computation and remember
how many times it has run the IDCT computation as soon as the computation is re-mapped to the
other DSP processor.

11.3.2 Demonstration with the resource manager
During our demonstration, we have first only launched the vproc component, and the system-level
resource manager immediately chose option 1 for it. So both DSP processors are maximally used and
full functionalities are obtained. Then we have launched the IDCT component with the resource
manager deactivated. We have observed very disturbing video frame dropping artifacts because of
the resource contentions between the IDCT and vproc components. When the resource manager is
re-activated, it selects option 2 for vproc and option 2 for IDCT component. This selection ensures
that both vproc and IDCT component can get sufficient resources to run smoothly and artifacts due
to the loss of SNM are significantly less disturbing than the frame dropping.

11.4

Handling of memory bandwidth overloading

This section presents an application of system-level resource management in the allocation of the bus
bandwidth between processing elements.
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In a scenario where multiple components need to run simultaneously on several processing elements
that share a common interconnection, the system-level resource manager needs to allocate
appropriate interconnection bandwidth to each component. Because of dynamic behaviors of these
components or other parts of the system, this bandwidth allocation must be adjusted continuously at
runtime to get the maximal performance/functionality values from the active components.
As explained earlier, for each component we need a set of Pareto optimal trade-off options. In this
section, we focus on the trade-offs between performances and bandwidth consumptions of
components. In order to obtain such trade-offs in the form of Pareto sets, this section will present a
genetic algorithm to automatically explore the Pareto optimal solutions of the mappings for each
component on the target processing elements. These generated Pareto sets can be then used by the
system-level resource manager to decide the appropriate allocations at runtime.
We will first present the formulation of this mapping problem; then we will describe our genetic
algorithm for the automatic exploration of Pareto optimal mappings; after that, we will show an
experiment on an MPEG-4 AVC (Advanced Video Coding) encoder in an embedded software code
generation tool developed at IMEC for multi-processor platforms.

11.4.1

Problem formulation of mapping explorations

In our model, each component is represented by a task graph. Each task in the task graph can be
started once all its control and data dependencies are fulfilled, i.e., all its predecessor tasks are
finished. We consider that this task graph can be mapped to a number of connected processing
elements which share a common bus for inter-task communication. When two communicating tasks
are running on the same processing element, they do not consume the bus bandwidth; otherwise, they
use the bus for data communicating between them. Therefore a specific task mapping and scheduling
can give a specific execution time as well as a bandwidth requirement for a component. In general, if
a task mapping has more tasks running in parallel, it could lead to a faster schedule but it will
typically also consume more bandwidth; on the other hand, a more sequential execution is slower but
consumes less bandwidth.
The purpose of mapping exploration is to find those Pareto optimal mappings. A task mapping is
considered as Pareto optimal if for all valid mappings that are faster than it, there is no mapping
consumes less bandwidth and for all valid mapping that consumes less bandwidth than it, there is no
mapping runs faster. Therefore this exploration is essentially pruning all the sub-optimal mappings
as illustrated in Figure 11.3. The line linking all remaining results indicates the boundary of the best
trade-off solutions, i.e., all points on this line are equal in terms of Pareto optimality.

Figure 11.3 Illustration of Pareto optimal solutions
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11.4.2 Our algorithm for automatic explorations
When a component has a small and simple task graph and the number of processing elements is
small, an intuitive enumeration can be performed to identify all valid mappings and to prune the suboptimal ones. But such intuitive and exact algorithms cannot be scaled up to larger problems due to
the computation intractability of such multi-objective optimization problems. For a problem with
several dozens of tasks and processing elements, to find a set of Pareto optimal solutions in a
reasonable amount of time (say several minutes) will often require the help of certain heuristic
algorithms (i.e. non-exact algorithms); otherwise, an exact algorithm (such as branch-and-bound)
could take an extremely long time to find solutions when the problems‟ sizes scale up.
Many evolutionary algorithms have been proposed for solving the multi-objective optimization
problem [Deb, 2001], in particular the genetic algorithms such as NSGA [Srinivas, 1994] and
NSGA-II [Deb, 2002] have been reported to be effective. The basic idea of these genetic algorithms
is to mimic the real-life evolutions of lives guided by the nature selection principle. This algorithm
keeps a pool of valid solutions and let them to evolve. Only the good solutions (judged by a merit
function) survive while others are removed from the pool. The survivors can exchange their genes
and generate offspring solutions. As the selection of optimal solutions is continued for many times,
the remained survivors should be close to the optimal solutions. The essential step of applying such
genetic algorithm in our case is to find an effective way to represent different mapping with the gene
combinations.
We use genes to represent the task allocation in our implementation. That is, for a task graph with N
tasks, each mapping solution has N genes. Each gene represents an individual task. When a task is
allocated to the processing element X, then the value of gene representing this task is X.
The first step of an exploration is to create a pool of valid random solutions. The size of pool should
be adequate to allow further evolution.
Then for each objective of our multi-objective optimization problem, we evaluate all valid solutions.
That is, we calculate the total execution time and bandwidth consumption for a task graph where all
tasks are allocated and scheduled to the target processing elements. The total execution time is the
make-span (i.e. from the start of the first task to the end of the last task) of the task schedule
generated by a list scheduling algorithm (ASAP scheduling, where competing tasks are prioritized
according to the accumulated execution times of their offspring tasks). The total bandwidth
consumption is the total amount of data transfers between processing elements divided by the total
execution time.
After the evaluation, only the Pareto optimal solutions are kept while other solutions are removed
from the pool. An interesting alternative option here is to keep also the immediately next Pareto
optimal solutions to have a larger number of survivors and hence more diversities for further
evolution. That is extremely useful for Pareto point switching, especially. The survivors then
randomly exchange some genes to generate valid solutions for the next generation. When sufficient
new solutions are generated, we could start the evaluation of the next generation.
The evolution can go on for a pre-determined number of generations and the Pareto optimal solutions
from the survivor solutions of the pool are picked up as the result.
We have implemented this genetic algorithm in Python code based on a previous implementation
of NGSA-II [Fita, 2007]. To test our implementation, we have used an open source tool called TGFF
(Task Graph For Free) to generate random task graphs and multi-processor architectures for
experiments. We have done experiments with this genetic algorithm for a few dozens of random task
graphs with up to 50 tasks inside each graph. The evaluation program could derive effective Pareto
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sets within a minute on a PC with CPU running at 2.8GHz (with 10 generations and 50 solutions per
generation). Note that each run not only gives the Pareto optimal set, but also the next four
immediate sub-optimal sets. Further experiments could be done in the future to study how many
generations of evolutions do we need to derive good results for real-life inputs.

11.4.3

AVC experiment: how to generate code for efficient switches

IMEC has developed a prototype MPSoC tool. It can generate multiple versions of code which
represent different parallelizations. By using this tool, we do not require the task migration support
from the underlying OS layer. Instead we generate multiple versions of code, one version of code for
each Pareto optimal trade-off solution. For instance, if our exploration would find that in a Pareto
optimal solution two tasks need to be allocated to the same processing element, this tool could
cluster the source code corresponding to these two tasks and generate the code of a single task
running on that processing element. Therefore, an application programmer only need to instrument
additional code in his source code to help this MPSoC tool to indentify the possibilities to create
task-level parallelism; this tool can automatically generate the parallelized code; after profiling the
generated code to get the cycles numbers and bandwidth consumptions, the programmer can use our
genetic algorithm to find the Pareto optimal ways of mapping the parallelized code on a multiprocessor platform; each Pareto point represents a specific version of parallelized code; finally a
switch function can be implemented together with all versions of parallelized code, and chooses the
proper version at runtime.
We have analyzed an AVC encoder and our exploration tool finds 3 Pareto optimal solutions out of
7 valid mappings. These 3 mapping solutions are then fed to the MPSoC tool to generate the
corresponding versions of code. We then use the cycle accurate simulator (based on IMEC ADRES
processor [Mei, 2005]) to measure the total execution cycles and the amount of data transfer on the
interconnection. We have generated the final hybrid code based on the 3 versions of code. The
dynamic switch between different versions happens at the granularity of video frames. That is, we
only allow the system-level resource manager to choose which version of code to run at the
beginning of encoding a video frame. The measured results for different mixes of the 3 versions of
code (version 0, 1 and 2) are illustrated in the Figure 11.4. Please note that measured amount of data
transfers include both the data transfer between tasks and the intrinsic data transfers of the tasks (i.e.
read/write data inside a task), therefore the measurement represents the realistic usage of
interconnections by the AVC encoder.
Although the switching between different versions of code takes place at video frame level, the
switching overheads remain small thanks to the hardware-assisted dynamic threading. This lowoverhead switching has been shown by the following experiment: we performed different numbers of
switching for ten video frames and then compared their switching overheads. As illustrated in Figure
11.5: we can see that the total cycle numbers are very close for a single switching (the two left red
circles) and five consecutive switching (the two right red circles). This means 5 switches between
code version 1 and 2 do not incur significantly more cycles than a single switch.
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Figure 11.4 AVC mapping trade-offs

Figure 11.5 AVC switching overheads

11.5

Summary

In this chapter we have shown a two-phased approach to optimize the resource management for
dynamic embedded systems. The design-time phase exploration of resource management trade-offs
is performed for each component. This exploration requires a great amount of insights into a
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particular component and the platform, though some techniques can help to reduce the design-time
efforts. An automatic exploration technique has been presented to speed up the performance versus
bandwidth trade-offs. A fast heuristic algorithm has also been discussed to perform the runtime
phase decision making. Overall this combined approach should allow a multi-component embedded
system to still provide greater user-perceived reliability under dynamic runtime conditions while the
provision of system resources is significantly more limited than that based on the worst case
requirements.

11.6
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Chapter 12

Software architecture design
for local recovery
Author: Hasan Sözer, Bedir Tekinerdoğan, Mehmet Akşit

Abstract: Local recovery is an effective fault tolerance technique to attain high system
availability. For achieving local recovery the architecture needs to be decomposed into
separate units that can be recovered in isolation. It appears that this required decomposition
for recovery is usually not aligned with the existing decomposition of the system. We
propose a systematic approach for decomposing software architecture to introduce local
recovery. We have developed a set of analysis tools for evaluating decomposition
alternatives and we have developed a framework to support the realization of a selected
decomposition. We discuss our experiences in the application and evaluation of the
approach for introducing local recovery to the open-source media player called MPlayer.

12.1

Introduction

One of the key principles in software architecture design is modularity that aims to decompose the
system into separate, modular units [Parnas, 1972]. The decomposition of a system into modules is
usually driven by the required quality concerns such as adaptability, reuse, and performance.
Likewise, fault tolerance mechanisms for error recovery also have an impact on the decomposition of
the software system.
Recovery can be applied at different levels of granularity. In case of global recovery, the system is
recovered as a whole when errors are detected. For example, in case of a deadlock, restarting the
whole system makes it completely unavailable until the system is in its normal operational mode
again. This lack of availability can be avoided by applying local recovery in which only the
erroneous parts of the system are recovered. To recover from a deadlock, for instance, only the
modules that are involved in the deadlock need to be restarted, while the other parts can remain
available. Local recovery has an additional benefit because it also decreases the mean time to recover
[Candea, 2004]. Hence, for better availability and faster recovery, it is necessary to reduce the
granularity of the parts in the system that can be recovered and as such realize local recovery. For
achieving local recovery, the corresponding system needs to be separated into a set of isolated
recoverable units (RUs) so that the propagation of errors can be prevented. However, it appears that
this required decomposition for recovery is usually not aligned with the decomposition based on
functional concerns.
In principle, software architecture decomposition for local recovery should be considered early in the
software development life cycle. However, there exist many software systems that have been already
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developed without local recovery in mind. Some of these systems comprise millions of lines of code
and it is not possible to develop these systems from scratch within time constraints. We have to
refactor and possibly restructure them to incorporate local recovery. We propose a systematic
approach for decomposing software architecture to introduce local recovery. We have developed a
set of analysis tools to support the approach in selecting an optimal decomposition with respect to
availability and performance. We also introduce a framework FLORA, which supports the
realization of software architecture decomposition for local recovery. The framework provides
reusable abstractions for defining RUs and the necessary coordination and communication protocols
for their recovery. We discuss our experiences in the application and evaluation of the approach for
introducing local recovery to the open-source media player called MPlayer [MPlayer, 2007].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 12.2 we discuss the impact of local
recovery on the architectural decomposition using a case study. In Section 12.3, we present the
overall process. In Section 12.4, we introduce analysis techniques for evaluating and selecting
decomposition alternatives for recovery. In Section 12.5, we introduce FLORA and illustrate its
application. In Section 12.6, we evaluate our approach. We provide a summary of previous related
studies in Section 12.7 and we conclude the chapter in Section 12.8.

12.2

Refactoring MPlayer for local recovery

We have applied local recovery to an open-source software, MPlayer [MPlayer, 2007]. MPlayer is a
media player, which supports many input formats, codecs and output drivers. It embodies
approximately 700K lines of code (LOC) and it is available under the GNU General Public License.
In our case study, we have used version v1.0rc1 of this software that is compiled on Linux Platform
(Ubuntu version 7.04). Figure 12.1 presents a simplified view of the MPlayer software architecture
with basic implementation units and direct dependencies among them. In the following, we briefly
explain the important modules, which are shown in this view. Stream reads the input media and
provides buffering, seek and skip functions. Demuxer separates the input into audio and video
channels. Mplayer connects the other modules, and maintains the synchronization of audio and
video. Libmpcodecs embodies the set of available codecs. Libvo displays video frames. Libao
controls the playing of audio. Gui provides the graphical user interface of MPlayer.

Figure 12.1 A simplified view of the MPlayer software architecture.
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We have introduced a local recovery mechanism to MPlayer to make it fault-tolerant against
transient faults. As one of the requirements of local recovery, the system has to be decomposed into
several units that are isolated from each other. Note that the system is already decomposed into a set
of modules. Decomposition for local recovery is not necessarily, and in general will not be, aligned
one-to-one with the module decomposition of the system. Multiple modules can be wrapped in a RU
and recovered together.
In the following sections, we explain how we introduce local recovery to MPlayer, for which we had
to decompose the software architecture into several RUs. The communication between multiple units
had to be controlled and recovery actions had to be coordinated so that the erroneous RUs can be
recovered independently and transparently, while the other RUs are operational.

12.3

The overall process

Figure 12.2 depicts the overall process for introducing local recovery, which consists of the steps
Architecture Design, Analysis and Realization. In the Architecture Design step, we expect that a
module view [Clements, 2002] of the architecture is provided. Our approach is agnostic to the
architecture design method that is used in this step. The module view of the described architecture is
provided to the Analysis step as an input. In the Analysis step, the system is analyzed to define the
decomposition of the architecture into a set of RUs. In the Realization step, the local recovery is
realized with FLORA according to the selected decomposition. In the following sections, we discuss
the Analysis and Realization steps in detail.

Figure 12.2 The overall process.
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Analysis of Decomposition Alternatives

One of the alternative decompositions for the MPlayer case is to partition the system modules into 3
RUs: 1) RU AUDIO, which provides the functionality of Libao 2) RU GUI, which encapsulates the
Gui functionality and 3) RU MPCORE which comprises the rest of the system. Figure 12.3 depicts
the boundaries of these RUs, which are overlayed on the MPlayer software architecture shown in
Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.3 MPlayer software architecture with the boundaries of the recoverable units for an
alternative decomposition.
Figure 12.3 shows only one of the possible decomposition alternatives. There are several ways in
which a system can be partitioned into a set of RUs. Each alternative may have both benefits and
drawbacks. The number of alternatives can be reduced based on the domain knowledge (e.g. some
undependable modules have to be isolated from the critical parts of the system or some modules
must not be separated from each other). For the remaining alternatives, there exists an inherent tradeoff between the availability and performance criteria. On the one hand increasing availability will
require increasing the number of RUs, in which the modules of the system are separately isolated.
On the other hand, increasing the number of RUs leads to a performance overhead due to the
dependencies between the separated modules in different RUs1. Therefore, selecting decomposition
alternatives requires the evaluation with respect to these two criteria and making the desired tradeoff. We have developed an analysis tool for this purpose. Figure 12.4 depicts a snapshot of this tool,
which automatically generates all possible decompositions of system modules into a set of RUs.
While doing so, it takes provided constraints into account, specifying which modules must be
separated from each other and which modules must be kept together in a RU. The tool estimates the
performance overhead and availability for each feasible design alternative. It also implements a set
of optimization algorithms to propose the best design alternatives based on its estimations. In the
following we briefly explain how performance overhead and availability estimations are performed.

1

Increasing the number of RUs also leads to an additional development effort, which will be discussed later.
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Figure 12.4 A snapshot of the analysis tool that evaluates software architecture decomposition
alternatives for recovery.

12.4.1

Performance overhead analysis

Performance overhead is introduced due to the dependencies between the separated modules in
different RUs. We distinguish between two important types of dependencies that cause a
performance overhead; i) function dependency and ii) data dependency.
The function dependency is the number of function calls between modules across different RUs. For
transparent recovery these function calls must be redirected, which leads to an additional
performance overhead. For this reason, while selecting a decomposition alternative we should
consider the number of function calls among modules across different RUs.
The data dependencies are proportional to the size of the shared variables among modules across
different RUs. When an existing system is decomposed into RUs, there might be shared state
variables leading to data dependencies between RUs. The size of data dependencies complicate the
recovery and create performance overhead because the shared data need to be kept synchronized
after recovery. This makes the amount of data dependency between RUs an important criterion for
selecting RUs.
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To be able to measure the function and data dependencies among the modules, we have profiled the
system using Gprof [Fenlason, 2000] and Valgrind [Nethercote, 2007] tools, respectively. We have
collected information regarding the number and frequency of function calls and size of shared data
among the modules. For example, Figure 12.5 depicts a part of the automatically generated module
dependency graph for MPlayer, in which the nodes represent source files belonging to various
modules (modules are identified by the folder structure and naming convention) and edges represent
the function calls among them.

Figure 12.5 A partial snapshot of the generated module dependency graph together with the
boundaries of the Gui module with the modules Mplayer, Libao and Libvo.
All the collected function call and data access profile data is stored in a database. For each
decomposition alternative, the stored data is queried to find out dependencies that pass the
boundaries of different RUs. For instance, if the Gui module is placed in a different RU than the
modules Mplayer, Libao and Libvo, function calls that pass these RU boundaries will be queried as
shown in Figure 12.5. The performance overhead is estimated by taking the percentage of such
dependencies with respect to the total number of calls. In the case of data dependencies, the
estimation is based on the total size of data that is shared among the RUs [Sözer, 2009]. For the
example decomposition shown in Figure 12.3, for instance, the analysis tool has calculated the
function dependency overhead and the shared data size as 5.4% and 5 KB, respectively.

12.4.2 Availability Analysis
To compare decomposition alternatives with respect to availability, our analysis tool automatically
generates analytical models. These models are based on the CTMC (Continuous Time Markov
Chains) formalism and they simulate the failure and recovery behavior of the system with the
corresponding decompositions. The generated models are provided to a model checker, CADP
[Garavel, 2007], which provides availability estimations in turn. To be able to generate the necessary
analytical models, we need to specify, in addition to the decomposition, MTTF (Mean Time To
Failure) and MTTR (Mean Time To Recover) values for each module of the system. In our case
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study, we have measured MTTR values based on the time it takes to restart and initialize each
module. We have assigned various MTTF values to observe the impact of different scenarios (i.e.
what-if analysis). Figure 12.6 shows, for example, a CTMC generated for global recovery. Hereby,
all the modules are placed in a single RU.

Figure 12.6 A CTMC generated for global recovery, where all modules of MPlayer are placed in a
single RU.
The initial state of the system is represented by state 0, where the system is available. All the other
states represent the recovery stages. Since there is only 1 RU that includes all the 7 modules and
since these modules are recovered (initialized) sequentially, there exist 7 states corresponding to the
recovery of the system. For example, state 7 represents the system state, where the RU is failed and
none of its modules are recovered yet. There is a transition from state 0 to state 7, in which the label
of the transition denotes the failure rate (calculated based on the specified MTTF values) of this RU.
Upon its failure, all the 7 modules comprised by the RU must be recovered. That is why, there exist
7 transitions from state 7 back to state 0, where the labels of these transitions specify the recovery
rates (calculated based on the specified MTTR values) of the modules. CADP model checker can
process such a CMTC model and calculate the expected availability of the system in the long run
(i.e. steady state). The availability for the example model shown in Figure 12.6 was calculated as
98.59% when all MTTF values for all the modules are specified as 1800 sec. The estimation was
83.60% after we assign the MTTF values 30 sec and 60 sec for Gui and Libao modules, respectively.
Together with the performance overhead estimations, availability analysis is used for systematic
selection of a decomposition alternative. The designer can evaluate the results manually or the tool
can run optimization algorithms for large number of decomposition alternatives.

12.5

Realization of local recovery with FLORA

After one of the design alternatives is selected, the software architecture should be structured
accordingly. In addition, new supplementary architectural elements and relations should be
implemented to enable local recovery. As a result, introducing local recovery to a system leads to
additional development and maintenance effort. In this section, we introduce a framework called
FLORA to reduce this effort. FLORA supports the decomposition and implementation of software
architecture for local recovery. The framework has been implemented in the C language on Linux
platform. FLORA assigns RUs to separate operating system (OS) processes, which do not directly
communicate to each other. Figure 12.7 depicts the design of the MPlayer after local recovery is
introduced using the framework.
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Figure 12.7 Application of FLORA to MPlayer.
In Figure 12.7, we can see the three RUs, RU MPCORE, RU GUI and RU AUDIO. In addition, the
components Connector and Recovery Manager have been introduced by the framework. Each RU
can detect deadlock errors2. Recovery Manager can detect fatal errors3. All error notifications are
sent to Connector, which comprises the diagnosis facility. Diagnosis information is conveyed to
Recovery Manager, which kills a set of RUs and/or restarts a dead RU. Messages that are sent from
RUs to Connector are stored (i.e. queued) by RUs in case the destination RU is not available and
they are forwarded when the RU becomes operational again.
To apply FLORA, each RU is wrapped using the RU wrapper template as shown in Figure 12.8. The
wrapper includes the necessary set of utilities for isolating and controlling an RU (lines 1–3). A set
of state variables can be declared to be checkpointed4 (line 5). If needed, cleanup specific to the RU
(e.g. allocated resources) can be specified (lines 8–10) as a preparation for recovery. Post-recovery
initialization (lines 12–18) by default includes: i) maintaining the connection with the Connector and
the Recovery Manager (line 13), ii) obtaining the checkpointed state variables (line 15) and iii)
processing incoming messages from other RUs (line 17). Additional RU-specific initialization
actions can also be specified here.
Each RU provides a set of interfaces, which are captured based on the specification in the wrapper
(lines 20–24). Each interface defines a set of functions that are marshaled and transferred through
Inter-Process Communication (IPC). On reception of these calls, the corresponding functions are
called and then the results are returned (lines 26–29). In all the other RUs where this function is
declared, function calls are redirected through IPC to the corresponding interface with C MACRO

2

An RU wrapper detects if an expected response to a message is not received within a configured timeout period.

3

The Recovery Manager is the parent process of all RUs and receives and handles a signal when a child process is dead.

4

Checkpoint locations are specified by the designer based on the domain knowledge.
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23:
24:
25:
26:
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30:
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#include “util.h”
#include “recunit.h”
#include “regui.h”
...
#define STATE_VARS … &guiIntfStruct
...
void cleanUp(){
/* no component specific cleanup */
}
void __ruGui(struct recunit info) {
INIT_RU(SOCK_PATH_RECMGR, SOCK_PATH_CONN)
...
PRESERVE_STATE
...
processMsgs();
}
void catchInterfaces(){
BEGIN
CATCH(INTERFACE_GUI, apOnMsgRcvd_gui)
END
}
void onMsgRcvd_gui_guiInit(){
guiInit();
RETURN(INTERFACE_GUI, msg_gui_guiInit)
}
...

Figure 12.8 RU wrapper code for RU GUI.
definitions5. In Figure 12.9, a code section is shown from one of the modules of RU MPCORE,
where all calls to the function guiInit are redirected to the function mpcore_gui_guiInit (line 1),
which activates the corresponding interface (INTERFACE GUI) instead of performing the function call
(lines 4–6).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

#define guiInit() mpcore_gui_guiInit()
...
void mpcore_gui_guiInit() {
CALL(INTERFACE_GUI, msg_gui_guiInit)
}
...

Figure 12.9 Function redirection through RU interfaces.
FLORA comprises IPC utilities, message serialization/de-serialization primitives, error detection and
diagnosis mechanisms, a RU wrapper template, one central Recovery Manager and one central
Connector that communicate with one or more instances of RU.

5

Function call redirection with C MACRO definitions has been previously applied in KOALA component model
[Ommering, 2000]
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Evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we have performed measurements from systems that are decomposed for
local recovery. In this section, we briefly explain the implementation issues, how the measurements
are performed and the results.
We have used FLORA to introduce local recovery to MPlayer for 3 different decomposition
alternatives. i) Global recovery, where all the modules are placed in a single RU ii) Local recovery
with two RUs, where the module Gui is isolated from the rest of the modules iii) Local recovery with
three RUs, where the module Gui, Libao and the rest of the modules are isolated from each other as
shown in Figure 12.3.
To be able to measure the availability achieved with these three implementations, we have modified
each module so that they fail with a specified failure rate (assuming an exponential distribution with
mean MTTF). After a module is initialized, it creates a thread that is periodically activated every
second to inject errors. The Recovery Manager component of FLORA logs the initialization and
failure times of RUs to a file during the execution of the system. For each of the implemented
alternatives, we have let the system run for 5 hours. Then, we have processed the log files to
calculate the times, when the core system module, MPlayer has been down. We have calculated the
availability of the system based on the total time that the system has been running (5 hours). For both
the analytical models and the error injection, we have assigned 30 sec. as the MTTF of the Gui
module, 60 sec. for the MTTF of the Libao module and 1800 sec. as MTTF of the rest of the
modules. MTTR values are assigned as measured before from the running system.
Decomposition Alternative

Measured Availability

Estimated Availability

all modules in 1 RU

83.27

83.60

Gui, the rest

92.31

93.25

Gui, Libao, the rest

97.75

98.70

each module in a separate TU

N/A

99.96

Table 12.1 Comparison between the estimated and measured system availability.
In Table 12.1, the first column lists the decomposition alternatives. The second column shows the
availability measured from the running systems. The third column shows the availability estimated
with the analytical models for the corresponding decomposition alternatives. Here, we see that the
measured availability and the estimated availability are quite close to each other. In general, the
measured availability is less than the estimated availability. This is due to the delays (e.g. error
detection, process context switching, IPC) in the actual implementation, which are not reflected to
the analytical models. Based on these results, we can conclude that our approach can be used for
accurately analyzing, comparing and selecting decomposition alternatives for local recovery.
If all the function calls that pass the boundaries of RUs are defined, FLORA guarantees the correct
execution and recovery of these RUs. However, the specification of the RU boundaries with the RU
wrapper template requires an additional effort. The main effort is spent due to the definition of the
RU wrappers. For the decomposition shown in Figure 12.3, we have measured this effort based
on the LOC written for RU wrappers and the actual size of the corresponding RUs. Table 12.2
shows the LOC for each RU (LOCRU), LOC of its wrapper (LOCRU wrapper) and their ratio
((LOCRU wrapper/LOCRU)x100).
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As we can see from Table 12.2, we had to write approximately 1K LOC to apply FLORA for the
presented case study. The LOC written for wrappers is negligible compared with the corresponding
system parts that are wrapped. The size of the wrapper becomes even less significant for bigger
system parts. In fact, the wrapper size is independent of the size and internal complexity of the
system part that is wrapped. This is because the wrapper captures only the interaction of an RU with
the rest of the system.
LOCRU

LOCRU wrapper

Ratio

214 K

463

0,22%

20 K

345

1,72%

8K

209

2,61%

242 K

1017

0,42%

RU MPCORE
RU GUI
RU AUDIO
Total

Table 12.2 LOC for the selected RUs (as shown in Figure 12.3), LOC for the corresponding
wrappers and their ratio.

12.7

Related Work

Candea et al. introduced the micro-reboot [Candea, 2004] approach, where local recovery is applied
to increase the availability of Java-based Internet systems. Micro-reboot aims at recovering from
errors by restarting a minimal subset of components of the system. Progressively larger subsets of
components are restarted as long as the recovery is not successful. To employ micro-reboot, a system
has to meet a set of architectural requirements (i.e. crash-only design [Candea, 2004]), where
components are isolated from each other and their state information is kept in stable repositories.
Unfortunately, designs of many existing systems do not have these properties. Such systems have to
be decomposed to support isolation and until now the decisions on how to decompose an existing
system have been based on qualitative analysis [Candea, 2004-b].
There are several modeling techniques to analyze and improve system availability ([Lai, 2002],
[Majzik, 2002]). In general however, these models are specified manually and/or the methodology
lacks a comprehensive tool-support, making these models less practical to use.
In [De Florido, 2008], a survey of approaches for application-level fault-tolerance is presented.
According to the categorization of this survey, FLORA falls into the category of single-version
software fault tolerance libraries (SV libraries). SV libraries are said to be limited in terms of
separation of concerns, syntactical adequacy and adaptability [De Florido, 2008]. On the other hand,
they provide a good ratio of cost over improvement of the dependability, where the designer can
reuse existing, long-tested and sophisticated pieces of software [De Florido, 2008]. An example SV
library is libft [Huang, 1995], which collects reusable software components for recovery. However,
like other SV libraries [De Florido, 2008] it does not support local recovery.

12.8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed our experiences in introducing local recovery to a system. Local
recovery is an effective approach for increasing availability. However, it appears that the required
decomposition for local recovery is usually not aligned with the decomposition based on functional
concerns. We have proposed a systematic approach for analyzing an existing system to decompose
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its software architecture to introduce local recovery. The approach provides systematic guidelines to
balance the decomposition alternatives with respect to availability and performance. We have
presented the framework FLORA that provides reusable abstractions to support the realization of
local recovery. We have illustrated FLORA to define three recoverable units (RUs) in the opensource media player called MPlayer. These three RUs were overlaid on the existing structure. The
application of the framework, as such, provides a reusable and practical approach to introduce local
recovery to software architectures.

Acknowledgements: We thank for the collaboration of Hichem Boudali and Mariëlle Stoelinga
from the University of Twente for defining the availability models that are generated for analyzing
decomposition alternatives.
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Chapter 13

Industrial impact, transfer
of results, lessons learned
Authors: Roland Mathijssen, Teun Hendriks, Piërre van de Laar

13.1

Introduction

The Trader project is an applied research project that is carried out in an industry-as-laboratory
setting [Potts, 1993], with NXP semiconductors as the carrying industrial partner. This setting
provides a realistic industrial environment where research ideas and theories can be validated and
tested. The results of the various research lines have also resulted in many papers and articles, a
number of PhD theses, presentations at scientific workshops and conferences, etc. An overview of
the papers and articles is in Appendix A.
In this final chapter of the Trader book we look back at the project to summarize the results and note
the lessons learned. Section 13.2 presents a short history of the Trader project. The next Section 13.3
describes the results of the project and the transfers. In Section 13.4 we describe the lessons learned
in the Trader project. We specifically look at the concept of industry-as-laboratory and compare this
to similar projects. Also the effects of having an overall vision in the project are discussed in this
section.

13.2

A short history of the Trader project

13.2.1

First Bsik project

ESI wants to advance industrial innovation and academic excellence in embedded systems
engineering (ESE) by creating and applying world-class ESE methods. The developed
methodologies must support all aspects of the creation: specification, design, integration, test and
validation. To accomplish this, ESI teams up with leading academic and industrial institutes, projects
and programs. In long-term projects (often 4 years) ESI and their partners do industry-as-laboratory
research to create and validate the ESE methods.
The way of working in the ESI projects is to start a project based on an actual industrial problem,
related to one of the topics from the ESI Research Agenda 1. Together with an industrial partner,
called the CIP (Carrying Industrial Partner) and a selection of industrial and academic partners,
specifically selected for the industrial problem, the project is started. The partners provide the PhD
students and postgraduates to perform in-depth research in an industrial setting, while the CIP takes

1

Performance, reliability, evolvability and system architecture; see also http://www.esi.nl/institute/research.html
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responsibility for assigning a number of their experts on the problem domain. These industrial
experts assist both in providing the industrial background knowledge and in facilitating the transfer
of the results to the CIP. The project duration of four years acknowledges both the complexity of the
research project and employment of PhDs in these projects.
During the project, academic researchers and their industrial colleagues meet regularly to ensure that
results are aligned with the industrial question and fit in their industrial context. Also all researchers
have regular overall meetings, to keep the various sub-projects lined up. Depending on the actual
research topic, some researchers work (part of the time) at the CIP.
The Trader project is the fourth ESI project. It was the first project in a group of six projects that
together comprise the ESI Bsik project2. The Trader project started in 2004 after an extensive
exploratory and preparatory trajectory with Philips Semiconductors and potential academic and
industrial partners and ended in 2009.

13.2.2 Project extension
The Trader project started in 2004. Originally the Trader project was projected to run for 4 years,
enabling PhD students to do their work in the timeframe of the project. However recruiting PhDs
took much longer than expected; the last PhD student started as late as 2006. The late start of a
sufficiently resourced project meant that an extension with one year was needed, both to provide the
PhD students with sufficient time to do their research in an industry-as-laboratory setting and to
achieve the required and expected results.

13.2.3 Changes at the carrying industrial partner
In 2004 the Trader project started with Philips Semiconductors as carrying industrial partner. Being
part of Philips Royal Electronics, the focus was mainly on the end-product, i.e. a television system.
This TV was produced by Philips Consumer Electronics while Philips Semiconductors provided the
chips and most software layers.
In 2006 Philips Semiconductors became an independent company: NXP Semiconductors3. The
intimate connection between Philips CE and Philips Semiconductors was changed. NXP turned into
a silicon and system provider where the link to the actual television customer became more indirect.
The main stakeholders were now the OEM companies which produce the TV sets. At the same time,
Philips CE‟s involvement in the Trader project diminished further to solely an information provider
and an indirect contact.
Also, Philips Research split its activities; part of Philips Research was incorporated into NXP and
became NXP Research. Concurrent with the change from Philips Semiconductors to NXP, the
Philips Research contacts with Trader became NXP Research. Shortly after NXP became an
independent company, Philips TASS was sold to TSS in April 2007 and became an independent
company4. Summarizing, in less than one year, the carrying industrial partner, Philips, transformed to
NXP Semiconductors, NXP Research and TASS, while Philips CE withdrew as active partner in the
project.

2

http://www.senternovem.nl/BSIK/

3

http://www.nxp.com/news/content/file_1254.html

4

http://www.bits-chips.nl/nieuws/tools-toys/bekijk/artikel/tass-in-handen-tss.html
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Finally in 2008, at the moment of project extension, mainly due to the economic situation, NXP
Home stopped being an active partner in the Trader project. NXP Automotive picked up the role of
NXP Home as CIP. This did also imply that the domain shifted from TV to Car infotainment.
Fortunately most research lines were sufficiently generic to make this step to another domain
possible; however it did cost extra effort.

13.3

Results and transfer

The various research projects all had results which were transferred in some form or other to the CIP.
Most chapters have already given a brief description of this transfer. Hence, this chapter only
discusses some highlights and lessons learned. To transfer results, ESI uses a model where various
phases of research, academic evidence, industrial evidence and operational use follow up one
another, see e.g. [Ideals, 2007] page 144 and Figure 13.1. This model often starts with research in an
academic setting (phases 0 and 1a). The reason for starting the academic research may well be an
industrial problem, but it can also be sheer academic curiosity. In phase 1b an actual industrial
problem is taken and the results from 1a are tried on the industrial case. This still happens in a setting
where there is minimal interference with everyday industrial business. This is the stage where an
industrial proof of concept and demonstrators are developed. Once this phase gives sufficient
positive results and confidence, the step is taken to go to an industrial setting in everyday business
(phase 1b). The results are applied in the critical path and the researchers gain feedback on
applicability in the hectic industrial environment. If this also gives positive results, the next step is to
actually transfer the method or tool to industry; the steps to phase 2 and 3. In these phases the
researchers gradually step out of the project and the industry becomes the owner. The next sections,
including Section 13.4, discuss that making steps towards industrial evidence in a critical setting runs
into various challenges.
The Trader project also introduced the concept of Demo-Day. These demo days are further discussed
in Section 13.4.3.

Figure 13.1: The transfer process (from [Tangram, 2007] and [Ideals, 2007])

13.3.1

Efficient deployment of coding standards

Applying static software analysis is mandatory in many software development departments and
industries. In some cases it is a management decision, while in other cases the OEM customer
demands it, trying to ensure higher product quality. The basic assumption is that static code analysis
will reduce the error level in produced software. However, solving every warning is a time
consuming process, especially when this does not necessarily decrease the number of possible
software errors. Also there is no solid proof that every warning relates directly to a potential error.
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Modifying a piece of correct code, merely to comply with the rules of a tool, takes time and may
even introduce new errors. On the other hand, knowing which rules are most effective to increase the
correctness of a program is both valuable for industry and will improve static code analysis in
industry.
The results from this research (Chapter 4), indicate relations between certain coding rules and
amount of Problem Reports that need to be solved. It actually points to the top-ten rules that help
improve software quality. The actual method to find the top-ten of rules is not transferred to NXP
(see also Section 13.4.6), however the developer of the tool (QA-c) is interested in the results. Parts
of the method may be applied at the original tool vendor. When the actual tool developer and vendor
take up this research result, these results are even anchored in a better and broader way.

13.3.2 Stress testing and real-time monitoring
The CPU stressor or cycle eater (Chapter 5) is a result from Trader research that is actually available
in the current software tree at the CIP. At integration time, every developer or integrator has the
ability to stress the CPU on available clock cycles and memory bandwidth. The resource usage of
CPU cycles and bandwidth can also be visualized in real-time. Structurally integration of the use of
stress testing in NXP‟s test and integration process proved to be more difficult. Even though the
method and tool is available to the designers, and the visualization is even used by developers,
always applying it and adding it to the standard integration process needs a change in work-flow.
The integration process is a somewhat conservative process; as many industrial processes are in
order to minimize risks. Errors are sought for, and detected during predefined tests. However a new
method to stress the system to make sure that it is sufficiently robust takes time to be accepted as
everyday practice.
Further, the concept of stress testing is incorporated in the test and integration course at ESI.
Students of this course are provided both with the method to stress test SW and enhanced code stubs
for them to easily apply this concept in their company‟s setting.

13.3.3 Behavior modeling and model based error detection
The research line on behavior modeling (Chapter 7) was started to enable runtime model based error
detection (Chapter 8). To compare actual behavior with expected or modeled behavior in real-time, a
light-weight high-level model is needed. During this research the modeling in itself already proved
very valuable, both in exploring the system design, and in validating requirements. The model turned
written requirements into an executable model that could be exercised, quickly showing
contradicting or incomplete requirements. The adoption of such system modeling has high value
already during the requirements phase of a project, both for designers to explore the system, and for
customers or marketers to discuss the proposed requirements. Next to this, a modeled system has
further value during test and validation. Certain tests can be automated; specified system behavior
can be compared with actual behavior and automatic test reports can be generated.
Although the value of modeling was seen by NXP Home, and some explorative tests were done, the
actual use of modeling was not picked up. NXP Automotive also showed interest, partly because
elements of their system were already modeled. Here one sees that the step to apply new methods is
smaller once the concepts are already known to an organization. Applying totally new and unknown
concepts in an organization proves to be much more difficult.
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Spectrum-based fault localization in practice

The concept of Spectrum Based Fault Localization (SFL, see Chapter 10) attracted immediate
attention at one of the demo-days (see Section 13.4.3). Many NXP developers showed great interest
in this tool. Debugging can be a lot faster with a tool that assists in localizing the most likely places
where the root-cause of a SW problem lies. However before NXP wanted to fully implement SFL to
support fault localization, more evidence from actual Problem Reports (PRs) was required.
Here this research item ran into a number of challenges typical for an industry such as NXP. The first
challenge was that SFL could not immediately be applied on a running software project (phase 1c of
Figure 13.1), as risks were considered too high. Solving difficult PRs –where SFL should have most
impact– often happens in a hectic environment. It is seen as extra risk to apply new and unknown
methods, since it requires resources that are already highly needed to solve the PRs.
Since the technique could not be applied on actual PRs, an archived software version had to be used
(phase 1b of Figure 13.1). Restoring the proper software version that contained the errors and
reproducing the documented error proved time-consuming and difficult as developers originally
assigned to the PR were not available anymore to help out. This also proved to be a lesson for the
academic researchers: information that one expects to be present is not always present in real
industrial life. In the end, only a handful of PRs could be reproduced for use in SFL evaluation.
Some of these PRs gave extra feedback to the researchers on the applicability of SFL on various
types of problems. However due to the small number of PRs available to test SFL on the TV
software, insufficient evidence was gained to convince NXP that SFL would save time solving PRs.
At that moment the choice was made not yet to implement SFL in the SW development process.
When a new SW project was started for the next TV family, a new attempt was made to transfer and
use SFL. It again proved difficult to actually get resources to try out SFL in parallel to the project
(due to time constraints). In the end, one person could try out SFL on a handful of PRs in the running
project. First, to get some experience, SFL was used to analyze a few PRs that were recently solved.
Next an open PR was analyzed with SFL. Especially the open PR seemed to give a very promising
result. The PR was already open and under investigation for more than 2 weeks. SFL pointed within
the hour to the same location as where the research without SFL was at that time. This location
proved to be the point where a faulty valuable was written to a register.
A next important step needed to transfer the SFL method was to have the full code instrumented and
to have the SFL tools in the tool-chain for applying the SFL method at integration time. A new group
of people at another location needed to be convinced of the value of SFL. Due to a near
unavailability of NXP resources to support this process at that time, the transfer to the CIP at the
time of writing was not yet successful (see also Section 13.4.2).

13.3.5

Open source SFL

As SFL shows promising results, both TU Delft and ESI decided to develop the SFL result further
into an open source version that can be applied in virtually any domain. To create this open source
version a programmer reworked the TV specific version into a generic version. Also a user manual to
apply SFL was written, to facilitate applying the method in other domains. The result can be found
on http://fdir.org/zoltar/
This work is somewhat analogous to the work done in industry by engineering, where the output of
R&D first goes through the process of making it truly (re-)producible. This method to follow up the
work of a research line to make it easier to transfer to other areas is definitely a lesson learned and
worthwhile to also apply in the other projects.
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Lessons learned

As already mentioned in the previous sections, the Trader project not only resulted in transfer of
research results, but also in a number of other lessons learned. The Trader project was already the
fourth large-scale ESI project. Nevertheless, the fact that both a different research challenge was
targeted, and that the project was carried out with a different type of industry, caused the project to
face a number of new challenges. The next sections will elaborate on these challenges.

13.4.1 Time scale
In the Trader project again one could observe that industrial and academic people live by a different
time scale. Similar effects were seen in previous projects where ESI worked together with low- to
mid-volume, high-tech industries targeting their products mainly on an industrial market (see the
Boderc, Ideals and Tangram projects [Boderc, 2007], [Ideals, 2007], [Tangram, 2007]). However,
working together with a high-volume consumer-market industry showed this effect of different time
scales even more explicitly. In this hectic consumer market new products are expected roughly twice
a year. In relation to a project with academic partners this means that approximately two complete
product generations would be developed while the project was „just‟ investigating the real problem.
Between the beginning of the project and the first applicable results, 5 to 6 new product ranges are
put into the market. And once research results become available, in the time the project needs to
make a sufficient step in research, the industry makes again at least one full product step. This causes
the focus of the industrial experts often to differ a lot from the focus of the academic people.
This different pace is also reflected in the average availability to the project of experts from the
industry. After one or two years typically, many designers and managers move on to a different
project or part of the company. Their replacements bring new contacts to the project. In previous ESI
projects, it worked out well to have a small group of highly involved industrial experts. However in
an even faster moving industry as the consumer market, keeping this involvement on a proper level
is more difficult and will need more attention. In similar projects in the future, even more care must
be taken both to select people who are willing to stay with a long-running project and to find means
to get continuous management support, even with changes in management (as management also
typically moves further after a few years and in this case sometimes even less than a year).

13.4.2 Geographical challenges
Nowadays large companies have their development typically spread out over various locations
world-wide. To create one product or component often two or more teams on different geographical
locations work together. In the Trader project, most parts of the development related to the Trader
project were located in Eindhoven. Some others partners were close by, e.g. in Bruges, a two-hour
drive from Eindhoven. However, the effect of a full multi-site project became evident as input and
support was needed from other teams at the CIP, such as the software development group in
Bangalore, India. That team also needed to implement the SFL tools and to instrument the full SW
for our Eindhoven based research team to quickly locate faults during integration time and solve the
associated PRs.
Having productive contacts between academic researchers and industry is not self-evident and needs
attention and effort. Also other ESI projects showed that it is important for the researchers to work
together (on the location of the CIP) for a significant part of their time [Ideals, 2007]. When contacts
are suddenly no longer within easy travel distances, when people work in different time zones, and
when they have different organizations and working processes, then building up contacts and
working closely together to quickly achieve results, suddenly becomes much more laborious.
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Working with people at large geographical distances was new to ESI projects. The Trader project
approached this geographical challenge by having the local CIP people interfacing with their
colleagues abroad. At times, this proved to be a challenge, especially as it requires the creation of
shared priorities among different organizations, project priorities and cultures.

13.4.3

Demo-Day

The Trader project was the first ESI project where the concept of a so-called Demo-Day was applied.
In previous projects individual results were shown to a small, often selected audience or were
presented in the rather static form of a symposium. In the Demo-Day concept, most research lines
make a live demonstrator to show this to a large audience at the location of the CIP, inviting a broad
audience from management to developers.

Figure 13.2 Trader Demo-Day at NXP Home (Eindhoven) (Photo: A. Westveer)
Organizing of such a Demo-Day in house at the CIP has a number of positive effects. First of all, an
in house Demo-Day offered the project large exposure to a much broader audience in the company
than presentation sessions can reach. Having researchers showing their results with live
demonstrations stimulates interaction and lively discussions between potential users and the
researchers involved. In previous projects, ESI and the researchers had to search for potential users.
Now the potential users simply came to visit the Demo-Day and contacts were made in a natural
way. In addition, the Demo-Day proved to be an ideal incentive for the researchers to make a
working demonstrator. Without a demonstrator, the work often remained very long in the research
phase, and consisted mainly of ideas, papers, and often merely local results for own research. For the
industrial contacts, the demonstrators made the research results very tangible, which resulted in both
enthusiastic reactions (“I want it now!”) and in-depth discussions, sometimes giving more direction
to the researchers or giving opportunities to enhance the industry-as-laboratory method of working.
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A Trader Demo-Day was held twice. The first one showed 10 running demonstrators on March 11th,
2008 at NXP Home in Eindhoven (the actual CIP), where an estimated 100 people visited the demos.
The second one, a small scale version, showed 5 demos on June 20th, 2008 at NXP CAR in
Nijmegen, where the target audience, R&D managers, came to visit the demos. The first Demo-Day
in Eindhoven resulted in 10 actual follow-up actions.
Thanks to the success of this Demo-Day, the other ESI projects followed this example. Creating
working demonstrators and showing them at the CIP and discussing the results are now one of the
standard methods in other ESI projects to transfer results.

13.4.4 Bringing a shared project vision
When the project started, the first months were spent on creating a shared vision; first on how to
define the basic problem and next on how to tackle the problem thus defined. For most researchers,
though experts in their own research area, the domain of televisions was new. Also the problem
description and areas to investigate further initially were still vague. During a number of workshops
it became clear that focusing mainly on improving the design phase cannot prevent every possible
fault of a complex product. Due to the ever increasing complexity, systems have to be able to deal
with errors that will stay undetected during design, integration and test. Such errors can be expected
to show up in the field, once the product is sold. Countering such errors implies the need for a system
with a form of run-time awareness, which can detect and resolve unexpected system behavior (see
Chapter 1). Defining this framework in an early phase of the project helped to give direction to the
various sub-projects, most of which are described in this Trader book. Where in some other projects
we have seen the risk of the various research topics becoming individual projects, the run-time
awareness framework coupled both the research topics and the researchers together into truly one
project.
Having an overall vision was of course not sufficient. During the workshops and also afterwards the
risk was always present that some academic researchers preferred to work on their favorite research
topic only, neglecting the overall goal in which their research was only one piece of the total puzzle.
Also having a favorite topic increases the risk that researchers tend to specify the problem in terms of
the envisioned solution, thus not seeing the actual problems. An open attitude, created by looking for
the overall vision, is needed to see the actual real-world problem that may be different from the
expected problem: “Real-world problems are seldom where you expect them to be” [Potts, 1993].
Regular meetings were organized with all the researchers present. In these meetings, researchers
were asked to make explicit what input they need and where the output will be used. This helped to
keep focus on the overall vision. Also the industrial setting and the creation of demonstrators helped
focusing: researchers where often challenged to actually implement their results at NXP. Of course
focusing the researchers on this overall vision and industrial context seemed not always in line with
their quest for academic results, such as scientific papers. Yet, experimentally validated results are
needed for a healthy science. Otherwise, system engineering research will end up in a research crisis
like software [Glass, 1994] with a too low ratio of validated results [Tichy, 1995]. However, the next
section shows that these two pulling forces can be combined to pull in the same direction.

13.4.5 Industrial versus scientific success
In the field of Embedded Systems Engineering tensions can occur between industrial research and
development and academic research. What is considered an industrial success is not always valued
scientifically, whereas scientific results are not always easily applicable in industry. The Trader
project showed that it is perfectly possible to combine industrial success with scientific success. The
research on spectrum-based fault localization is a perfect example that showed that applying,
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verifying, and testing scientific research in an industrial context can lead to a sound industrial basis
and well regarded scientific publications. The SFL research is with sixteen accepted publications one
of the highest ranking research lines in Trader.

13.4.6

Tool transfer tensions

Next to the above mentioned challenges, one also sees that many results are in the form of tools that
help the development or the architectural process. On the one hand most companies are reluctant to
introduce tools that cannot be obtained from well known tool vendors. Often the company does not
have resources to support and maintain the tool, so they expect it from a tool vendor. The tools made
by the researchers are often specialties and not supported by tool vendors. This makes introduction to
the CIP difficult or impossible. One route to follow can be to find a tool vendor that is interested in
the new tool. This however proves to be a hard route that often only works when several interested
companies urge a tool vendor to pick up the tool.
Further a company is often reluctant to adopt new tools and methods in their current development.
Introducing new technology in a running project is seen as an extra risk. A method to transfer new
technologies can be to introduce the new technology in a parallel path, next to the running
development. Once the new technology has proven itself and the risk of introduction has proven to
be low, the company‟s reluctance can diminish.

13.5

Conclusions

The Trader project has a number of valuable and interesting results. Some of the results were taken
up by the CIP. We hoped that more results would have been picked up, however the large changes at
the CIP, also induced by the economic situation, made transfer even more of a challenge than
envisioned and experienced from previous ESI projects. Nevertheless, both the industrial and
academic partners are happy with the results from the Trader project. We hope that this book,
bringing all the results together, can also help in creating awareness in industry and academia about
product reliability and possible methods to improve it. Especially important is the awareness that
there can be a big difference in viewpoint on reliability between users / customers and the developers
(see Chapter 2). Finally a number of results from the Trader project are currently being incorporated
into a new ESI course on reliability.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge the input of many people from NXP over the 5
years of the Trader project.
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Glossary and list of
abbreviations
A
ADOC

Analog (TV) Digital One Chip; a digital TV processor

ANSI C

The standard published by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
for the C programming language

AOP

Aspect-oriented programming, a programming paradigm that increases
modularity by allowing the separation of cross-cutting concerns, forming a basis
for Aspect-oriented software development

B
b or bit

Bit, a binary digit, taking a value of either 0 or 1

B or Byte

Byte, a basic unit of measurement of information storage in computer science,
usually consisting of 8 bits

Bsik

Besluit Subsidies Investeringen Kennis-infrastructuur, a scheme from the Dutch
government of the proceeds of its natural gas reserves, to subsidize investments
in knowledge infrastructure aims, to bring together players from public research
and industry and support their joint research efforts with funding of up to 50
percent

C
C

A general-purpose computer programming language originally developed in
1972 by Dennis Ritchie at the Bell Telephone Laboratories

Cache

A temporary storage area where frequently accessed data can be stored for
rapid access. A cache is frequently used within a CPU to reduce memory access
latency

CD

Compact Disc, an optical disc used to store digital data, originally developed
for storing digital audio
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CDF

Cumulative Distribution Function, describes the probability distribution of a
real-valued random variable

CIP

Carrying Industrial Partner, the company that provides the problem and the
industrial setting for the Industry as Laboratory project

Codec

Coder – Decoder, a hardware device or computer software used for coding
and decoding transformations of data or signal streams

COTS

Commercial of-the-shelf, a term for software or hardware, generally
technology or computer products, that are ready-made and available for sale,
lease, or license to the general public. They are often used as alternatives to
in-house developments

CPU

Central Processing Unit, an electronic circuit that can execute computer
programs

Cronbach's alpha

A measure for the internal consistency (reliability) of a psychometric test

D
Deadlock

A situation wherein two or more competing actions are waiting for the other
to finish, and thus neither ever does

DOORS

A requirements tracking tool from Telelogic / IBM

D-RAM

Dynamic Random Access Memory; data is stored in capacitors which require
periodical refreshes to retain the information

DTI

Design Technology Institute, a co-operation between Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven (TU/e) and National University of Singapore (NUS)

DVD

Digital Video Disc, an optical disc storage media format

E
Error

The part of the system state that may lead to a failure. E.g. a wrong memory
value or a wrong message in a queue

ESI

Embedded Systems Institute

F
FA

Failure Attribution

Failure

An event that occurs when a state change leads to a run that no longer satisfies
the external specification

Fault

The adjudged or hypothesized cause of an error which is not part of the
system state; e.g. programming mistakes (such as divide by zero) or
unexpected input

FUI

Function Importance
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G
GNU

A range of applications developed and distributed by the Free Software
Foundation. GNU is widely used by UNIX programmers and the acronym
GNU means "GNU‟s Not UNIX"

GNU GPL

The GNU General Public License (GNU GPL or simply GPL) is a widely
used free software license, originally written by Richard Stallman for the
GNU project

GUI

Graphical User Interface; a type of user interface which allows people to
interact with electronic devices such as computers; hand-held devices such as
MP3 Players, Portable Media Players or Gaming devices

H
HDMI

High-Definition Multimedia Interface, a compact audio/video interface for
transmitting uncompressed digital data

HDTV

High-definition television, a digital television broadcasting system with
higher resolution than traditional television systems

HRT

Hard Real-Time; the completion of an operation after its deadline is useless or
may lead to a failure of the complete system

I
IDCT

Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform, a formula or an algorithm often used in
signal and image processing, especially for lossy data compression

IMEC

Interuniversity Microelectronics Centre, a micro- and nano-electronics
research center located in Leuven, Belgium

IPC

Inter-Process Communication; a set of techniques for the exchange of data
among multiple threads in one or more processes

iPod

A brand of portable media players designed and marketed by Apple Inc

J
J-TAG

Joint Test Action Group, the common name used for the IEEE 1149.1
standard entitled Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture
for test access ports used for testing printed circuit boards using boundary
scan

K
k

Kilo, one thousand. In software and memory size it may also stand for 1,024
or 210

Kernel

The central component of a computer operating system, including
management of the system's resources

kLOC

Kilo Lines of Code, see LOC
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Knapsack Problem

A problem in combinatorial optimization that derives its name from the
maximization problem of the best choice of essentials that can fit into one bag
to be carried on a trip. Given a set of items, each with a weight and a value,
determine the number of each item to include in a collection so that the total
weight is less than a given limit and the total value is as large as possible

Koala

A software component model and architectural description language,
developed by Philips Research, optimized to handle complexity, diversity and
evolution in a resource constrained domain, such as televisions

L
LCD

Liquid Crystal Display, an electronically-modulated optical device shaped
into a thin, flat panel made up of any number of color or monochrome pixels
filled with liquid crystals and arrayed in front of a light source (backlight) or
reflector. Modern televisions use an LCD to display the pictures instead of the
earlier Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

Linux

An operating system or OS-kernel used by a family of Unix-like operating
systems

LL

Low Latency

LLVM

Low Level Virtual Machine; a compiler infrastructure, designed for compiletime, link-time, runtime, and "idle-time" optimization of programs

LOC

Lines of Code, a software metric used to measure the size of a software
program by counting the number of lines in the text of the program's source
code

M
M

Mega, one million. In software and memory size it may also stand for
1,048,576 or 220

MATLAB

A numerical computing environment and programming language, maintained
by The MathWorks

MBD

Model Based Diagnosis

MIPS

A RISC microprocessor architecture developed by MIPS Technologies

MISRA

Motor Industry Software Reliability Association

MISRA-C

A software development standard for the C programming language developed
by MISRA

MMKP

Multi-choice Multi-dimension Knapsack Problem

Mloc

Mega Lines of Code, see LOC

MP3

MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3, a digital audio encoding format using a form of
lossy data compression
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MPEG (MPG)

Moving Picture Experts Group, formed by the ISO to set standards for audio
and video compression and transmission.
Also a standard or file format for the generic coding of moving pictures and
associated audio information

MPlayer

A free and open source media player

MPSoC

Multi-Processor System-on-a-Chip

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failures; the arithmetic mean (average) time between
failures of a system

MTTF

Mean Time To Fail; the average time for a system to fail with the assumption
that the failed system is not repaired

MTTR

Mean Time To Recover / Repair; the average time that a device will take to
recover / to be repaired from any failure

N
NFF

No-Fault-Found, a term used in the field of failure analysis to describe a
situation where an originally reported mode of failure cannot be duplicated by
the evaluating technician and therefore the potential defect cannot be fixed

NP

Nondeterministic Polynomial time (complexity), a computational complexity
class

NPD

New Product Development, the term used to describe the complete process of
bringing a new product or service to market

NTSC

National Television System Committee, the analog television system used in
most of the Americas, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, Burma,
and some Pacific island nations and territories

NVM

Non-Volatile Memory; computer memory that can retain the stored
information even when not powered

NXP

NXP Semiconductors, a semiconductor company established by Philips in
2006 (formerly a division of Royal Philips Electronics)

O
OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer, a company that uses a component made by
a second company in its own product, or sells the product of the second
company under its own brand

OS

Operating System; the interface between hardware and applications; it is
responsible for the management and coordination of activities and the sharing
of the limited resources of the computer. The operating system acts as a host
for applications that are run on the machine

OSD

On Screen Display, an image or text superimposed on a screen picture,
commonly used by modern televisions, VCRs, and DVD players to display
information such as volume, channel, and time
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P
PAL

Phase Alternating Line, a color-encoding system television used in broadcast
television systems in large parts of the world

Pareto optimal

A concept originated in economics, named after Vilfredo Pareto. Given a set
of alternative allocations of resources, a change from one allocation to another
that can make at least one individual better off without making any other
individual worse off is called a Pareto improvement. An allocation is Pareto
optimal when no further Pareto improvements can be made.

PE

Processing Element

PR

Problem Report, a method to submit problems found and keep track of
reported problems of a system and how it is solved or why it is not solved

Q
QA-C

A commercial static code analysis software tool produced by Programming
Research for the C language

R
RAM

Random Access Memory, a computer memory that can be read from and
written to in arbitrary sequence

RISC

Reduced Instruction Set Computing; a CPU design strategy based on the
model that simplified instructions provide for higher performance if this
simplicity is utilized to make instructions execute very quickly

RMS

Rate-Monotonic Scheduling, a scheduling algorithm used in real-time
operating systems with a static-priority scheduling class

ROM

Read-Only Memory, a class of storage media used in computers and other
electronic devices, mainly used to store firmware

RTOS

Real-time Operating System

RU

Recoverable Unit

RV

Runtime Verification

S
SCART

Syndicat des Constructeurs d'Appareils Radiorécepteurs et Téléviseurs, Radio
and Television Receiver Manufacturer's Association, a French-originated
standard and associated 21-pin connector for connecting audio-visual (AV)
equipment together

SCM

Software Configuration Management, the task of tracking and controlling
changes in the software

SD

Secure Digital, a non-volatile memory card format for use in portable devices

SECAM

Séquentiel couleur à mémoire, French for "Sequential Color with Memory",
an analog color-encoding television system first used in used in broadcast
television systems in France
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SFL

Spectrum-Based Fault Localization, a diagnosis technique based on statistical
analysis of execution profiles

Simulink

A tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing multi-domain dynamic
systems, maintained by The MathWorks

Stateflow

An interactive design and simulation tool for event-driven systems, developed
by The MathWorks

SUO

System Under Observation

T
TASS

A Dutch (software) service provider active in the area of technical and
embedded software

Teletext

A television information retrieval service developed in the early 1970s. It
offers a range of text-based information, typically including national,
international and sporting news, weather and TV schedules and subtitles (or
closed captioning)

TriMedia

A VLIW Media-processor family from NXP Semiconductors

TSU

Time Stamp Unit

TUD

Delft University of Technology

TU/e

Eindhoven University of Technology

TV520

A platform by NXP for LCD television sets

TVoM

TV on Mobile

U
UART

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter; a piece of computer hardware
that translates data between parallel and serial forms

UPFS

User Perceived Failure Severity

USB

Universal Serial Bus, a serial bus standard to interface devices to a host
computer

UT

University of Twente

UML

Unified Modeling Language, a standardized general-purpose modeling
language in the field of software engineering

V
VLIW

Very Large Instruction Word, a CPU architecture designed to take advantage
of instruction level parallelism

Vproc

Video Processing, a component in the TV Software of NXP
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W
Word

A term for the natural unit of data used by a particular computer design. A
word is a fixed-sized group of bits (often 16, 32 or 64) that are handled
together by the machine
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